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INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE

CHAPTER I

THE SCIENTinc MOOD
•Top myself I found that I was fitted fop

nothing so well as fop the study of Truth- mhavmg a inind nimble and versatUe enoiirh
to catch the pesemblance of things (which isthe chief point), and at the same time steadv
enough to fix and distinguish theip subtle
diffcpcnces; as being gifted by natupe with

frZl^^? * ;
P**^*''''* *° ^°"^*' 'ondness

to meditate, slowness to assert, pcadiness to
woonsider, carefulness to dispose and set in
order; and as being a man that neither affects
wftat is new nop admires what is old, and that
hates every kmd of imposture. So I thouffhtmy nature had a kind of familiaiity Ld
pclationship with Tputh."-FRANCT8 Bacon

Mood—The Scientific Mood eontraated with^oS^

^'^?''^^"«^^'^*°" ofre1cienu£ 5l!Si

Befoee SaENCE -We do not know muchthat is qmte certain in regard to oup early



8 INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE
ancestors, but it is safe to say that man's
relations with Nature were for a long time
predommantly practical. We may recall the
vivid picture which ^schylus gives of
primitive men—living in caves, without fire,
without wood-work, without system, without
seasons, without foresight, a dream-life with-
out science:

—

"And let me tell you, not as taunting men,
But teaching you the intention of my gifts
How, first, beholding they beheld in vain,
And, hearing, heard not, but like shapes in

dreams.
Mixed aU things wildly down the tedious

time.

Nor knew to build a house against the sun
With wicketed sides, nor any wood-work

knew
But lived like silly ants, beneath the ground,
In hollow caves unsunned. There came to

them
No steadfast sign of winter, nor of spring
Flower-perfumed, nor ofsummer full of fruit
But blindly and lawlessly they did all things!
Until I taught them how the stars do rise
And set in mystery, and devised for them
Number, the inducer of philosophies.
The synthesis of letters, and besides
The artificer of all things, Memory
That sweet muse-mother.'-*
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In those early days the various moods that

we are familiar with—such as the scientific,
the artistic, and the philosophic—had not
become defined off from an oppressive practical
mood. Very gradually, however, Man got a
firmer foothold in the struggle for existence,
and was able to raise his head and look at the
stars. He discovered the year with its marvel-
lous object-lesson of recurrent sequences—

a

discovery which was one of the first great
steps towards science, and he became vividly
aware that his race had a history. He had
time, too, for a conscious enjoyment of
Nature, which came to mean more and more
to him. Here and there, perhaps, some began
to ponder over the significance of their experi-
ence. Gradually, at all events, as the ages
passed, various moods became, as we say,
diffo-entiated from one another, and men
began to be contrasted according as this
OT that mood was more habitual with them.
Men of action, men of feeling, and men of
thought, these were the three primary types
which are now-a-days split up into m£or
types. They correspond, obviously, to doing
feeling, and knowing; to hand, heart, and
head; to practice, emotional activity, and
mtellectual inquiry. That we may better
underhand the scientific mood, let us c<»i8ider
for a httle the others.
The PnAcncAL Mood.—First thei« is the
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m»n if "'"r"' *'^ ""^P"** that the prartteJ

S^n^n" f^ 8^?. °' ''^'' «««1 that kels

«/^n ^ *;' *""* kindliness which marks astrong development of the kin-instinct. Yethe himself would be the first to point out thTthe had no pwticular hmigcr or thirrtXr ttedescnptive formula which Science seek to
fupply. So far as Science means that kind of

F^Z'lf l^t\ '' *'''«^8ht, that S oForesight which is Power, he believed in itbut on the whole it did not interest WmSimilarly whUe he would confess to a pleasS^m friendly relations between man aifd Zi!and between man and his beasts, and teasometimes apparently hyperosthetic seLeof order, he would admit, on the whole,7^
^thetic emotion was not much in his iCHe was not built that way.

^3"^i^ obviously much to be said for thedominant practical mood. It is as natimUand necessary and dignified as any otherScience grew out of practical lore, aid fr«hvigour has often come to science b; a tigS-ng of Its touch with the business of ev?ryilWe. How much mathematics, for instance
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both simple and subtle, has arisen in direct
response to practical needs, whether of measur-
ing land OP measuring electricity

!

On the other hand, the risks of a tyrannous
practical mood, are great. When things get
mto the saddle and override ideas and ideals
and all good feeling, when the multiplication
Of loaves and fishes becomes the only problemm the world, we know the results to be vicious,
lo be wholly practical is to grub for edible
roots and see no flowers upon the earth, no
stars pverhead. The exaggeratedly practicalman y^l have nothing to do with sentiment.'!
thougn he prides himself in keeping close to
the facts '; he cannot abide " theory »*

tthough he is himself imbued with a quaintMartm Tupperism which gives a false sim-
plicity to the problems of life; he will live, he
msists. m the real worid." and yet he often
hugs close to himself the most unreal of

The Emotional Mood.—Secondly, there is
the emotional and artistic mood, which finds
expression in SchUler's words : « O wunder-
schon 1st Gottes Erde, und schon auf ihr einMensch zu sein." " Oh wondrous beautiful
IS God 8 earth, and good it is to be a manupon It."

^^

hJ^"^ ?^'^^* emergence, perhaps, the
herbs and the trees, the birds and the beasts,
sent tendrils into his heart, claiming Td
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finding kinship. Ever so early there must
have been a rude joy in the heavens and the
earth, and in the pageant of L ^ seasons-
something more than the pleasure of baskingm the sun like a lizard. Probably, however,
It was not until man had gained some firmness
of footmg in the world, secured by his wits
agamst stronger rivals and a careless environ-
ment, that the emotional tone grew into
dignity as a distinct mood, a genuine enjoy-
ment of beautiful things, which found expres-
sion in music and dance, in song and story,
in painting and carving, and in religious
ntes.

Like the practical mood, so the emotional
mood has its obvious virtues. It is part of the
salt of life. It begets a sympathy that is
insight. In a noisy world it helps to keep us
aware of the harmony hidden in the heart of
things.

We are perhaps apt to think too lightly
of the value of the more primitive esthetic
emotions. Do we not need some infusion of
the sir—Ie delight in the earth which was
expre.

^ for instance, by Matthew Arnold in
his Empedocles on Etna : " Is it so small a thing
to have enjoy'd the sun ? " There is a fine
ideal, which no science need contradict, in
that line of Goldsmith's, "His heaven com-
mences ere the world be past." It is only by
the culture of the emotional mood—though
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the words are almost self-contradictory
that man " hitches his wagon to the stars."

But, just as with any other disproportionate
development, there are risks in the hyper-
trophied emotional mood. Uncurbed by
science, unrelated to practice, it may become
morbid, even mad. Rational wonder may
degenerate into "a caterwauling about
Nature." Enthusiasm for what is beautiful,
without relevant activity, may become an
unpleasant effervescence. There may be over-
feeling, just as there may be overdoing.
The Scientific Mood contrasted with

THE Others.—^The scientific worker has
elected primarily to know, not do. He does
not directly seek, like the practical man, to
realize the ideal of exploiting nature and
controlling life—though he makes this more
possible; he seeks rather to idealize—to
conceptualize—the real, or at least those
aspects of reality that are available in his
experience. He thinks more of lucidity and
formulae than of loaves and fishes. He is

more concerned with knowing Nature than
with enjoying her. His main intention is to
describe the sequences in Nature in the simplest
possible lormulie, to make a working thooj^t-
model of the known world. He would make
the world translucent, not that emotion may
catch the glimmer of the indefinable light that
shines through, but for other reasons—^because
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dislike ^n^oS
^"^»!«i*iveness, because of hisdislike of obscurities, because of his crav-ing for a system-an intellectual system in

unified
""^""^ *'^ ** ^^*'* provisionally

.^t^^* ^ T^ ^^""^ indicated the vices of anexaggerated emotional mood and of a too

*ts risks^T^^^
?^^«"*^fi<^ ™ood has

second /^f ''^'"^ '"^"''"^ ^«*» ««d »'esecond (as if science were not, after all for

(as If knowledge could not be bought at toohigh a price); of pedantry (as if science were

J^'^lL^
"preserve" for the expert iSlectual sportsman and not also an educationfor the citizen); of disproportionate analysis^^ssecting more than it reconstructs4o t^^

of fact
^/^'"^^.^^I «^«fk-raking for items

scien^). ^
*''*' *^^^^ constituted a

Adjustment of Moods.—Before we ao onto corsider the characteristics of the^ciemificmood m greater detail, let us sum up so f^There are three dominant moods in man^
practical, emotional, and scientific-^ch^^
Xto^^rnn-

T^^y ^o^espond syi^bX^ly to hand, heart, and head, and thev areall equally necessary and worthy. " A^d th^eye camiot say unto the hand, /have^ need
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of tiee : nor again the head to the feet, I have
no aeed of yot." They are all worthy, but
most so when they respect one another as
equslly justifiable outlooks on nature, and
when they are combined, in adjusted pro-
portions, in a full human life. But that is so
difficult of attainment, especially when great
excellence in one direction has been inherited
or acquired, that the disproportionate develop-
ments we have spoken of are apt to occur.
They are often the more dangerous because
of the very strength which the exaggeration
gives to its possessor. This is part of the
penalty of genius.

For ordinary folk, however, it is safe to say
that when any mood becomes so dominant
that the validity of the others is denied or
ignored, the results are likely to be tainted
with some vice—some inhumanity, some
sentimentalism, some pedantry, some violence
to the unity of life. A sane life implies a
practical recognition of the trinity of knowing,
feeling, and doing. This spells health, whole-
ness, holiness, as Edward Carpenter has well
said.

Characteristics of the Scientific Mood.—In his presidential address to the British
Association in 1899, Sir Michael Foster in-
quired into the qualities that distinguish the
scientific worker, and came to the conclusion
that they were, in the main, three :

—
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" In the first place, above all other thiiM.

his nature must be one which vibratei ^unison with that of which he is in search i the

twthful with the truthfulness of nature

th«^ fif
1^ T'u ""P«-io"»' '« more exacthii

M^Js
^^ sometimes calls truth-

"In the second place, he must be alert ofmmd Nature is ever making signs iT^
she IS ever whispering to us the beginning
of her secrets; the scientific man must heever on the watch ready at once to lay hold

hCT whisper, however low.

fhl^
tjie tWrd place, scientific inquiry,though It be pre-eminently an intell^ctuS

effort, has need of the moral quality of courage--not so much the courage which helps^
ZZ Jf^'^t

* ^^^^"^ difficulty as the coinage
of steadfast endurance." ^

Anticipating the obvious criticism thatth^e three qualities of truthfulness, alTrtn^and courage are not in any way ^culiwTothe scientific man, but "may beVecSd
as belonging to almost eve^ one whVh^commanded or deserved success, wh^^
ri.^/f- ^-? J^- -alk in life," Sir"]^^^

t^tdcf i-K IW^^''' ^^^ ^ ^ould desireto insist, that the men of science have nopeculiar virtues, no special powers,^y
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are ordinary men, their characters are c<Mn-
mon, even commonplace. Science, as Huxley
said, is organized common-sense, and men of
science are common men, drilled in the ways ol
common-sense.

"

Perhaps this protests a little too much, that
the scientific man is as other men are, but it
emphasizes a useful point, that the sdentiflo
mood does not necessarily imply any particular
knowledge of this or that science. Some men
who are quite ignorant of any of the concrete
sciences have nevertheless a highly developed
scientific mood. Give them data and a clearly
stated problem, and they soon show that they
are scientific in every fibre of their mind. It
is indeed a vulgar error that science is any-
thing by itself. To speak of "going in toe
science " is like proposing to go in for breathing
or good digestion.

When all is said, however, we feel that there
is something distinctive in the scientific mood,
and this requires further analysis. It will
appear that our conclusions agree with Sir
Michael Foster's, but they emphasize intel-
lectual rather than moral features.
A Passion fob Facts.—As a first char-

acteristic of the scientific mood we would
rank a passion for facts, which corresponds
to the quality of truthfulness in Sir Michael
Foster's analysis. It is the desire for accuracy
of observation and precision of statement.
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" First make sure of the facts," is a funda-
mental precept in science, but it is no easy
matter. E\'en in regard to simple problems
It IS often difficult to get a grip of the facts of
the case. Even in regard to simple occur-
rences It is often difficult to give a quite
accurate account of what took place. This
is partly due to the dash of the artistic mood
which most men have. It is often due to the
untrained eye, which sees only what it has the
power of seeing,—sometimes little indeed—
and, in the opposite direction, to preconcep-
tions which often enable men to see what is
not to be seen. It is also due to lack of
discipline in the method of science; thus noth-
ing is commoner than a narration that mingles
observation with unconscious inferences from
observation, which is one of the elementary
fallacies.

" Man, unscientific man," Sir Michael Foster
said, " is often content with ' the nearly ' and
* the almost.' Nature never is. It is not her
way to call the same two things which differ,
though the difference may be measured by
less than the thousandth of a milligramme or
of a miUimetre, or by any other like standard
of minuteness. And the man who, carrying
the ways of the world into the domain of
science, thinks that he may treat Nature's
^ffercnces in any other way than she treats
them herself, will find that she resents his
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conduct; if he in carelessness or in disdain
overlooks the minute difference which she holds
out to him as a signal to guide him in his
search, the projecting tip, as it were, of some
buned treasure, he is bound to go astray,
and, the more strenuously he struggles on'
the farther will he find himself from his true
goal."

Many children seem to pass through an
mteresting stage in which they fail to dis-
criminate between their dream-pictures and
their wide-awake pictures of actual occur-
rences, and it was probably ingenuousness*
rather than any lack of good faith that

'

some of the old naturalist-travellers, in th
glamour of strange lands, to mix up in their
diaries what they actually saw and what the
natives told them was to be seen. And we
do not need to go back to ancient history to
find examples.
The scientific worker is well aware that in

measurements and observations the accuracy
attainable is only approximate, and that
the degree of approximation varies with the
individual. The personal equation has been
for a long time frankly recognized and allowed
for m astronomy; it is also sometimes esti-
mated m chemistry and physics; but it must
be recogmzed all round. Science begins with
measurement and there are some people
who cannot be measurers; and just as we
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fi'^.fj^j^^*;**" ^^"^ "^ ^«'k to thisor ^t fraction of an inch of accuracy, so wemust distinguish ourselves and our acquaint-
ajices as able to observe and record tTt^s orthat degree of truthfulness.
Hence, naturally, the importance ofdisciplme aiid apprenticeship in precision-

whether with the chemical balance or wUhthe scalpRl, with the sextant or the miW

I^d L t.^'^-i'^'^'^^P'"*'** ^' truthfulness!a«d we heartily agree with Agassiz that a

n^^*.""
"**"'** '^**""*^ « °«« o' the best

preparations a man can have for work in anvdepartment of life where accurate carefuln^and adherence to the facts of the case Zof indispensable importance.
Long ago Bacon said :

" We should accustom
ourselves to things themselves," and ?S^to distinguish between appearance and reality—IS what the saentific mood seeks after. Itsemblem might be the X-rays which pen;tratethrough supei^cial obscurities. It is the noteof precision that is distinctive. We read ofClerk Maxwell: "Throughout his chSXxS
SllfT'^^^'*?*^*''' ^^» * What's the go ofthat? What does it do ? » Nor was he
content with a vague . oswer, but would
reiterate, •But what's the particular go of

The quality of accuracy has, of course, a
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great variety of expressions at many differ-
ent levels, but it is of the same mood and
towards the same ideal all through. The
discipline of weighing and measuring is doubt-
less sometimes exaggerated into an end in
itself, and made unnecessarily tedious by its
unrelatedness to real problems, but those who
are inclined to be impatient with it should
rmember that it is congruent with and con-
tributory to " that enthusiasm for truth, that
fanaticism of veracity, which is a greater
possession thai, uch learning; a nobler gift
than the power ^i increasmg knowledge."
These are Huxley's words, whose passion

for facts marked all he said and did. They
suggest afamous sentence in his autobiography,
in which he expressed his aims in life. " If
I may speak of the objects I have had in view
since I began the ascent of my hillock, they are
briefly these : To promote the increase of
natural knowledge and to forward the appli-
cation of scientific methods of investigation to
all the problems of life to the best of my ability,
in the conviction which has grown with my
growth and strengthened with my strength,
that there is no alleviation for the sufferings
of mankind except veracity of thought and of
action, and the rescdute facing of the world
as it is, when the garment of make-believe by
which pious hands have hidden its uglier
features is stripped off/!
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tor^t^^T^I^
*•>«

f
~n8 phrase " a passiontor lacts because ol the intensity which allthe great masters in science have O^Z In

savs"^r,?r'°!S- Opinions," GlanvUle

hT'fk i*"*
"**"*" °' immature intellects

them^
'^'""^^ '^'«°»» have ou'^'

obi^^1tT?^''^*V^'^*y ^""J- " the more

Souft£: ^art^*""
P""-^'-' «" «»»tence cling

eharacterifticX^^il^Z^^^^
Snr?':. " '^ habituated iS towithhold judgment when the data a« „hv^ously mcompiete; to doubt con^sio^'tht'

of actfve :;;«cSnr^Sr *'^L"'"»"'''
Indeed, as ftof w JC B '*' Skepsis.'!
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intellectual virtues is philosophic doubt, and
the mental vice to which we are most prone
is OUT tendency to believe that lack of evidence
for an opinion is a reason for believing some-
thing else." ..." Suspended judgment is
the greatest triumph of intellectual discipline."
The sceptical, distrustful, scientific desire to
test everything was charmingly hit off in the
definition of a professor given in Fliegende
Blatter—*' Ein Professor ist ein Mensch der
anderer Meinung ist." "A professor is a
man who is of a different opinion."

It is true that the scientific mood is con-
tmually making hypotheses or guesses at
truth; the scientific use of the imagination is a
recognized method. It is a kind of intellectual
experimentation, and it suggests actual experi-
ments by which it is itself tested. The danger
of this is not so much for experts as for those
who have hicomplete mastery of the rules of
the game, but every one will admit that
provisional hypotheses have a tendency to
put on the garb of full-grown theories, or even
of establisiied doctrines. As Mr. Bateson has
phrased it, the controlled scientific mood will
avoid " giving to the ignorant as a gospel, in
the name of science, the rough guesses of
yesterday that to-morrow should forget.'! As
Huxley said with memorable severity : " The
assertion that outstrips the evidence is not
only a blunder but a crime.'!
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A fine illustration of scientific restraint is

rep^ to the theory of evolution »,/<»•« thepubl cation of the Origin of Specie,. He hadstudjed Lamarck attentively, and he h^
Heri^nT"^ "^^ ?™'°"8«» ''»"'«» withHerbert Spencer on the subject. " But cvf^n
"/

'"'ft«^ <«alectic skill and co^ousZ^of apt Jlustration could not drive me from myagnostic paction. 1 took my stand upon twogrounds
: Firstly, that up to that «me theevidencem favour of transmutation waswMvmsufflcient; and secondly, that noZg3

respecting the causes of transmutatifn „°
suined, which had been made, was in any w^J

forms which assumed the operation of nocauses but such as could be proC ?o b^

itf ti5 ^i " »"y other speculation, but toget hold of clear and definite conceptions whichcould be brought face to face'^wito fartsand have their validity tested. The (Ws^
Z',^

us with the working hyXf^^
th^ff 1,

' u J
"* '^y rational course forthose who had no other object than thi
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attainment of truth was to accept * Darwin-
ism * as a working hypothesis and see what
could be made of it. Either it would prove
its capacity to elucidate the facts of organic
life, or it would break down under the strain."
(See Huxley's Life and Letters, vol. i. p. 168.)
To read these words is to breathe the scien-
tific atmosphere. They illustrate the scientific
»aood better than any analysis.

Cautiousness, then, ischaracteristic ofscience.
Just as « burnt bairns dread the fire " ; so the
scientific mood, often deceived by misobserva-
tion, by inferences mixed up with roords,
by hearsay evidence, by an mduction fi j too
narrow a basis, and even by the wiU-o -the-
wisp glamour of a brilliant hypothesis, becomes
more and more cautious, distrustful, " canny."
One of the forms of cautiousness that is most
difficult of attainment, and yet indispensable,
is distrust of our personal bias in forming
judgments. Our interpretations are neces-
sarily coloured by our personal experience and
our social environment; our hjrpotheses mwy
arise from social suggestion; but before they
pass into the framework of science they must
be "de-personalized." In fact, the validity
of a scientific conclusion, as distinguished from
a mere opinion, depends on the elimination
of the subjective element. As Prof. Karl
Pearson says :

" The scientific man has above
all things to strive at self-elimination in his
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Sn 'J%^".'^'fi'»fon of facts, the recog-nition of thett sequence and relative sif-

habrt of forming a judgment upon th^
i^^.!''""f'^'^ ^y person'SffeelinlTsS
As Faraday said

:
" The world little knc -

tZT'^J*^^" *'«'"«'"» "d theories whichhave passed through the mind of a scienSmvestigator have been crushed in sflen^ ZJs«rccy by his own severe eritWsm ^da^v^exammation; that in the most mS^mstances not a tenth of the s..g«sS «^

statement we'^.^- another3^"^

"L,^vro^-:uSltpXt-Ci
no sd.001, and in doctrine have n?m^He should not be a respecter of p^so^t^tofthmg. Truth should be his pri^^b-^i
L^-^l, 2"*^'"*' ^ added taSy't^may mdeed hope to walk within the^l ofthe Temple of Nature.'!

'
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It seems to us strange that some biologists

have cnticized Prof. Wcismami because in
the course of a quarter of a century or more, he
has modified certain of his suggestions as new
facts came within his knowledge. Nothing
is more characteristically scientific. As
• "rru*

^* ^°y°*^°« ^^ admirably put
it

:
The hypotheses of science are continually

changing. Old hypotheses break down and
new ones take their place. But the classifi-
cation of known phenomena which a hypothesis
has suggested, and the new discoveries of
phenomena to which it has led, remain as
positive and permanent additions to natural
knowledge when the hypothesis itself has
vanished from thought.*!

Clearness of Vision.—A third character-
istic of the scientific mood is the endeavour
after clearness, the dislike of blurred vision
and obscurities. The mole has a sort of half-
finished lens, which is physically incapable
of throwmg any clear unage on the retina.
If there is any image at all, it must be a
blurred tangle of lines. In our busy lives,
as the nemesis of our specialisms and pre-
occupations, we tend to have moles* lensesm regard to particular orders of facts; we see
CCTtain things clearly, but others are blurs.
The scientific mood is in continual protest
against this; it is all for clearness.
When we work long at a thing and come
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to know it up and down, in and out, throughand through, it becomes in quite a pemarkaWeway translucent. The botanist can see throuirh
his tree, see wood and bast, cambiumlSd
medullary rays, all in their proper place; hecan s^ the ascending water and salts, the
descendiijfir sugar and proteids. The zoologist

^^^J^"" ^*^^ "^^y ^ '^^"«*» the snaUon the thorn, seemg as in a glass model every-thmg m Its place, the nerve-centres, the
muscles, the stomach, the beating heart thecouremg blood, and the filtering kidney Sothe human body becomes translucent to the
skilled anatomist, and the globe to a skilled
geographer.

Similarly, on a higher plane than merely
optical clearness, those of the scientificmood are in great part trying to make theworld translucent. They are seekinc to
construct an intellectual cinematograph ofthe long processions of causes that pass un-
ceasingly before us. A perfectly clear work-
ing thought-model is what science seeks to
construct.

Tliere is so much to know that ignorancem Itself is no particular reproach; but the
point IS to be clear when we know and whenwe do not, and it is one of the characteristics
of the scientific mood that it will have yes orno to this question.
" Do you see it or do you not ? '? was the
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continual question of a biological teacher
gifted with great educational ability, and

If you see it, what is it !ike ? »'

A student who worked under Agastiz
relates how she was aknost brought to despair
by the severe way in which that great mJt»,
after giving her a specimen to study, came day
u ^if^^V""^ ^^^* ^*^ * cruel kindliness:

Well, what do you see now ? »' and then
went away. But at length the student sawsomethmg—saw what was to h > seen, and more
also.

What science knows it must know definitely ;what It sees must be in focus. It feds theWisdom of one of Bacon's aphorisms-often
verified m history :

« Truth to emerge sooner
r^^.,.^^ ^^^ 'rom confusion." The
defimtizmg of error is often the beginning of
its disappearance. When the evil genie of theKastem tales took on definite bodily form there
was some chance of tackling him; as a mere
wraith he was unassailable.
One of the expressions of the scientific

endeavour after clearness is to be found in
precuiion of speech. Thus Prof. SUvanus P.rhompson says of Lord Kelvin : " He hated
ambiguities of language, and statements which

^^ff J'LJ'^'''^ *^' phrasmg. With
painhil effort he strovefor clarity of ^pression.
elaborating his phrases in a way that threat*
ened at tunes to defeat the end intended. In
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that hazy medium of words wherein we all
drown, he at least would attempt to observe
the propneties of language. As an example
take this: Externally the sense of touch,
other than heat, is the same in all cases—it is
a sense of forces, and of places of application
of forces, and of directions of forces."
Sense of the Inter-relatedness of

Things.—A fourth characteristic of the scien-
tific mood IS a sense of the inter-relatedness
of things. It regards Nature as a vibrating
system most surely and subtiy interconnected!
It discloses a world of inter-relations, a long
procession of causes, a web of life, infinite
sequences bound by the iron chains of
causality.

In illustration, we would ouote what we
have said elsewhere in reference to Darwin's
picture of " The Web of Life,"-one of the
grandest of all -scientific pictures. " What is
meant by Darwin's picture of the Web of Life
and where did he paint it ? We find it in all
his works—a luminous background—the idea
of linkages in nature, the idea of the correlation
of organisms. Cats have to do with the clover-
crop, Darwin says, and earthworms with the
worid's bread supply. If there is an orchidm Madagascar with a spur eleven inches lo ig,
Darwm prophesies tnat there is a moth with
a proboscis of equal length. No bird falls
to the ground without sending a throb through
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a wide circle, for Darwin rears eighty seedlinmfrom . sing e clod taken from i bMTfoa
nn »? T^'^^' "''""» ""y bind thrb^kfr;on the hJ .„de to the brain of the proprirtS^
f he IS fond of eating trout. The nlt«7
^'''".^oes on his tit conneTwr^U
the melancholy slaughter of seal,. wMe iSvo^r-backed toUet-brushes implicate M^ "^
the passrag of the elephant. There is «^u^
ess circulation of 4tter arid ene^"^
though Z. IS quite unaware of A. What rinnul

rabb^ into Australia, or of sparrows fato the(JnitedStat^s orofthemongoLiS^^
What absolutely essential comiectioi«lh^
are between cutting down trees and »pWof insects, between birds and «^.^Jt^
J^tween sunlight and thec^tt^rS?;VOarmnum and Human Life, 1W9 n «.;These and hundreds of similarU^aZ'il^^J:flm quaint puzzles, but when ttt^JJ'
fl^^^""' P'r^ion o' causes is Sud
o5:j:t^XLiz."a^,«£s^"
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For it must be borne in mind throughoi
that the icientiflc mood ii in no way co
fined to those who pursue science in tl

stricter sense.

Culture of the Scientific Mood.—Y
do not apologize for giving so much prom
nenee to an elementary discussion of the chi
characteristics of the scientific mood. F(

in a series like that to which this volun
belongs it cannot be made too clear thi

science is no "preserve" for the learner

but the birthright of all. We must nevi
think of it as something printed and poi

derous and more or less finished, but i

something livmg in our mind and influendi
our work.

As was admirably said by Kr. Benchai
Branford in an address to students :

" Sdeni
is bom anew in the deliberate will and intei

tion of each of us when we succeed in thinkii
about the principles of our work in a clea

logical, and systematic way, and courageous]
put our conclusions to the test of experimeni
and the so-called sciences are the writte

records of such thinking, only more extensivi

dear, systematic, and consistent, and moi
true to reality, because they have been teste

by countless experiments and experiences i

the race."
{

What would one not give to be able to te

how the scientific mood may be developed
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Our inheritances are diverse and unequal*
and tbey limit us; yet much can be gained
by " nurture " and much lost for the lack
of it.

A bom raconteur is not likely to make a
good man of science even in the best laboratory
in the world, and a man without a dash of
poetry is not likely to acquire it by a diligent
perusal of the Faerie Queene, yet it is idle to
pretend that we cannot to some extent in-
fluence the development of our inherited moods
by appropriate nurture.

By dint of hammerii^ one becomes a smith,
and it is by doing scientific work that one
cultivates the scientific habit of mind. Those
who mean to become teachers and investiga-
tors may find inspiration in being apprenticed
toa great master and in a laboratory with great
traditions; those who mean only to become
intelligent citizens of the world—to whom
this volume, with the rest of the Library, is

primarily addressed—may find inspiration in
reading scientific "classics," histories of
science (astronomy, best of all), and bio-
graphies of the great masters (such as Faraday,
Clerk Maxwell, Helmholtz, Kelvin, Huxley,
Darwin, and Pasteur), hut the scientific
temper must be wrought out by each one for
himself.

What we wish to make clear is that the
scientific mood does not necessarily demand
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for its development the long sea-voyages that
meant so much to Darwin and Huxley, nor
the extensive explorations and long solitudes
that meant so much to Humboldt and Wallace,
nor dramatic opportunities such as came to
Pasteur, nor splendidly equipped • boratories,
nor costly instruments.
What is demanded is within the reach of all

who will habituate themselves in making sure
of the facts, in precision of statement, in
getting things clear, and in realizing the
complexity of all situations. These qualities
cannot be acquired passively; the kingdom of
science must be taken by force. The scientific
mood can only b« engendered by our being
actively and energetically scientific.

It matters little what problem is tackled,
but it should, at first, be one Ihat admits
of discipline in some form of measurement
or accurate registration. It is often well to
follow our tendrils of spontaneous interest
towards some subject which naturally attracts
us ; but it is also well that we should undertoke
some difficult piece of work, which stretches
our brains. In some way those who would
develop the scientific mood must learn to
endure hardness intellectually, remembering
Darwin's recipe :

" It's dogged that does it."
SuMMARY.--TA<j scientific mood is especially

marked by a passion for facts, by cautiousness
of statement, by clearness of vision, and by a
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tense of the inter-relatedness of things. It u
f^fT *"'* 9^^^iional or artistic mood and
with the practical mood, but the three form a

should be unified in every normal life.

B 1
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CHAPTER II

THE AIM OF SCIENCE

"The classification of facts, the recognition
of their sequence and relative significance is
the function of science, and the habit of form-
ing a judgment upon these facts unbiassed by
personal feeling is characteristic of what may
be termed the scientific frame of mind "--
Kael Pearson.

Observation Description, and Formulation-Science andCommon-Sense-Yhe Subject-Matter of Sw-Descnptiv3 Character of Science-KnowSe ofCauses-Reduction to Simpler Terms-^s Sf

^xs^n^^^^ririsljs^^^^^^^^^^ ««^--~Thl

Longstanding controversies regarding
science and religion, science and theology
science and philosophy, science and poetry!
owe their longevity partly to a misunder-
standing of the aim of Science. We propose
therefore, to devote a chapter to this subject!
which is also of great interest for its own sake
Observation, Description, Formulation

--The primary aim of Science is the concise
description of the knowable u verse. The

36
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man of scientinc mood becomes aware of
certam fact, in^ interest him; he proceeds
to become

:
lore intirr itely aware of them;

to make hii sensory xpcrience of them as
full as possibie. C- c:ul and critical observa-
tion IS the first step.

This work of Science, which we may caU
getting at the facts, is much more difficult
of attainment than those who have not tried
imagine. One reason for this is very familiar,
-that things are not always what they seem
to be. And though Science does not raise
the characteristic metaphysical question as
to what 18 meant by being real, it has in itsown way to distinguish seeming from reality.
The sun does not rise and set, the stable
*.arth is a whirlmg sphere, the inert body may
be a vortex of rapidly moving corpuscles, and
^/^^' ,/^ Science is to be consistent it has to
set Itself to the task of distinguishing realities
from appearances.
Having got his facts, the scientific investi-

gator proceeds to arrange them, to find theircommon denominator, to discover the condi-
tions of their occurrence, and to describe

^T^ ^o^Pletely and as simply as possible,and finally to sum them up in a general
fonnula, often called " a law of nature."

..
Anstotle defined this aim when he said :Art [or, as we shordd say, Science] begins

when, from a great number of experi^.
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one general conception is fonned which will
embrace all similar cases." And the greener
part of the dearing-up which Science effects
IS not m forming some new general conception,
but m brmgmg new sets of facts withm the
grasp of an old one. When we make things
more intelligible, we do so by discerning the
gener^ beneath the particular, the "permanent
Jaw beneath the "evanescent circumstance »

In short, it is the aim of Science to describe
the unpersonal facts of experience in verifiable
terms, as exactly as possible, as simply as
possible, and b^ completely as possible. It
IS an intellectual construction—a working
thought-modcl of the world. In its universe
of discourse it keeps always to experiential

th^e^
°' veriiiable symbolical derivates of

Science and CoMMON-SENSE.--It is some-what remarkable that several investigators of
distinction have compared Science to common-
sense. We are told that "A most simple
description of true science is embraced in thewords: Keep your eyes open and apply

t'oT^r^r- ^^'- ^' ^- Tait was wontto say that Science aims at giving " a common-
sense view of the world we live in." H^"empha«zed the idea that " Science is nothingbut trained and organized common-sense."

tnffhT""^
to "s that it would be nearer thetruth to say that Science is sharply contrasted
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with common-sense. Thus one of the mostmarked chM-acteristics of science is its critical
quality which is just what common-scnse
Jacks. By common-sense is usually meant
either the consensus of public opinion, of
unsystematic everyday thinking, the untrust-
worthiness of which is notorious, or the ver-
dict of uncritical sensory experience, which
has so often proved fallacious. It was
common-sense" that kept the planets

circling round the earth; it was "common-
sense that refused to accept Harvey's
demonstration of the circulation of thr bloodThe Subject-matter of Science.—Wehave Already pointed out that Science -
mdependePt of any particular order of facts.
It takes the knowable universe for its subject •

It deals with psychical as weF as physic-i
processes, with Man as much as with Natm-
t !t^^

^ ^^ "^'^^ everything to which it^
methods can be applied. What makes a study
scientific is not, of course, the nature of the

^^ T^ K*"vf^ '\ '' concerned, but the
method by which it deals with these things.

Lo^e^;' ^ ^'^^-^ '^ -*—^y
,
'^^ subject-matter of Science includes all

cleariy defined facts of experience wLich are
communicable and verifiable. There are three
points here to be attended to. (l) Before
Science really begins, a preliminary sifting
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is often necessary to distinguish supposed
facts seen by the untutored eye from clearly
defined facts. (2) The facts that Science
takes to do with are " real." and " what is
real means something which we do not make
but find." As Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury
said m his great Leviathan (1651) :

« Naturi
History is the history of such fact^ or effects
of nature as have no dependence on man's
will (8) Only one self-denying ordinance
has Science imposed on itself in regard to its
subject-matter. The ordinance is that Science
shall consist only of the communicable and veri-
fiable. However real certain personal experi-
ences may be to us, we are restrained by boun-
danes of our own erection from calling these
experiences scientific territory. They may be
but they are not until it is shown that similar
personal experiences will be enjoyed by all who
place themselves in the appropriate conditions.

Descriptive Character of Science.—men the aim of Science is spoken of as
description " the word is used in a slightly

technical sense. There is a preliminary de-
scription which is not more than a faithful
record of observations—the kind of description
which Linnaeus, for instance, excelled in giving
for a species of plant or animal. But this is
only intellectual photography, good, but only
a means to an end,—to a higher kind of descrip-
tion which is characteristically scientific.
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When we say that the object of Science

IS the complete and consistent description
of the facts of experience in the simplest
possible terms," we are adopting a iew—held
by such authorities as Kirchhoff, Mach, Karl
Pearson, and Ward—which is to many minds
disappomtmg. Description seems such a
tame term to apply to the function of Science,
which, we are told, is to solve the riddles of
the universe.

When we come to think it over, however,
or better still, when we try to work it out, ** a
complete and consistent description in' the
simplest possible terms " is no small achieve-
ment. It must leave nothing out, it must be
consistent with itself, with the rest of the
science of which it forms a part, with Science
as a whole, with the formal conditions of
experience in general. Of a truth, " complete
and consistent description" will tax our
intellectual thews and sinews. And it must
be m the simplest possible terms, which means
penetrating analysis, careful reduction to the
lowest common denominator. And the termsmust be such as are accessible to direct
experience or to indirect experimental testim?.
buch IS the aim of Science.

^iSf!!!"'*^*?^^* ^^""« ^* disappointment
^th the defimtion of Science as a description
of the facts of experience, there lurks a second :
is the explanation of things to be given up ?
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Is it not the office of Science to get behinddescnption and to supply explanation ? Theanswer to that question is this : %) Thevulgar belief that Science has "explained

ZT^'tfl' " ^^P^^^«^ misundersLndingAs we shall afterwards find, it would be nearf;

ref.r £ f
^^

,
'^'^''^^ ^""^^ '^^t «ven try to

^relntv Th.^/
.experience to any ultimatereahty. That is not its business, (c) Ina limited sense Science explains th ninamely, by reducing them to Smpler ternsby discovering the conditions of their oc^rl

rence, and by disclosing their history. Whatdo we mean when we say that Physics ha^accounted for the tides, ^r that vlyZlo^;has made some function of the body muchmore intelhgible than it used to be ? What
IS meant is that we have gained a generalconception of the nature of the farts Tnquestion, and that we are able to relate themto some general formula. In this sense onlydoes Science explain things, and it does notreally get beyond a description.

th^^V'^^^''^ ""I
CAUSES.-We must admitthat there ,s good sense in the popular im^s-sion that It is the aim of Science toXcoverthe causes of things. What is i,cience for 1JIt does not make our experience of the w^ldaround us and of ourselves mon. intelliribleand does not this increased intelligiSlity
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depend in great part on the discovery ofcauses ? Science has been defined, indeed, bya distinguished physiologist, Prof. Gotch as

RiVhr-'?!,-*"'*''^^^"'^' °' phenomeAa."But how IS this consistent with the descrip-
tive view of Science ? We have seen thatScience does not ' explain " anything. Butwhjat else is the discovery of causes ?To answer this question involves a brief
digression into a difficult and dangerous
terntory.--/A. meaning of cause. ThfSSt
m the natural sciences, the causes which arediscovered are "secondary" or "ams^
causes," the question of uldmate causHotbeing raised; and that they are "efficient/!
not final causes, not giving any answerto the question " Why ? ^' if the^ ^^al
sciences, the word cause is used in the sense
indicated by Mill,-" a cause whTch isSa phenomenon without reference to the
Intimate cause of anything." Causation, Mill
said, is simply umform antecedence.
But even after we have become dear thatScien^ has not to do with a First Cause or

To 1. i''^
^*"'^'' «^^* ambiguities remain.As Frof. Bergson points out, even in scientific^urse three different meanings or heterm cause " are frequently confused. "A

cause may act by impeUing, by releasingor by unwmdmg. The bUliard-ball, thft
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strikes another, determines its movement bytmpelhng. The spark that explodes the powderacts by releasrng. The gradual relaxing ofthe spring that makes the phonograph turnunmnds the melody inscribed on the cylindeT'

VJ'ti. f^' ^^'f '' P^^y^d be the effect,*and the relaxmg of the spring the cause we

"^"^"wZ'^V"' T'' "^*^ ^y unwinding

^.nh ^l
distmguishes these three cases f?omeach other is the greater or less solidarity

between the cause and the effect. In the firstthe quantrty and quality of the effect vary withthe quantity and quality of the cause. In thesecond, neither quality nor quantity of the
effect vanes with quality and quantity ofthe cause: the effect is invariable. In thethird, the quantity of the effect depends onthe quantity of the cause, but the cfuse doesnot influence the quality of the effect : thelonger the cylinder turns by the action ofthe spring, the more of the melody I shad hear

heard, does not depend on the action of thespring. *'"^

"Only in the first case, really, does cause.^fem effect; in the others the effect is moreor less given m advance, and the antecedentnvoked is-in different degrees, of c^^*
Its occasion rather than its cause »

In the first case, where the cause acts by
impulsion, what is in the effect was already
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!?„.*^^ /^"se; the momentum of the one
biUiard-ball passes in great part into the
other; the causal explanation is complete.
In the second case, where the cause acts

by releasing, it is an indispensable condition •

It pulls the trigger apart from which the effectmU not occur. But it does not explain the
effect. The egg of a sea-urchin will develop
without being fertilized if it be immersed for
a short time in sea-water to which some
magnesium chloride or the like has been
added, and there are many other ways of
inducing "artificial parthenogenesis." But
the cause in this case is only a triffirer-
puller.

****

In the third case, there is more than trigger-
puUmg, but the cause does not explain more
than the rate or duration of the effect.
People are wont to recognize themselves

as the causes " of this or that result, con-
gratulatmg tliemselves on being the " happy
cause of success," blaming themselves as being
the " unfortunate cause of disaster," and this
idea of an active agent effecting a change in
something passive often influences the popular
conception of causality. Science seeks to
free itself from this anthropomorphism.

It is part of the business of Science to
account for the occurrence of events, and it
does so by disclosing their " efficient causes.'!
This simply means that the event in question
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8ivT„gris:ToCht" "* °' "-•-*«-

of causation as a tranSon be^w^en" '^Sthings IS replaced in the experimenta"?cien^by the conception of it as merelv th. i .minat on of an even^ K„ . * ? * ''*'*'•

Similarly. witS tre"di^p ""^^f'
7»t»-

wh^'fS:ron\x£~3
^p^^ith^ttij^itXt^HT
~nd,tionanoccurrencearca"l;i^';,j;'j|*
and mdude state, of what is pop^Ji.fy3the thing acted upon as well as procL^ •„

dUynT"*!'!*"• "=*"«« ««bstitu^^th^
distinction between agent and Mti.nf .?
concept of a system *of rccl^LSyX™
dent mteractmg factors. The^ two subsShons give us the current scicntiac^ntpttn'
of a cause as the • totality of th. /.^"rl? .

in the presence of whichTivlm oc^* ^dm the absence of any member T^^^^
t^cu"^„rs"J[;nt^rse^t'e~» ^-

under definitely lcn:,tZ^tro^ "^''""*

This view of cause and effect as earlier «nj^rstages of the same contin^rp^^^
•""fled by a pervading principle, br^S
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back to the " descriptive " ideal of scientific
explanation. "According to this doctrine.
advocated by such eminent thinkers as
Kirchhoff, Mach, and Ostwald among
pnysicists. and, with various modifications,
Avenanus, Munsterberg, Royce, and James
Ward wnong recent philosophers, the ultimate
Ideal of science, or at any rate of physical
science, is simply the description of the course
of events by the aid of the fewest and simplest
general formulae. Why things happen as they
do. It IS now said, is no proper question for
science- its sole business is to enable us to
calculate hoto they happen."
Reduction to Simpler Terms.—It is the

continual aim of science to reduce the number
of categories or necessary concepts. This is
the art of wielding William of Occam's razor—
Entia non sunt multiplicanda prater necessi-

tatem." "Entities are not to be multiplied
beyond necessity." Of the effort to reduce the
categories let us take a famous illustration. On
the occasion of his jubilee (1896) as Professor
of Natural Philosophy, Lord Kelvin, then a
veteran of seventy-two, surprised many by
a remarkable utterance : " One word charac-
tenzes the most strenuous of the efforts for
the advancement of science that I have made
perseveringly during fifty-five years; that
word is failure. I know no more of electric
and magnetic force, or of the relation between
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Tw aM't^'r.*"
ponderable matter than

session u ProfesMr" ^ ^ »«o m my fi„t

genius, whose Wetl^a '
tneTo? K .'il?''':successes, meant by spZ^n^ ol Z^'

modem ultra-physics mih ret^L t \u^

two species- TsT/L^ ^*''^'' probably ofspecies, (8; the o/om, a comnJ#»v /.#electrons in the ether- (a.\ t-u^ P .
^^

e«?«
' i^ *''^"'?*». «n assemblage of mole-

oS^Syoterora-nTorh^^-^t
to flnd'a thel;;'';rXThT

'" """'' •-"
cept, to the V^iZtZZ^~ZZ ""„
energy, or, by means of thrv^rte^th^l,^^
ether and energy. I„ tlje In? he fo2 tnecessary to bring in electricity as wd° BnV
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In connection \vith the reduction of natural

c^^rnot^t^'f' 'l^^' -^ -^^^careful not to allow the idea to become
tyrannical. It is not always possible to effe^?a reduction, and it is not llways relevant

Dhfnnm
''^"'*'°'' " complete; some residull

heart of the matter. ^

teJ^! ?fmf "^'"'"u
' ^^''^^•"S '" physiological

terms, still less m physical terms. By psycho-

intelligible, but not otherwise. That i^tosay we cannot bring it under any generalbiological or physical concept. And^altSwe are sure that a thinking man deveS
iedu^^'tre*;.

' .1-*"-;^ 4-cell. wecSreduce the activities of the thinking man towhat we know of the activities of the ce IAnd again, as we shall explain more fully

l^'^fl'""''^^
°" "particular aims," even ifa Iri^o^emical reduction were effected of

^.f^f °? '^ *^^ ^^"' that would not give

r.*T^ biological account of its behaviour,
-^

; ^ ^^ devdopment. For that requires^ rmaiiiBiiLai explanation.
I-«R? ®F Nature—If Science is only

», ^t> to be said of the Laws of
wftich Seence has discovered, which,
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moreover, things used to " obey," when wewere at school ? Let us finH ««
this question i„ the wo^^'^.'S^ri-^t^

aws, should know something about them

in ^Ur Nor '•r S'*''"^ "^1^" "ain oignity. No long time ago thev wew»

rNarr:^j w
"""^'^ -^ *'«= ^'-^ ^^-

we ean only assi|:rth:^%rCb-Ie .^
served " (Address, B.tish't:oZti^:Ut

Prof. Poynting goes on to say that a " Iawof nature explains nothing—it hJ n^

S:^nTr^''%:li;'°rus^-I' -^"r

Aoa"
'"''"^ concerned with the

loiow * whv » |!VP^^^» ?n event not when wewhy
- ,t happened, but when we know

I
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acquit fo/°r"°°
P""*'" °' "««"<* toaccount for a given state of thinas—th..appearance of an island, a cold Sier asuccession of fine sunsets, a showerT^!

mer, a butterfly coming out of a coc^^^
Z ?^ ^Ik^*^' "^y^'^ scien^^™?
tor these things ? By a descriptionTJhe
conditions of their coming abiuta^d ii^proportion to tl,e completenfss ^d gen"^ vof that description is our satisfactioi^t^h^
account that is eiven W» .,1 J^ .

™*
weU satisfied whrwhat^Lemed'rt"i;:
exception is shown to prove the^^^t'Sto say when an apparently stran«e%v™t Ishown to conform to an esteblisheflaw

l>et us take a concrete case given bv'pr,>#

p. »9). The law of gravitation is a briefdescription of lunv every particle 5 Ltte,m the universe is altering its mi^LrZi^l
reference to every other p^^icl'e. Td^'^^te us zchy particles thus move; it d^°!jtell us »% the earth describes a cert^^™round the «m. It .imply resuml^TnX
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a"vlr±'o?'r'fo-^P" observed between

fj L ?** °' phenomena. It economizesthought by stating i„ conceptual Zrt!

mX." *' ""'^*^ °' gravitating

ff^,f„*/ ^"^ P"^'*' '" •"' impressive

t-crawy, ur. J. T. Merz writes : " A comnlot.™d simple description-admitting o/S^t
,h^^r".*'*'

"" "' "" ««<=' «=ience. .We^not expect to find the ultimate a^iCcaiMes, and science wiU not teach ii< il
understand natm^ and life. . . .sS ^ea^the analysis of phenomena as to ftSr

time. Or again, the true nature of scier^

deti«^<5*Z'h ™'^'^*^ •'^ »-^°^»

completely and in ke simplest ^^JS:motions that occur in nature " "*""" *•»

Huxley expressed the same general vi.»Of the Laws of Nature in a .etter^^^;,-

"This universe is. I conceive, like tn .g«at game being played out. Md wt^mortals are allowed to take a^h^l^^^^ good fortune the wiSrUn^thJ^made out some few of the rules of tke^•s at present played. We eaU themS
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fl^^^i^** ^u^
^*''''^"' ^^^ because we find

^rnl? T^^ *^"? ^*^ ^» something fo?

TpXses t T-l*"" °"' theories and

vSfications."^'
*"'^' ^^^ experimental

-k''w«''^'''1'^u'
°^ I>'^H=NT Sciences.

taiowledge contains just so much science as

yJ^^Z 1 r*^^«**^^s,. and this is n"
ZZ.^T^ '"''" '*y^"« *b** ^ sciencebegms with measurement. If this view ispressed it leads to the conclusion thit theonly perfect science is mechanics, and thatthe only quite precise sciences a^tho^
dealing with processes which can beTnaly^mto the motions of ideal corpuscles.

^
ms seems to us an impracticable idealof precision, for it must be noted that factswhose mechanical analysis is not within si^t

?r^if'** ^1*^* *^^°"«* ^ treated unsci!n-
tifically. They may be measured, tho^notwith the same measure as is used for the starsm their courses. Complex as are the inborn
vanations of plants and animals, they can Streated by the same statistical methods as

^J^ji
'njecording the simple phenomena^served when dice are thrown ten thousand

tmies. Mystenous as are the facts of inherit-
ance, the expert can occasionally prophesy
safely as to the nature of the chicks whkhwiu emerge from an unhatched setting of
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Cfifgs. There is a arreat c?#»al «# «-^ •

Moreover, to return fr» '

«

referred to ik the ZZn on r^uctr""""""very strongly of ODinion th^i.^ ,°'"*°' ''^ "•

by the mechanical a3v?<= nTf P*^««t'on
on in living bXrClST^^'S"?"
or reduction to the lowest temfis Lf^^"'of research which must be CtS forT'!IS worth, but it dn»« n«i. j- °,''*<' "r all it

biologic^ q'i'estionT For'St'T'" "^
ticular end—th^f «# *i .^r^ «as a par-

plants Z animal fnTt^^ ,^i
!"'<"

necessarily achieved brdi^tcriM i!: ??'

Plete chemical and p^^^'^*^" »«>'»;
what occurs is realizable or not^!^ t

°'

tt «u'C^lK- ?-^^-
n^' To^ff

"^^
'•'^^^ ^°^»
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«««mze^he^Mrd as an historic being with.

Comte maintained very stronclv that m^

aXfl *• F*'S'^ °"'"' •»« that isTot

they have been of great se/vice as a bemJ^f
£^SS;?i*rr^"''^'- theirapplfcSZ^'

^W^
But ;'.^"'«!'f

fti-^lly vital into bolderreii^I But the point is that they are not ex-haustive of what oceurs. and that they do^
It must be clearly understood that Biolomrhas an aim far wider than that of gi^^account of the physical and chemical pJ2^that go on in the living body. It hi totril

the_^ory of individual leveli^mentfttel^i
of racial evolution, and the stoAr of theeveryday behaviour of the organism^ It^to recogmze the past living on in thep.Wthe mdividuality and spontaneity rfihecreature, and, often at least «\i,. -?
element in life-much,t l:^'thatX^:a kind of description very different Sh^?
It might be shown that Psycholoay has a

C:S^il"^"'^°™'-'^'=^"<»^«t^m

.h^fc"
8«°ef»liy stated, the import«rt ideaw^ch we w|sh to make clear iTuTwhSdefines a science is not its subje<^t-ma^
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those aMy Bfowf'?i,,7"'''
»<>' ""^^

by Psychology. ^' '" '*'' ««'se asked

The Evolutionaby Aim Th»> —j _.Science is not reachfrt .„ *k
^ne end of

thing, as they He it h
'

^
''"•mulation of

evolutionaiy^aim Tn
*""* *." '"''"'"<'«' <"

tnowledgHhe auJL ''^ department of

asking iZ-HoT^Tt^"' 1". "-ntinuaUy
be ? " The ^iZ ilJ •

"* """8' «<»"« to

vast „ebt?a.
^"*'" " '™"«' back to a

"^^Stf&rscr.?
^?rofn,ts:r°^4'^rt:^°'"t"'

-

a"::=L°f;edne''"TrF^-
to organisms wefind^t , v°^

^^en we come
sense! race^;i'''Si*;<""t,onm the stricter

low transformaHor
still v,!''

?"^^» »'

understood. The oL™ .•
^"^ ""Perfectly

Suage and nt^^^^TJ'Tj^.-^.tolJ.
to eveiythine. It ii in tv-

"'' '"stitutions,

ffaturelaid S mL tL s'-^*"**'"
'*** °'

't-If. and Joinst"„dl'':;$eh'S:op^''*-
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JT^''":'^.^ ^''" ^/ ^"^^ « *o describe
thempersonal acts of experience in verifiableĴ» exactly as possible, as simply as
posstble and as completely a. possible It isan intellectual construction,-^ working thought-
model of the world. In its ^^ univ^se^dt
course tt keeps always to experiential terms
or vertfiable derivatives of ihesTIt is^on one side of ammon-sense as poetry is on the

Tl ^'^^^^ ^*'* ''facts^' which ha^eno deperidence on man*s will, which must becommunicabU and verifiable. It is descriptive
formulation, not interpretative explanation The
causes thai Science seeks ai^oTlZnL^
causes, not uUimate causes; effective causes, not
final causes. Indeed, its ikuses and %e^are simply earlier and later stages of the same
cofUmuous process. Science always seeks Ui
reduce ilnngs to a common denominator and
to reduce the number of categories or necessaru
concepu. The « Laws of Nature ^arT^d^
five formula: in " conceptual shorthand »

of tiu
routine of our perceptions. Each science has

Ihe end of Science is not reached in the formula^
turn of things as they are, it has also to describehow they have come to be.



CHAPTER III

SCTENTIFIC METHOr

"Jnduction for deduction, with a v,Wtonstruction."—CoMTE. *°

an intellectual'^.ttiS^e.' I is nTH^ST*
"

to ajiy peculiar methods"nnqj^ 1t"°simply sincere critical thoueht wM„?^ "
conclusions only ^hentbSi'^tj^*'
evidence. We mav «>f . -Tl ™'*" •>"

tific method fromTbusSr" '" '"'"-

some new practical prob em fZ^T*""*
sifting evidence, or feSm a S^t«^ 'Jf

"y"
a constructive bill.

statesman framing

kn^l^T'tei,?'*^"'"''"'" °«Jina^

Kenerah^'ki*o^,X"'"|i^r^r''^"^
student o( science te^;. ' '^*° "y- ""e

-intherrdrrg:ra?r.xt
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h not content with sporadic knowledge, butwJI h.ve as large a body of facts as he c^

^^ ^*'?' "^ ™"" "P '•> « generaliza-hTO or formula. In all this he obser^cmain log„»l processes, certain ordo^ SInf^ce, and we call this .ci^ifuS.The Looic op SoENCE—Of moZ^ ofnference there are no more than tto«1~lm the day, of Aristotle, who recoL«^lh^
^Xl'^r^ '^ ParticulTf^^^'fe

*«"»?» the story of the making of thTi^h~d d«cribe, what happened mUlioL of^•^, and m many cases he relies on analSreasomng. IW>m the consequences rf^i^cular happenings to-day he i2?m tte^ffiCt"

r£fiJ^:.tt otti^^-' "•' "--

wui^St •^«™'^P"«t.tovSSs
*»St^™ t^l~T~? " ""thinkabty

but rt S,™^^ ?* ""'y "Itemative.out It should be used with restraint iil
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from particulsB to thl^T ,
" "«"raent

« full of illu»te,HoM ^r n"' .""* •«'"'«
iuclined plane, m^. a„^«l''r '^ "»<»"'

jn two seco„^*t ^rhU'^^*, "^«^ *^
feet, four times sTtL,^ *"*" "^y-foup
three secon(b on^ £„i!lT ^-fquared). i„
feet^ mne ti^es ^« ,^^^^ »d forty-kur
The inductive mJh^J ' «-<>qua«d)."

the sound way 7PITa^'^^ ^*^^ tkM
worlc up fromy4icS"8 Mature was to
jailed his method the TJi'!!;'""P''* ««
Novum Organum It I l-^nwent-the
principle thfuto^wLcllJT"'"'* °' ^e
absent, or yo^ngtlZZ"^'^"^*'
connected. * 'ogetner, are causally

frot^ tt'r^rSTn^-n-' " "Sument
inference wWr'en:,^^^'^'; *' "^""^ ""
science to reach backlh, t '?"« *™» <*

-P-andfor^^t^-^^^Ke^^^th.
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riZlh^ Ili '?' "*?• By deduction,prai tbiee good objervation. ol a paoiiuf

As a good example, cited by Prof. CaaTrfthe abuse of the deductive methS taT^of the greatest of all inteUect^ we may JeSSl

ZTT"* "^ ^y Aristotle tosSTSeddc«cuI.r„tronomy. The stars aSetemSand must have eternal motion. ThTSv
stars move m circles round the earth " tt« a case of two hypothetical premi,^i;,di^
ThJL^ «p?clusioa. Every step UlU^There .s nothing for it but eiperien<* TkireJjiuesbon .s how the stars ^ove in p^t

tJii^^i "V*^" ?• ^f"'* "' *^ "We bookto enter into a detailed discussion of themS T""*" J'fthod.-such asZZ^matical, the empirical, the explanatory urftte venficatory. which MiU "^distin^d,^

to be C."r *"? rPS'^' considSiSto be borne m mmd.—first, that great con-

of b^of«* «T"'' P*''"P» »'• 4>reZn

In many instances we find that experim«it
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experience. The suntr!!^!?^ 'V ^ood
power of corniced S4tTl!^"? "' ""
Newton'* Prinei^ t^ru " ^ *" 'ound in
has Aown in drtSltht „ fr^"? ^'- ^w
deduetive AriSi«.

"'**''«''« ""ther the
Baconian. buTt^h -^t' i. f.

'^^ '"''"«*'»«

induction „d dXiion f
^* "'"action of

"The mmhplfiT 1" '."^'^ method.

inductionTTdtSuS"
I*; Tlr""" °'

f~m fact, to i^rt^^s'T ;" p"^'
to facts."

«> as well as from causes

mebSioSy i^^;jr]^*. "»^, this ph^se.
what may becaSfeJ. L 1-^'^^' *° "'""ibe
all scientMc in^^'£"'™"'"ye<"'*tion of
has led to m^nSovS'"'w"^"'y"»'
observant habit the »u^^?" ^ "^* "*«° the
inteiligence. tSeVq^istveS *'.?P««««1
whatever is unusuTwwT '*''''* "°tices

» the most co^on^in * '"' * P'ohlem

its highest w2:r^'^"S^"y' ^'"='' « »t
with a habit of w^J^J„ ^?*" " «>abined

.

Of. Cleric iC^tr^^^'^^^Tl .•nheritance left bv vl
J^ ennched the

the work of Faradaf'Mf™ "?^ «<»«oUdated
recollection w^ thi' nJ i"'*'^

"""' '^» ^nt*«" that of lymg on the grass
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Forbcfl on^ n7?u ^** ***<^ o' Edward

science, that-aoart ft^ •^' '"'*°^ »'

quisitive miril tT **" ^^ '"*'> 'he in-

2.S Wd J^the^y i' ;rr11 ?•?* '^•^
w- w to hi.';^r^:,ts;'"^«-y«
. ,

^"^ *he summer of I8i0 L !»• k- ,^

The observation ^'i Kte'^io^Treasoned upon it and „J1,JT """"on; he
that the brightoC^ni. ?" ~"'^'»'<«>

to the fact that fi~. * ~'°" "OS Aie

body in a hS'^dto.S tW ''^*"". "^ «•«
The dark„e«*o?X%^ « »^d «»••

garfed as the visible .to? of th.^ ^ '^
oxWation" d^ndal/; wfS, p' ^^'^'y °*

.nSuTeat^Tth: r'.'.^""'!
"""««» "^

generated «d work do^i""'2.'^r~'' heat
able contrSSi^ to Z' m- ^ ¥'r»^-
of heat in partlSu^.^aT^f """"^
•»«>«, in general. >Ul"?oa,^,^ ,1?4
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and he must be a bold man who will ^^^i

not altogether fashion as we p^"„ ?^t'««: own convenience, or our own*^,^Xt

J

" fi""W o' desirable, but hare l^ZZ^
accept as they come to us" A.

-^^^^^
KAiH " v.«4^_ , . ,

"* "s. As IS oftenMid, Facts are chiels that winna' dinn"-ttat « to say, they cannot be coerced ord^el»nd they are verifiable by aU who Hav. -!? i

omrtunities and e,^pl.^Zr^J^^X
In the so-called "natural science." thi.coUecbon of data implies ob^aJSn. '^

virtues we clearness, precision, impartialitv

"•i """o-i Common vices ie^h iSdw«dy records, reliance on vame imnXi^.

faUibk m1^^
,«»* »"'• Since obiJ^'^'*

lauible mortals, we readily understand th.m-portance of co-operation, rf ^1,^
SZ,"^ °' mereasing the range anddeUcacy of our senses, and of automatic
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impersonal methods of reoirt-fj^ .
photography supplie,

"«•»*«*"»» "uch as

Its importance. Scien^^tl, w^'**^'*ment. with which we"S^f^ '"'*™"-

ow""'L^':S^ tolrof^tj,"** •»-•
"Accurate andTnuU.^"^^ *"''««y-
the non-sdenfifir. ,\«-

^ '"«fsurement seems to
dignifi^T '1^C;^|°°

' '«- 'ofty »d
new. But nearlvTn .'."""""K /<>' "omething
of science iIk^C IS'^^' discore,^

««="ate measWe^ »1 ""* ?*»"* of
continued lalCTTn L""*- '""'»'*• '°°8-

numerical «,X" fc^iu'T"^ "«»« of
»t«nced the discovery of thHa^'°° ^ »-
by Newton, FaraSvwV °' 8'*'^<»«on
inductive c',ac";rli,«'t"2: ^' tiT^dynamics, and that f^t 7u .

**' thenno-
8«-o- »d .t,il?'sUt^by~X„^ "' '^

4ofr;r";issi'^«'--»-
» to be found in the sto^rfX» «""' '^'»
•^n. I«rd Rayleiffh^!^ ***'*^ of
P««i» weighinaTof S. * '"™'*' of
a oa»f„ny*Sed .^1 "'^^ contained in
»t. 15" C'^and^w'^'^r^ ««« fl-k
"Mate differences to^" ^.ff* »«" »«y

c "" " tne weights recorded,--

4^
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affwting the tomth decimal place. He thenmade a series of weighmgs of pure nitrogeSm the same vessel, and took note of themmute differences in the weightsleeLJd
^^'f^T^ **"* differences inthTS
•ngs of nitrogen made from certain of itscompounds and nitrogen obtained byremoviMoxygen water, traces of carbonic mS^Iother impurities from atmospheric^ ^sthe diffaences between the weighings se^edgreater than the possibilities of ^T^^
PossAMy suggested itself that the niSo«ndmved from the air might not ^"^^

air^ZT ."*» Cavendish, in his analysis ofair, had also tried whether the removal of
n«^ty twenty-one volumes of oxy^ ISd asmaJl quantity of carbonic acid froiTone^t '°^"r °? -'"'-Pheric airt^p^mtrogen His. testing left a residual bubMeof something It might. Cavendish thZhthave been mtroduced accidentaUy duriZuie
manipulations, but he also sugg^rtedZt rtnught be a^ neither nitrog^ nor o««n
»°f>

•' »»' «»* there was about one vSe
Pn^l"^^ '""'^ <" atmosphericniCT
But m 1894 Lord Hayleigh uid Si^

^^i^T.^'"^ »' atmospheric nitn^remembered Cavendish's residSal bubbW'
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ft"c^S ^^^ r^y ii^^ that

liJ^ ^ "' "«°" »*«»>* one and a hSf

It is doubUess a pity when circumstances

in collecting data and m measurement hirft « ungenerous and miwise to sp^" f tU,ma supenor way as "hodn4^°' k^^t us take an illustration from the ^^eon Astronomy by Mr. Hinks-the soJewWmonotonous and quantitative work S Sj
Zt^T ''^'^ Hipparchus is 4p^
ChH* ^f^ '"°" *^ » century iC^rt which ,s continued even untothis^wnat IS the use of it ? The t»i*h^^ {
out (l)that it forms an ess^4l SSi',P^^
applications of astronomy-the deS^t,^of tune navigation, surveying; (2) OM^T

"L-^diC't^-'itfTec^^^S
value m the disciphne of making definite i^
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a~«rate meiw^emente. Speaking of its
"'ipy- f« tor those rtudrnte ^o Jr^

physical or;cUi:^'rL!:t -rr*;^."

Arrangement op Data—Tn «,«
the accumulation of data h^ to ^^J:,,*^by not less laborious arra—nt. TwI!?have to be classiBed, and thS h^™ w^t

'**'

unifo^iu^of"^u'^r^r'stiir^

guije.i^otb..f„c-inar.«^^^

tion of tlw ^.t.lZ otaaiy dassiflca-

ooUe<SoL
^"^ '^'^ "*» ~J«^ 'or their
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mo'reffrctitTlLTu;^
made incalculably

;« -I-. - . y, ^"® "se of instrumentfl sn

pi statistical devices—curves and the like-J.mvaluab e, as is well illustrated in Sw!raccessful application to the difficSt probk™

SJtoi^'S're.irci^^-E
whole problem. Thus it has become amL^

an em>r of observationit J^ X":?'
L^.Snt'SC:^ "^ Astronomy!'?:.':^

Analysis and Reduction—Tn «.«^

und^ieVr The^rp::c^:j^ '"";»

or reduction to simpler teSm^„ j
^™'

undmtand the first fltT^; '"^" *°

"solve them introthm w^ch "' ^.*°

a rock, making a chemicd
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i^tlS*"
""^ \^bstance-and their utilization

IS indispensable.

HYPoraEsis.-We mean by a scientific
hypothesis a provisional formulation, a Safa^

Zl:^T"' r^u'*
'' P^ °^ the'sde^mc

method to make them and test them. Whilethere seems to be no doubt that some scientific
conclusions have arisen in the mind of themves^gator as if by a flash of insight, in themajonty of cases the process of discovery isa slower one. The scientific imagination
devis^ a possible solution-an hypothesi^and the myestigator proceeds to test it. He
tW^wif"f*V^ ^^^' *"^ *^^» tries whetherthey fit the lock If the hypothesis does nSM, It IS rejected and another is made. The
scientific workshop is full of discarded keys

It need hardly be said that whether the
hypothesis is reached imaginatively or labori-

fr:^'J^''^Z'' !' ^"^«^^*^^ by indu^onfrom many particulars or as a deduction fromsome previously established conclusion, it hw
J^n^of* athcTr^/^^*^^

-*^ ^* »- to the

Test Experiments and Control Experi-1IENT8.—The distinction between observationand expenment is not of much importance. Inthe former we study the natural course ofevents
;
m the latter we arrange artificially for

certain things to occur. The method of
experiment saves time and we can make
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surer of the eonditions. Ir. studying the elfeetol dectnc discharges on liviL riant* rtwould be worse than tedious tolait for thelightning to strilce trees in our vici "tv J^ »!

ZTw "h
""" P?'^<""«"' in the\W

Tafur^'^SliL!'""'
'''' "'^^^^^

Alterations in the conditions of occunvn^.

"[range in Nature can be readily effected inthe laboratory. It is thus poiiMe to dicover which of the antecedents ^ caLSTv'important. Cattle begin to di« „f .
'^

mysterious epidemic f^aL, tc^^^Zfound to be abundant in the dead bX,-^
Some of the bacteria are peculiar »n^ T^"ob^ed that they occur K^e^^ Li'

.^«Vw! " ""^' "»* this p^f^
dS Rnf -"""Tu ^ '«»P»'»iWe for thedisease. But since the epoch-makino »vn-..im« sof Koch which sh^ed tWSoiMracu is the cause of anthrax (sXiJfever or wool-sortcr's disease in mS "o
Sl^rn <"^*°PP'"« »hort of thTSU-mtntal test. IV suspected bacillus is^
ta^a'lf'^K""'*'^ " "^«' 'his iTinTec^

ensues the proof is complete.
^^
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Bwides furnishing fresh date, an experi-

procedure, namely, m putting the hypothesiiito the proof
, and much of the sue^^

nuity m thmkmg out these crucial or fii

^"prr•
^'

"' -«- --° t^
.„?^*!L

bacteriology was stUI in its infancy

tuat putrefaction was due to the life of mi..mo||an»ms in the „,tting sub,t«n«. h™wIns theory to a crucial test which is conti™.aUy repeated now-a-days as a classexiS^Z

p-trescibic ™tL<s Siir"thr^i:

When Von Siebold and his fellow-worir™.

feLntl^T'' '•*• ""«» "Wch L^m tne p g and the ox, were the youne sta»».«< certain tapeworms which ociur tolj^they made the cm. ial and «lmL* i.
™'

^^ent of swaUowTngTh'e uZTJ^'By becoming soon afterwards infected tSI'tb^^tapeworm. they proved the t^t?^,^
m^oi^'oreS^iLi^t"* Tjr^"' *•"" ui exclusion is combined with a
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control experiment. The freriiwater crayfishha. a «ii»e ot smeU, as is proved by the raoidway m which it retreato from HnJag^^
fcvestigation led to the hypothedTthat mi
tr ""J?*'^ ^ th* antStnuJes orZSS
i^'fi J^' ^"/erifled by ob«rving that
• crayfish bereft ol these appendages did^
react to a strong odour, wher^bens SS
M«.e conditions and to the same stiitdS,anoth« <^yflsh with its antennules intaS

^e ?™ 'LS"^..*''^°8 precisely^Mme two methods, the mvestigator p^vedttat the seat of smeU was in pecdiarlyLpSbnstles on the outer fork of the anteWid^
_U 1^1 «*Pen™ent«l philosopher is re-ported to have said: " Showme toe sci^tStom«n who never made a mistake, and I^Aow you one who never made a diseoverv"mus was m allusion to the everyday nuSdof tnal and error," ,ri,ich is part oltte

^MJ'^nr^- »i«««°t hypoth«^
«e^taed tdl the one that fits the iict. i.

It is interesting to notice that a scientificemcIu«on may sometimes be safely aoMotrfWore It. demonstration is visib/cST?^

ti^T.r^"',^^ Harvey's demoib^bon of the circulation of the Mood OMslfVom tte structme of the heart, tbeobimSflow m deferent parts of the^tem.«K
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was .wanting. " BSrevT^ifS^X "^ "*P

"t..rie, to the 3e,t ^m 0^,"^'"'
monstration miaht ha« n!.«J

™"ey's de-

^y "ts reception) for the sTapTrre^n I'^SIt was an observed (act that h1. m ^ ™*
on ceaselessly flowing h^Zh^^"^ »?«
»y*fem jwrfe. therefore the*Xen hri^^**«>K»s the gap must be there

''"^

™JfK!?"'1"°''—^« «««• step in scientifl.method a to sum ud what h.oV '*'*™°e
in terms . dear ^^d'ttet ^Sb^''

A

theory ,s stated, a formula iTi^S^ ntmore frequently a new «.t nf »o.. • r* "•
into suWectio/to ^dd Uw C'T''"must fit the facts • it m,,!? k "® *''*«*y

consistent dS^ri^tfon^Tts t^^P"^ »<>
e.ther directly ex^erim'enW,^T^^. texper-mental tests ; and it m;.st b:^ ^"^^^
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to this extent, that it will appear valid to aU

4?,^'* appreciate the evidence.

.«^ » •^*' touchstone." Prof. Karl Pearson
says. 18 equal validity for all normally
constituted minds." Moreover, theK
must be compared with already esteblished

£2?w^'T " *^*'*^ " any
"^

discrepancy

t^on^"fK
^^ ''"''

"l^
°^^' ^°™« reconsiTra^

tion of the ont. or the other, or of both, willbe necessary. '

Ail^^t ^l"^/"
""^ ""^"^ *<» emphasize thedistmction between two stages of proirress inscience the "Natural History" stefTind

.•„L^ ^f*"^1 ^^^^^P^y " stage.^ Ws
nII^' P^ '""^'^ ^^®*^> ^ lessor ofNatura. PhUosophy in Glasgow University-a
1wture which he repeated for over fifty yeiis-he said

: In the progressive study of Lturalphenomena, that is. the phenoniena of ^cexternal world, the first work is to oSe™and classify facts; the pnx^ of inSS
generalization foUows, in which the U.^ ofnature are the objects of research. Sc2.two stages of science are designated by Seexpressions of natural HistorTf^ Z^^
philosophy.^* In other won^ there Is^
observational and descriptive sta^ foUowJSby generalization and formulation

tinXiL'^t^^y* ?^' *^ "^^^ a clear dis-tincuon between the raw materials of scienwand the systematizatioas which nSe^
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etc., are collections of rtatcmenU ^!!, ^T'from which scientific tn^r.^^ ^ufmlT^be ertracted, but they are not sdlnoT «
'^'^

benns to dnwn h,.f JT^ ,
""*• Science

Co^micus, S .S er LVir"', "''» »
Galilei. Mt^ to woA on »^ ' ^*P'" " •
jnd sifts f^nTtcr SS: 'Zn"f"stbursts mto full dayUght only wh^^w J

rS^cS"of°aT^o-=t

co-on#.rA«#. J^ .. ,
*^^ condit oned bv

Phy^eal S^^^if'* ..'"^^t of the

»*t.r'".^f""'i^^Sti;tacts, the spmt brooding over chaos ^'

sui^sTatlut'
*"' -'MPna^,^^,suggests a solution m some way that wT^J

c^.^e'TTt^nLrbrt^eV'-'''^'^'-^
l-unconscio^'e^^^'eS:-:---
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certain that letting the mind play amonff

r/e^ 'th'? Ih^
*" 'n^flcentU.rZ

It seems that the solution is often reached
first and the proof supplied afterwards
Newton spoke of reaching {;r

, .sove^^y
attending my mind thcre-aio ' ^.jf ,1 ^^-jj
be extremely interesting .., kx.uw ..k. . .,^

he reached his gravit t: - o .. i
; h,* - toan interlacing of induf^ oa .. <i .!. In.von biitwe must agree with I'nf r en 1hat the^ was ''the conceptic. .. ... ^'^

of T>mdall, this ' passage hun ali^u. ipT
to a falling moon » was a stupendous leap ofthe imagination, for his enunciated law applesm conception to the universe, thus extending

r<Ses'sTmt»
^^^" "^^ ^^^^''''^ ^^'

th^*o^* l^fnning of this chapter we hinted^at all methods are transcended by men^gemus, whose magnificent operations thehistory of Science discloses. Wewmnot «>e

5tn!SJ' *^'™ "^^^^ '^'^ discoveri^^irmetho<k were secondary, " God said.Let Newton be I and there was light." OfKelvin, his biographer savs :—

iL^*^ ^ ^®^ accustomed to let histhoughts become so filled with the la^^
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mena dawned umm M^T ] u
^*"*'"* P*>«no-

to others iTS th. il ""i*"^?
^''^*>° denied

"Hi%: fml^' J ^® fi^'* o^ the seer.ttis imagination was vivid- in k^ •*.• '

enthusiasm he seem^ l^u I^^^ "**«nse

than to drive Se^ V/ ^^^'^^ ^^^her

in his subject h^!!- '
^® '"*'* ^^ 'ost

is the artT ; thrryL^,!^ '^P^^^^ -«
Whof « * ^ **' creation."

tin^e," said of CI ""wa^^, "Z ">? »' ^i,

to illustrate our mt^T ' "Y '''° "^^e
His strilcing w^s'^weJe "ftT^

'° S^"'"'-
for that man to think taMrrt^/i'

"°' P"™'"'
subjects."

mcorrectly on physical

stra^fonmSat.T» '""^y»'»' »'"

-but ai t~n si '^!??
»~ °~e»'ary

wanting to account' for ^w ' ''**™ ^e'
intuitio^ of rmL,^'.J*«' j;%f««

the
more akin to th^ !««„* i , ^' '^ surely
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lying scientific procedure,—a postulate which
IS verified with every fresh step. It is
the postulate of the Uniformity of Nature.
This, which may be analysed into a num-
ber of postulates, means that for our human
purposes there is stability in the properties of
things, that the same situations are continu-
ally recuiTing, that there is a routine in the
order of Nature—a routine without gaps or
mterpolations, in which every event is deter-minea by antecedent events.

Clerk Maxwell discussed the Uniformity of

(187^^
'"^ "^ ^wcottwe an Molecules

r 1}^ *^f
heavens we discover by their

light, and by their light alone, stars so distantfrom each other that no material thinir canever have passed from one to another! andyet this light, which is to us the sole evide^c«
of the existence of these distant worlds.
tells us also that each of them is built up ofmolecules of the same kinds as those which wefind on earth. A molecule of hydrogen, forexample, whether in Sirius or in A?ctir^

time
'^ ^i^^'ations in precisely the same

*; Natural causes, as we know, are at workwhich tend to modify, if they do not at len^h

of thT.^^K^'
arrangements and dimei^S

of the earth and the whole solar systemCut though in the course of agescaTast^
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nave occurred and mav v.f ^
heavens, though ancTe^^

?«* occur in the
dissolved and new "21,'^'*^' ""^ b«
their ruins, the mdeS^%'7'''f^ •»* »'

the material unive^e-r;»? '?"''°"*' »'
nnwom. They contt:^T" ""'*"'''*" «°d
were createdJLXm"^. ^K "^^^ «» t^ey
and weight " ° """"^ «>«> measmi

trot^tS^^vSi^S^rtET"^,- -

We cannot do'^tWs ta BiT^""'^ '""""I*-
we make and v«ifv ?h» *^'/f' ''*«' al^
Unifomuty of Nrtu^ t

Postulate of the

P««>n«l element r-^ T? °' » ''*~ng
which m.k« their Lt.T™^ ''.'^« "eaturra

situationsunpreS ctab^r" '" '""Plieated
both of actio^d t^t ?«'^'i^.»°«onnities
ndeed, there could n^S»; •

^'**^* *••«».

at all, but with therthte ra°w'?'°'°«yeolation, credipf;»., j * ''"" 'or cal-

««able, thZh not t^fh
'""^"'"' "^ch is

that afforded by the ™ ""^ '*"* ^*««* <«

««* dedt««<«,. K-nf, *^f«'^«e of induction

<«»<»iwr.« haveh^^ ^"^""' ""^ «>•««

Hi
F*'- I
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tcimUfic procedure v, to coUect data, and aU

*^ M tte anangcmtnt and cUmificatUmTi/arf.. ^<^l'ory to thi, and to torment

'fT-J" "^ "> folfil the aim of <feSSiactt of expmmee a» exactly a, votMhrJ.

another. An important Hep in procedurJi.

T^e fr^jT'tZ^ ""V ^-^
n/ 4n^»

^iiy, the tncluston of a new setOf facts .nt%n an old law. At eoJ^TJl

i
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CHAPTER IV

CLASSIFICATION OF THE SCIENCES

"The divisions of the sciences are not liL-A

cers aai h^SiiW^^^^
son's CUssification-H?o

,hysi-^^^^^ ^^'•

tioii ofthe Sciences 'n.i /' ^,^^^^ of tlie Clas-sifica-
- Summary

'*"^°*=*^*- ^^^ Corrclatioa of the Sciences-

The Convenience and the Difficulties

labour naturally arises A«! a r^Tofl^ i ?
^

the .o.« discipline whi^het^^s^nXS
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renders it impossible for jinv «.j:_

rkk of Vi • f^ *°° «^''^^«^' there is thensk of denying to particular sciences fWautonomy which the distinctive ch^r^ter^their subject-matter warrants 'T*™*''^' ^^

m.« h^ to be made bet;™"wo d^i^^^S^

hand, there are good reaso^W "
?4'?J!'

Bio o^'a^7 "'
"T 8^-«' sortT ^clu^

SlelS^' " '^'^ '^'^'^ ot Physics Z
Sfy. T^ il^u'

specialization le.1, to

When S.; 'Z is to ~/» *° ^P^'fi-'io'ity.

method, we L ml.^*t*, ^P °' «^en«flc
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imaguiation, we reouire wWth „» i.

great ^wfects hZ^u^X^^'j '^^
S^^^Thus we find HuJev ^» »!/

*"" PfoWe™-

'Siting :
" I have^'f ''**»?^ ?' seventeen,

external world: anH /9\ c«u- ^-

which he has acqub«i S f,"''J~'"'«-that

i^».^conten,p.S.V-oSrt^^

SUAiBonyi
OBncrm

.o-^«irsc.^:s.'':£efCe b'ee^t^r^-

to d^euSTh'e^te^^/" ^^ ^^ °"r^
t^-refe^toafewwhichiiittJi^-^^r::

recognized three big detJn^ti^K *'**>

;!
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or the Sciences. History baju>d ,,- w
"".divided into "ii^Jf^^l^:^'
remin,««nce of which is founTin Se iitleNatural aj.d CivU History " which WMb^^
feio^o^ "? ""^ *T °°* Scott^l^

ba^ «»««--. mclud& L^ wwS
wUchTl^ ri'*""?".:

""* Natural Philo^p^

C^us«
' 'f.

"t"^Pl>y««» (Form «.d fS
d^s not »ii ^™"f "**' «^» classificationdoes not help us much to-day, but it is v^

angle, but rather like branches ofT^tSS?meet m one stem, " which stem grows to^»Z
J^tanceentireand continuousM^ZmZItself mto arms and boughs." Thwi i. fca suggestion at once of Sy^T^Urlu^

brfo^^ ~""°" "^ t° "»e sciincJs

SL^trr..'*'^''-" This"unive^
•ophy. and mduded an inquiry into " te»!
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^ndental^ or the adventitious condition* of

sciences : MathrniSi. a .
" '"ndamental

of th; ord" of ™ll'"*"r'*'' i»*<»tive

simple, attr«: , ISd 'rCLL"''*?'''^
must, he mainlkineH „k„

^^ * ""*"««

the relativSy more 'sn^u7^ """",' ^'""^

dependent. Th"rweA^^' T-5'*'''
«<*

thoiioh K^H, *'"* S'*^' 'deas here,

thr? fh. •

"*'* «''«»«e»ted. The first Z
^danL orh"**'

"'"'"''* """""ute to the

Science should afforH f»,^ k j i .
words.

Art of Life TkT ^^/.^^^ad basis for theW a Werarlhv "t^^ ll!
"*** *^^ ^«^«^«» nierarciiy, those that deal wJfW *^umore complex orders of facts tcS'de';:^^:':
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mental science from Physics anH rif •
*.

J-
^d it supply theford«tio"'o?^2':

Mathematics may be iu^tlv n^u^ ii^ *

Biology, which are descriotive ThT^i.-

and fallaciously, we ^^TtJ^'°^'^
cer (1864) emphasizeTthe iW^^llf'*''

the Abstract Sciences olt^"'"-^"^;:;-:
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rnatiei, which deal with m^
o' scientific de^nlil™ ^" '*'" methods
Srience, whicht^fc"!* '^e Concref
Thus MathemawS ^ oh^ ?" ''""riptioM.

«ience. apphcaWe to ^1 sS L?K-"'*~*

«i»'^\''h;X:S'"j;»', ^vision •" t".
which deij witrt^lw, »'^*r'«" '«='«»<»»

which Pheno«e„i*'14'';^' ^n'""'
"""*'

those which deal with th?^^ *" "*• "»<•

'"dves-betwecn J^ enc«'
P^"<»nena them-

the mere blank fomtS. *?"'" '''»' with
which deal with re^ ?,'?^""*' "«' ""ose
1904, D 22Tr A

existences" (Flint

disti^Ah^^.^";* the latter sS
""eh as Mcohanfcs Pwtf:^'^'*' *<*««».
which treat of^iti«^'"?^^^ Chemistry

f
the real relSt^'iZwJ'/'^'ent,, "J

classes of facts anrf
/rP''f»ted in certain

Spciology, which dMl ^^L.^i^"''?«y «<»
totalfties, or with agm*^ IJ^L'"* « their

Abrtract Sciences Th- .^ "y*- the
Seienees. and "^' c^:„t*''^-Concrete
progressed together uT^ foences have
which the scl^nd ;^S^'°''^P«*lems
growing only bv thJ^ I-

pfesented, uid
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A^?5^ '« solving the problems of the third.AU along there has been a continuous i^and reaction between the three great dw^of sciences." * aasscs

SPENCER'S SCHEME
Group I. Attract Science. t-Lowc awd Matw-I
_ MATUM
Group II. A^mct-Concreto Sciences :- Mech«Uc,
n .»r ,

PnywM, Chemirtry
«-*«uw.

Group III. Concrete ^ienoe. :-A.tronomy, Cteologry
Biology, Psychology, Sociolo,^*

"«"««7.

The three groups of Sciences may be
briefly defined as laws of the forrm, laws ofihefacion, laws of the products."^"^e first, or Abstract group, is tW^ru-menUd with respect to both the others; a^the second, or Abstract-Concrete group is

JTf^r^ with respect to theS ^Concrete group."

''.^« »«»nd and third groups suddIv
subjert-matter to the first, Snd «.e "urd»upph« subject-matter to the second- b»tnone of the truth, which constitute tSS'tlSSpoup are oj any use as solvents of the mZten. presented by the second group ,^^^rf the truths which the second g^H.^!

In this scheme, as Prof. Hint p«nted otil^
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opeocer would sM-m t„ i. ,

J^d which, "r on„ ^i'""" 0' the yenr

no more by cal S^f""*- .<^°'"'« wemt
dependent on 3„°"f ''^«°«e logicX
placed iJrst ?s ^s"™' '?? "«" ^^e one
one placed last. SS,? 1. '^. '^«^ the
""'"tal as rcg^ ;tf

^'"tt"' "not instru-
a number of 4enL, 1 r

"*'• " there be
tally distinct Smel?^*"^/'"' '"ndamen!
every anteced^rrrteClf "'»ted that
fvery consequent, ^d^^ " "«»rds
instrumental ^as r^g^ "" consequent is
senes of sciences i, ^ .f^^ antecedent, a
lents the ^o^^'i.^^^^Z'^'i -^"'^ "P"-
Spencer started with w..!f• .

'** "embers.

V'y .«ueh series tt^J^d^ '^'t there was
showing that thek> wi one Tl^y

'"P'iciHy
fication. talccn in conZ.?° ?^' °^ elassi-
quoted. was a ZlS^^^?:^^^ the passage
«treme in his oZl^^^""i tl

"'«' "«
scheme. So farZ^ h"T °' the Comtist
overthrowing that .?f> ^?« ™cceeded i„
ntmost »ucc!ed%V^^«, ^^ "nly at the
" There is a foi*:^?^**,"^ "edifying if!

And why J jKSSStr "^ "'*^'-
dependence of phenomena ^" " " '!"""»'

^^'^ Physic. hS.^ t^I'lighTfe-Jr
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nwJ"?^"^
combinations unconditioned byphysical properties; vital functions ne^rappear apart from chemical processes- iTdthere must be life before there ^n be ^n-sciousness. That remarkable hi^r^chy ophenomena is a fact which a cloud oUbstract^guage or a covering of subtle retonfngmay to some extent and for a short whSfconceal from our view, but which notn^^^or reasomng can efface or even long obS

Sho^d L '"""'^^ eonceivable that'^thereshould be no corresponding hierarchv of
sciences " (Flint, 1904, p. 231)

^ ""^

We have quoted this strong opinion froman authority who earned a high renutiJ^^m dealing with philosophical qtsSsbu?
-i^^^n*" ".' *" .^^^"^^ ^°-' safe^':;dS?--m one direction m particular, to which wehave already referred, and must r^efv^tagain. There are, of course, phy^^ ^j
may speak of the physics and chemistrv of

jurtly, as rt seems to us-is the awkwaM
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naming and grouping of the "Abstract-
Concrete Sciences, which included Mechanics.
Physics, Chemistry and Sciences of Light
Heat, Electricity, and Magnetism. It is
difficult to see why Mechanics should be called
abstract-concrete," or why the Sciences

of Heat, Light, etc., are not included under
Physics, and so on.

T^^^aX ^^f'f^^"ON.-Prof. AlexanderBam distinguished Fundamental (or Abstract)
Sciences from Dependent (or Concrete)
Sciences, and m so doing, apart from the
nomenclature, he made a distinct step of
progress. It is evident that Geography (one
of the dependent sciences) is derivative, com-
plex, and particulate, as contrasted with
Physics (one of the fundamental sciences),
which is independent, simple, and general.

Ihe fundamental sciences, according toBain^ were Logic Mathematics, Mechanics

S.^mS^'""^ 1^^^''"'' Molecular Physics,
Chemistry, Biology, and Psychology. " T,;
every one of these," he said, "there is adistinct department of phenomena ; taken
together they comprehend all known pheno-
meiia, and the order indicated is the orderfrom simple to complex, and from indepen-dent to dependent, marking the order of studyand evolution." Taken collectively "they

t^r^A^^ i^rL'
°' ^^"^ ^""^^ process Zthe world, whether of matter or of iind; and
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set forth these laws in the order suiUble forstudying and comprehending them to thegreatest possible advantage."
The dependent sciences include Mineralomr

Meteorology Geography, Botany. Zod^'
Plulology and Sociology-the ^ in^
defimtion bemg that " no one of them involy^any operation but what is expounded in t^fundamental or departmental ^ie^."

"*

V...^h ?"" ™«gested a third group offtactical Sciences, but here his usual deai^
rf fought IS less evident. For he iS^withm one very elastic band not only whrtwe now caU "Applied .Sciences," b2ta^some of the ,«s like Architecture, and sereiS
sub-sciences like .Esthetics (surely a divi^^of Psychology), not to speak of Ethicsi^
Economics. The idea of his third gt«S Sm
says, an artificial and heterogeneous cob.
glomerat^^n." The same auth^^^^st the exclusion of MetaphysS^^^
Tneology. a procedure common to ComteSpencer, and Bain; but concede. thSTwregards the cl-^ification of the ^^if
properly so-called Bain's Scheme "n«^^^be regarded as ui improvement on cLte'.airf much superiir to Spencer's."
Kam, Peabson's Classotcation.—One ofthe clearest of recent maps of ta^J^" "»* *'^i^ by Prof.'^KariiK^
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his Grammar of Science. He distinguishes,
to begin with, the Abstract Sciences, which
deal with modes of discrimination, from the
Concrete Sciences, which deal with the con-
tents of perception. The Abstract Sciences
mchide Logic and other "methodological"
disciplines, and mathematics with its many
subdi /isions including Statistics.
The Concrete Sciences include (1) the

Physical Sciences, which deal with inorganic
phenomena, and (2) the Biological Sciences,
which deal with organic phenomena. The
Physical Sciences are divided by Pearson
into the Precise and the Synoptic, the latter
always decreasing as the former increase.
Astronomy is in greater part precise, meteor-
ology is m greater part synoptic. " In the
one case we have not only a rational classi-
fication of facts, but we have been able to
conceive a brief formula, the law of gravita-
tion, which accurately resumes these facts.We have succeeded in constructing, by aid
of ideal particles, a conceptual mechanism
which describes astronomical changes. In the
other case we may or may not have reached
a perfect classification of facts, but we cer-
tainly have not been able to formulate our
perceptual experience in a mechanism or
conceptual motion, which would enable us
to precisely predict the future."

^1) The Physical Sciences—those dealing
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with Inorganic Phenomenar-are divided hvPearson into the following :— ^^

mo^font)!
^^^'''''^ ^'^'^'' ^'"^"""^ *^ ^^^^

Physics of the Ether, .. g, dealing with Heat

Af
^^^^*/ ^/^^ '"^ity. MagnetiL.

'

Atomic Physics e. ,-, Theoretical Chemistry,
Spectrum Analysis.

^*

Molecular Phy^cs, ,. g. dealing with Elasti-
city Sound, Crystallography, Hydro-
mechanics. Theory of the SKinetic Theory of Gases.

'

ThSi^'T
^.g. Mechanics, Planetary

-Theory, Lunar Theory.
'

Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, Geography,
Meteorology, Inorganie Evolution othe Earth and the Planetary System.

J^ I
respectively, "correspond vervclosely to the phenomena of whi^ we il7econstructed . conceptual model by lid If

^"to'SZ
'^^'^'^ '"'^« ideaT'L.^tfons

^u^ f^
phenomena which have not beenreduced to such a conceptual description."

ralherP^vi^'^'n/*'"^''' '^'^ «
ttan l^Z^f^K?"^^ ^ the makingwan qualitatively distinct from it. It
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embraces large classifications of facts which
we are continually striving to restfkne in
simple formulae or laws, and, as usual, these
laws are laws of Motion. Thus considerable
portions of the Synoptic Physical Sciences
are already precise, or in process of becoming
precise. This is notably the case with Chem-
istry, Geology and Mineralogy."

(2) The Biological Sciences—those deal-
ing with Organic Phenomena—are divided by
Pearson as follows :

—

First, there are those branches of biological
science which deal with the spatial relations,
or the localization of living creatures. Here
Pearson includes the study of the Distribution
of Living Forms (Chorology) and the study of
habits in relation to environment (Ecology),
" These form the major portion of what in the
old sense was termed Natural History." [Prof.
Pearson's classification seems to us, in this
instance, too hard and fast. The distinctive
feature of animal behaviour is certainly not
its spatial relation.] Secondly, there are those
branches of biological science which deal with
sequence in time—with growth or change.
The non-recurring phases are called Evolution
(of plants, animals, and man); the recurrinir
phases are called Growth. The study cS
non-recurring growth is History; the study
of recurring growth is Biology in the narrower
sense. [This seems to us again too hard and
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lumped in the conception ofGrK "^ "^

deal«?T^*w "'^'sions, accordinff aa it

physical leiH*^ ^Pk • i v
®*"a*«" from the

ology, which fSis tat^ ^^h*^"' '?^
the Science of Moral, th. 1"^

biawhes «
PCiticoI Eoo.oZT^X^sT^^J"'^'^

PEARSON'S SCHEME
(in outline only),

"^^f? S^^^fBj-Logic Mathematic.Stetist,« Applied Mathemati^ a

XlSn^'""- "^""^ '^^-
CoNCBBTB Science:—/H Th. du • .

Sciences-inXSVr^, Sr'*',

^
^aysics. Molecular Physics, Molar
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Physics) and Synoptic Physical Scieneet

(Chemistry, Mineralogy, Geology, Geo-
graphy, Meteorology, etc.).

(2) The Biological Sciences— in-

cluding Chorology and Ecology, Biology
in the narrower sense (the study of

structure, the study of growth and
reproduction, the study of functions).

Psychology, and Sociology, and finally

History (including the study of organic
as well as hiunan evolution).

Bio-physics.—To his long list of sciences

Prof. Pearson would add another—a cross-

link between Physical and Biological Scien^s
—which he calls Bio-physics. This science

particularly excites oiu: interest, for in spite

of its very shadowy nature (even Pearson
admitting that it " does not appear to have
advanced very far at present ") the idea of it

is provocative and raises the kind of question
which makes the probleri of classifying the
sciences of deep importance.

Prof. Pearson says that "life invariably^

occurs associated with sense-impressions

similar to those of lifeless forms," and that
** organisms appear to have chemical and
physical structtire differing only in complexity

from inorganic forms." But our impression

is that the difference in complexity has

involved a difference in kind, such that the
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and actWtS tL /. ?"P"°° °' '^e growth

do with behaviour ^^ l^er^ ,^^« .
^

tion, of Physic^notebly 4:'±.r^!T

body which receive phS^^ ^'?°?
formulation, we do not?^"le r"H'^tmctive of the livine creah^TV^ ^^ **"
such asdigertion^^^„„fc »'«^.

term, the life anXhaWo^^,^ "^
f^"''^

o a
™ "' morgamo phenomena, or
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Physics, to the development of organic foims.
This branch of science which endeavours to
show that the facts of Biology -of Morphology,
Embryology and P%no<og^—constitute par-
ticular cases of general physical laws has been
termed Etiology. It would be perhaps better
to call it Bio-physics"
But the term Etiology is already in recog-

nized use for a biological inquiry into the factors
in organic evolution, such as variation and
heredity, selection and isolation, and it will
remain a sound branch of the biological tree
even though no success rewards the attempt
to describe evolution in terms of the laws of
physics.

Prof. Pearson's idea is different. Just as
Applied Mathematics is " the process of analys-
ing inorganic phenomena by aid of ideal ele-
mentary motions," and thus links Abstract to
Concrete Science, so Bio-physics attempts
to link the Physical and Biological Sciences
together.

Pearson presents this view in a scheme :

—

Applied
mathematics
—a cross-link

ABSTRACT Science

.Concrete Science

I

Pnvsics Biology

Bio-physics—^a cross-link
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** Applied MaihemaHet and Bithphutiet anthus the two iink, between thethreK^^

sions of Science, and only when thelp%wk hibeen fully accomplished shall wrbT able torealize yon Helmholtz's pr^ctlon «d ^S?ceiye all scientific formula, all natJmIW
^yerZ::^'r'T' ™««oalwemurt,h^
vAi^* " \* P"^* indefinitely distant/*Not only so, but as the only Bio-physi^w.know of is the physical and cLmicSTX^;;

vanous processes that occur in onmnimifi L^
a- no vital function whatever SHS^'i^^
I^ir"^^.''^

bio-physical tenns Jd as^resiUts of bio-physical analysis do notl^m
i^i^fes'lh!'.^^^*""^ *^^ gro^hl^d
activities, the development and evolution o#living creatures which reauire irn^li*.?^
ditferi^nf i'«i vtr>A

^j"^""^^^ interpretations

«n?^ ^*^', *°^ «««tted that an elaborate

published r,St., ^'f
^^^ ^ "°t y«t be*"

h^» fk ^? therefore cannot be induded

S^.^T\''" °"»t convincing one 4StoowSome indication if it mav h. ^k*
•
"' '™"''-

tte following "cheme'lCSi^oSu*™

Gedde.:-!
'"^''^ ""'^t'd to Prof.
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auCT SciENCE.-We have seen that Prof

Pl^ • f*^" ^ distinguished pSPhysical Sciences from Sj^optic PlS
Sciences. I„ the former, such asmS^Molecular Physics, the processes C bL^^scnbedm terms of ideal motions ; inX Utto
pon" oK7a«nutS;H^
The term "Exact Science'? mav h.«^d more generaUy to indicate aU Senc^that has resolutely begun to "mj^^'•ndudmg in "measurement" au"^',

precise registration. Not a little rfth,modem work in pyschology is Wv LS^^

it, eiT" "^"^ ""''""^ " *» «^t»i^no"
In further illustration, let <u ask whv wehttitate m applying to Biology the te^

ac^^^^r"* "^^ '« Sesitot^accord to Astronomy. The reasons aiet™mtrm^c and extrinsic. The int^,^
IS that Biology deals with living m^^Trind, are personal agents. v^iS^
(spontaneous, always to som4 evtJnT 7
djeUble. We deal^in BioI^'wW^^^^-S
phenom«m more complex thL inA^JiZ^^
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The extrinsic reason is that Biology is a

young science and Astronomy a very old

*u®*«.^® A^'**'*®"*®' is a master-workman,
the Biologist still only an apprentice. In a
lecture on Inheritance, the late Prof. W P R.
^^""^ P"t this matter very dearly

:

.he ideal description of every experience,
the descnption which alone makes further
progress possible, is a description of aU the
results obtained, and not a statement which
Jajgely ignores the inconsistencies observed.
The reason why astronomers, and physicists,
and chemists can so often afford to neglect
the inconsistencies of their experience without
making themselves ridiculous is that by great
labour they have already succeeded in confin-
ing the limits within which these inconsisten-
cies occur, so that the proportion of the whole
experience affected by them is very small.
But biologists have not yet advanced so far
as this

:
the margin of uncerUinty in their

expenence is still so large that they are
obliged to take account of it in every state-
ment they make."

^

Yet the work which Prof. Weldon himself
did in connection with variation, heredity
and selection was symptomatic of the move-ment towards exactness that has recently
characteriMjd even the most difficult depart- -

ments ot Biology, those dealing with Evolu-
tion. There has been for a long time mudi
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exact science in comparative anatomy and

offhlv^^''
but m recent years the labours

of the biometncians on the one hand, and ofthe experimental zoologists on the otherhave done much to bring the study of

sden" e!""'^
'""' '''*"'' *^" '^'^^ ^' ^"^^

ClassificationAdopted.—
Combininffwhat

appear to us to be the chief merits of th? f^c-gomg dassifications, we propose the foUoT^

inf!n^ "^1*?
""i*^

""^^^^^^ of inference, supply
intellectual instruments for investigation andtest the consistency and compfetenTjs ofscientific descriptions.

Mathemaitcs, including Stahsucs.
1-OGic, m the widest sense.
Metaphysics,

B. Concrete, Descriptive, or Experien-
tial SCIENCES.

anS^with'^S?
""''^ ?" '*^^*^ ^' experience

wtJ «
"^^^^'^^^s from these factsrTheymdude five general or fundamental scien^

^Sen'c^r^
"^'^^ '' ^^'^^-^ or deri^:;!:^

arf:J'
The five great fundamental sciences
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Sociology

Psychology

Biology

Physics

Animate Oadeb.

Che&iistby

Purely Physical
Ordeb

^^

Sociology is the science of the structure
and life, growth and evolution of socie-
tary forms or social groups.

^'^^ Psychology is the science of the subjective

^A? s

s
5 V

aspect of behaviour, of Man and of
animals. In the human sphere Psy-
chology has the fascinating distinction,
as compared with other sciences, that
the instruments of investigation are

also the objects of research."
Biology is the science of the structure and

activity, development and evolution of
organisms, including Man.

Physics is mainly the science of the trans-
formations of Energy (Energetics).

^MiSTBY is mainly the science of the
different kinds of matter, their trans-
formations, affinities, and interactions.
It IS par excellence the science of
molecules and atoms.

I
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108 INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE
It must be admitted that the fields of

chemistry and physics are not separated by
any defensible boundary-lines, and the two
sciences obviously come together in such
studies as spectrum analysis and in such
theories as the electric structure of the atom.
But the distinction is one of considerable
convenience and will probably last.

Some would have even more doubt as to
the propriety of separating off Sociology, from
Psychology for instance.

The fact is that Sociology is still a very
young science ; its scope and definition are in its
own hands. It is therefore neither necessary
nor advisable at present to try to define it
with precision; we must see first how far
it can go. It is the scientific study of social
groups or " societary forms," considered as
concrete organic unities,—each of them n ore
than the smn of its parts. It necessarify
comes into cdntact with anthropology and
history, with economics (which has primarily
to do with industrial organization), and with
politics (which has primarily to do with the
liffMrs of the state as such), but it has a place
and function of its own.

B. 2. The most important derivative or
particulate sciences may be arranged in
groups, dependent on the five fundamental
sciences. Two points have to be kept dearly
in mind, and may be best illustrated by

"1=
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examples, (a) While the general or funda-
mental science of Biology is not concerned with
the kinds o* Plants or Animals, the particulate
or derivative sciences of Botany and Zoology
emphatically are. (b) Many of the derivative
sciences are complex or synthetic. Anthro-
pology being a good example. They combine
the methods and concepts of several of the
fundamental sciences for their own particular
purposes. Thus, to take another case.
Geology is a synthetic science, the focussing
of several sciences in the study of the Earth.
It inquires into the structure, activities, and
history of the Earth, which it conveniently
divides into four shells—each, if we like, with
its special science—^the atmosphere, the hydro-
inhere or oceans, the Uthosphere or crust, and
the centrosphere or nucleus. For the most
part, perhaps, geologists are concerned with
the earth's crust, but there are few of them
who would consent to be restricted to this
territory. As Prof. K. S. Woodward says:
"Geology illustrates better than any other
science, probably, the wide ramifications and
the close inter-relations of physical phe-
nomena. There is scarcely a process, a
product, or a principle in the whole range of
physical science, from physics and chemistry
up to astronomy and astrophysics, which is
not fully illustrated in its uniqueness and in
its diversity by actual operations still in
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preserved in her crust. The earth is thus
at once the grandest of laboratories and the
grwidest of museums available to man."
Another idea which seems useful is that

^J^'sctences, as distinguished from special

mah^' ^* "f
«Plain with refereniTto

Biology.
(,.) A general or fundamental

mlt^ *?
distinguished partly by its subject-

matter. «^^I,vmg organisms; and partly by
1^ point of view, which, in the case ofBioW
^in/*!!*

'^''' '\ ''^^ **** physico-chemicS

dT^l? r* .
^ «^'**^'** ^'^^^^^ a well-defined subject-matter to which it aoDliea

ch^teristic methods and conce^ts.^^C

^J^T* 1'' ^^^'^P^™^ with general questionsand not with paiticular descriptions. Biolo^
IS concerned with what is common to aU liviS
creatures and^th averages, not individu^^

(u.) But under the rubric of Biology we havethe special, particulate, or derivative sciencl^

wn.S'^'^f^
*''^. ^^^°«y' ^^^^ <iivide thiworld of organisms between them and awboth concerned with particular description mwell as with general formulation. It mLht

^f'p^tiir"T *?u^"^ ^ '^'^ «^^-eeof Protistology for the minute and simnle

ZTZ "^''^
rt"^

*" hesitetTbT^n
plant and a-nimal hfe. And other specialsciences may be recognized if desired. Sa matter of convenience.
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(iii.) But within the general science of
Biology several quite different questions are
asked, and the answers to these are the sub-
sciences. The questions that the biologist

must ask and answer before he can go far in
generalization appear at first sight to be very
numerous and varied, but, from a certain
distance, we see that there are only four:
What is this living creature as regards form
aad structure ? How does it work ? Whence
has it arisen ? How has it come to be as it is T

(1) What is this in form and structure,
in symmetry and internal architecture f It
seems a " simple question," but how hard to
answer, as we press it farther and farther
home, as we pass from esctemal features to
internal structure, from organs to tissues,
from tissues to cells, as we put one lens after
another in front of our own, as we call to our
aid all sorts of devices—scalpel and forceps,
razor and microtome, fixative and stain t

" What is this," we say, " in itself and in all

its parts ? what is this by itself and when
compared with its fellows and kindred ?

"

and oiu* answer broadens and deepens till it

furnishes the raw materials of the sub-science
of morphology.

(2) Close upon the first question—What is

this ? there rises a second—^How does this
work ? " It is equally natural and necessary,
and throughout the progressive periods in the
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ncv« been far apart. They have evolrcd

3i tf:
^^'^^y d«rin« the last bundled

years, prompting one another to a more andmare penetratmg inquisitiveness. The keyword of the one is structure, or orgam^atio^

J' ^^^""^ ^' *^« ^ther is Wion o«^m y The creature which our fiwt quei'

tZf^^"^ *^^ ^"^^^ *^ P^«^« has to b? p4
It do ? how does it do it ? how does it ««?how does It keep agoing ? how does it^

iTA * ^ ^^
V^s it cease from going?In other words, how does the organi^ M

Sow nr! ^Z *^^^ '' «^^^ and^Splyhow does It waste, recover itself, and finallvm most cases, die ? Above all, what^thisecret of its activity and of its^^wer^

na^'^J-^Tr' .*°. '^' ^h^g^ftJ order S
?^«^ i?/''^*''^ ^nd Human Life,

J^{J!' ^^ J^^ ^ u'^'P*' *** ^^« these aid

Physiology is the science of the activity oforganisms It is the study of the w^^Tg
of h^ong things. It considers plants andanimals and man in their dynamic relations,
just as morphology considers them statically
It takes to do with habit and function, juiias morphology takes to do with form and
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structure And the two sister sciences gohand in hand, for just as taking a watch to
pieces IS not very intelhgent unless we inquire
into the working of the various parts, and just
as we cannot understand how the watch
goes unless we know its structure inti-

mately, so anatomy and physiology must
always be closely linked together.

Ill-J!ir I'tu
?**" * ^^'^^^ parallelism in thehwtory of the two sciences. The morphologist

began with the form of the intact organSm.
and passedm succession to the various organs
their comix>nent tissues, their component
cells, and, finally, to the structure of livinir
matter Itself. So the physiologist investir g
life ^activity at different levels, passing fr. .n
his study of the living creature m a unity
with certain habits, to consider it as an enrine
of orj^s, as an intricate web of tissues, L a
veritable community of cells, and, finally, asa whirlpool of living matter.

^1? ^**®,*,*^1 question—Whence is this ? isK^y double, for we may inquire into the
development of the individual (Embryology)
or into the history of the race as it is hiddenm the strange graveyards of the buried past,the fossil-bearing rocks (Paleontology). Wthese are both historical or genetic^ST
the one dealmg with individual devdopmeni
(ontogeny) the other with racial evolution
(phylogeny), it would be useful to have one
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word like "geneology " (altering a letter in
genealogy) to cover them both.

(4) There remainf a fourth question, since
Darwin's day asked with a new hopefulness-
How have these living creatures come to be
as they are ? What are the originative and
what the directive factors in evolution T How
has the raw material of progress, which we call
variations, been made available throughout
the countless ages ? and how has this raw
material been fashioned to shape and use in
improved adaptations and endless new depar-
tures ? The attempts to answer these and
similar questions are laying the foundation-
stones of the young sub-science of JEtiology.
The primary sub-sciences of Biology are

thus four :

—

Morphology, the study of static relations, of
form and structure.

Physiology, the study of dynamic relations,
of habit and function.

Geneology, the study of development or
of individual becoming (Embryology), or
of the rock-recorded facts of racial history
(Palaeontology).

Etiology, the study of the factors in racial
evolution.

It is evident that these sub-sciences of
Biology appear also as particular questions
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BlOLOOT

For purposes of convenience it seemi weUto retain tlie term "Applied Science" for•ny department of . " Special Science " whi^
^JT^.V 'I"

'^"' t''' "t. and crX^' V " « ?. *r"^ illustration. • J^part of "Me^-'cal Science" is "ADriSd
Sc.ence"deflnibyorient.tedin.S.tioCT
art of he,U,„g. This " Medical Science "uXmay be, jurt as scientific as anything else^

"

S rt.*? *^~^ proportion to the Lni^of ts foundations in Anatomy, PhystetorB.olo^ Chemistry, and the lilc^ and tadSproportion to its own scientific indZyTh^not even its most enthusiastic devob^ »5lmaintain that it aims di«cUy at^ ^
„^jf:^!Jir^.t--cntiv£-^

Sciw"S''!*'^^P'' " " A«ticulturalacience, which is orientated in relation to

dtpX^'^ a' il*^ T"'"*"
as any othe.paranent. it is so m direct proportion to
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the soundness of its scientific foundations in
Chemistry, Botany, Zoology, Geology, Biology,
and the like, and in direct proportion to its
own scientific industry, but not even its most
enthusiastic devotees will maintain that it
aims directly at adding to the sciences on
which it is based. It has begun to repay its
debts, but not deliberately. It is a fine
example of an "Applied Science."
Many other examples might be given, such

as the Science of Education and the Science of
Engineering, both of which appear to us to be
" Applied Sciences," intermediate between a
general or a particulate science (a "pure
science ") on the one hand and one of the
Arts or Crafts on the other. Their obviously
distinctive feature is that they contain a
large body of knowledge definitely orientated
towards a practical purpose.
The Interest of the Classification of

THE Sciences'.—It may seem to some that,
for a small book of this sort, too much space
has been given to a very " acadenuc " ques-
tion.—that of the classification of the sciences.
But may we briefly indicate its real interest,
(a) Perhaps it does not matter very much
which classification is adopted, the important
thing is to have in the mind some classification
which one has made one*s own. It is not
merely that we should put our intellectual
house in order—a process that tends to clear
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o^^r^^'i^iJ ^ i'^^ * ^^^y '^ scheme
^..^'^^^J^^^^^ge is to have a sort ofPhUcopher^s Stone. It adds to the value ofour knowledge by always suggesting inter-
relations and by serving as a test of cSnpletc-

oZ.^^ consistency. We all need to be
constantly reminded of Plato's demand that

/t ,«w 7^-
^^^^«°«c «h^ be intei^sted in

the xehole of hts subject.
{b) The second great interest of the classi-

Urt^? A^l ^^''''^^ '^ *^^* i* raises the
Jargest and deepest questions. Willy-nillv
It expresses a Philosophy. Its boundary-
lines express our conclusions as to the auton-omy or the dependence of Biology and ofPsychology, our decisions on the difficJt
Jiuestions of Vitalism and MaterialiZ^ Itw not a matter of indifference whether
Sociology .hould be reckoned as a generS
science (Comte) or as a branch of Kolo^
(Pearson). It is not by a misprint that we

tions nf l'^'*''^'^
*^^ conflicting classifica.

in * r^'''^^''
^^ ^ 'bat a frequentcause of confusion has been the attemit to

^n^l- . ""P^*^ * ^^^'^g idea of the
constitution of a science, which is definSnot by ite subject-matter, but by the^
gones under which it thinks of that s^bj^.
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matter. Two sciences may work and often
do work at the same material,—but with
different ends in view, with different funda-
mental concepts, and with methods differentm detail.

Let us illustrate. An anthropologist may
work for years at a particular societary form,
and yet his results may be contributions to
biology rather than to sociology. A psycholo-
gist may devote himself to the study of cats
and dogs, and yet his results may not be
contributions to biology in the stricter sense.A physicist may give persistent and profitable
attention to the electrical changes associated
with contracting muscle, and yet though he ism a sense dealing with organisms all the time,
his results may be contributions to physics
rather than to biology. Similarly, the
chemist, for purposes of his own, may give
his hfe to the study of the odoriferous sub-
stances in flowers, and yet never ask one
biological question.
The Correlation of the Sciences.—

*>om the claosification of the sciences and
sub-sciences we turn with a feeling of relief
to the Idea of their Unity. Blocked apart
lor practical convenience, treated of in
separate books, expounded by different
teachers, investigated in different laboratories,
tae sciences are, after all, parts of one discipline
Illustrations of one method, attempts to make
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clear-if never to 8oIve->the one great prob-em of the Order of Nature. They forS arshould form, one body of truth, and they ^in
, f^^"5 *^^ T"^ I^^y ^ correlated. TWs
IS the Ideal ahke of the PhUosopher's Stone,
of the Encyclopedia, of the University, andof the most modem scientific synthesis. Letus bnefly consider it from various points of

Wien we think of a living creature with
vividness sereral major impressions s^dout clearly m the mind. In the first pta^,

™1i^'*^k"? *.' "^'y- » ^ manymembers, but one body; many activ ;ies, butone Irfe. It develops and grows ano vkries

S?»f '!^h-,'"-.\"'"'y-
Therefore, we fed surethat while It has to be made the subject rt^many different seiences,-anatomrK

ology, embryology, not to speak of cheiij^imd physira, and not forgetting psycholomr
the saentific tmth about the UviSg^^e^^S^
cannot be reached unless the resiJts of ft!VM.OUS scientific inquiries are pooled, andunles- the fundamental fact of the\m^ty rf theorganism is recognized.
In the second place, the living creaturecannot be isolated or studied in vacuTlt

^J^fT".?"^ environment from which it
IS Kaentiflcally inseparable, and it sends itstendnls mto the Uves of many other creat^K we are to come nearer knowing the truth
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about the living creature, we must studv itm Its inter-relations. But that involves "the
convergence of many sciences, which approach
their ideal completeness in proportion as
they are correlated.

*u^ *i?® J^^^^ P^*^* ^® ***v® *^ "'ear in mind
thp.t the living creature is passing by as one
of a great historical pageant. It is an heir
of the ages, only to be understood as the
resultant of numberless factors—mechanical
chemical, physical, and animate—which have
gone to its shaping. It has gathers' into
Itself the sunshine and haar, the wmd ana theram of millennia. It requires a unity of the
sciences if it is to be understood. Nor is it
merely a passer-by in a great procession,
which we can study aU too briefly before the
torch It carries goes out and it fades away it
IS an individualized phase in the ceaseless
circulation of matter and energy. To chance
the metaphor again, it is a whirlpool in the
nver of time. All of which makes us feel
that the sciences are most scientific when they
axe most united. The higher tue subject in
the scale of being the more obvious this is
for Man most of all, but even in regard to the
non-Uvmg the inter-relatedness of things
makes a unification of sciences necessary
Who, for instance, can understand the earth
as It is apart from its living tenants ? The
very dust throbs with life.
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The idea which we wish to illustrate is very

plain when we think of some big problem
such as the physiology of marine organisms—
and the improvement of fisheries as an
application of this. The only hope of getting
towards an understanding of such a subject
is through the combined efforts of chemist
and physicist, botanist and zoologist, meteor-
ologist and geographer.
Worthy of note in this connection is the

unthought-out objection which some ultra-
conservative educationists bring against geo-
graphy, that it is not a well-defined single
science, but a combination of many sciences
for a particular purpose. The description
IS correct that Geography is a circle cutting
many other circles, but this is precisely its
peculiar scientific merit and virtue, that it
expresses a unification or synthesis of comple-
mentary disciplints.

Our intellectual outlook on the worid
depends on our scientific culture, and its value
must vary with the all-roundness and with
the correlation of different scientific disciplines
Just as It takes many different rays of light
to make sunshine, so it takes many different
sciences to give that synthetic view which we
call sanity. Thus we stand in unwearyinir
admiration before Goethe because his outlo<A
was at once physical and biological, geographic
and psychic

o o r
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It is idle to pretend that the outlook on

to^h'tuirr "!;^^^ b-omrhrbujsto tJie student of mechanics has nothina f«

pressions that reward those who devnt.them«Jv«i to eomparative psyc^o,nrU

^^L i ^T"" " Ions-necked observerto see the whole firmament out of one window
I„J 1

•'""'• ''°'' chemistry assists in^yd^logieal mqu^y, showing how this and th^diemical process occurs in the bodyrhere^oxidation and there a reduction? nw^hyorolysu, and again a fermentation, tt^bvbrmgmg mto stronger relief the co^r<SoJ^
vital. But we have also to notice howphysioloar assists chemistry,_a note^orthv

Z«rb^»f *^' Physiolo^cai dW^?oxygen by Mayow (1674) a century beforethe element was chemically isolated/
The point that we wish to get nerfectlvdear « tUs, that the same phenS^eC^J

^ considered without irrelevancy uXseverd sci^ices. Thus when we enjoy loSL"^at a rose, there are chemical, physiil, phCf
J<«.cal. and psychologic.: pr5,lLs iijoh-^
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At least four sciences have somethinir to savand what must be realized is that while
these sciences are separated off for purposes
of human convenience, because they pursue
different methods, use different toolsfsimupm different kinds of formula, they are shnply
different modes of one rational inquirv

« ^rZ^'V'"^^
cto»«/?c^-- n of tl^'sciencesw m detail a matter of conve ,ence, but it is ofgreat practical importance to have in the mindBOfm clear rmp of krwwledge. The broad lines

Of me classification depend upon our scienHficand philosophical convictions, e.g. as to Ls
independence of Biology and the separatenesZ
Psychology from Physiology. Its^ useful to

are meihodologicair from the concrete sciences
which deal with the facts of experience.^fun^mental abstract science is MathemaH^andm woula regard Metaphysics as supren^

sciences, tvnich may also be called descnptive
or expenenlial, are: Chemistry, PhysicsBiology Psychology, and Sociohgy. wmn
^^f there are svb.sciences,^thjBiolog^Z

n^r **!? ^orphohgy. Physiology, Ge^.ohgy (1. e. Embryology and PalLontohgy) ZdEUology. Dependenton the five generalVJen^
are the numerous derivative or particulaie
sciences, such as Botany and Zoology M^
of these are complex or synthetic: focussi^
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several sciences on one subject : Geology and

J^PPljed science** is convenienUy used ior
those departments of general or special sciences
whtch havedirectiy to do with ihe devJom^
and evoluhon of human life, or the arU and
crafts. It w a matter for discussion whether
there w only one science of Nature or whether U
ts truer to say that there are several, but aU are
agreed that the value and the progressiveness ofthe sciences depends in part on the degree oftheir correlation,

6 '^ vf
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SCIENCE AND PHILOSOPHY

c^;^?^l?
*^ '^'^ ^ *^"^® ^^°*« asymptote our

spirit foUows etemaUy."-_LEo Ebbeea.

tare.
J,p,>„

the E.rth-l.The sSrtff tteoSto^

The Aims op Science and Philosophy-
^ein,

'""' *^^. "* •«'^« emphasiz^^new of many modern thinker., that it i, th^

whelherTh?/
'"^ ''^erimental sdenc^!

wfiether physical or psychical, to discoverdescnpfvc formula: by the aid ofwW^Zvarious processes which make up tir^'^i™?

wucmated. The aim of science .3 descriotiv*.Emulation
;
let us ask of the philosopSowth^ inquiry is related to ours.

I mW^ I
^' ^* ^^y^or. to whose Elements oi

X very gratefully acknowledge, state, the
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m^sZ^'""^ ^"'"^ •"O PI>iJo«,phy „

of M^H II'*'.!'
*'" P^y^ophy o« Nature uuiof Mmd only begins where that of the experi-mental sciences leaves off. Its data are^tparticular facts, as directly amassed by^p^ment and observation, but the hypoSused by experimental science for the ctordination and description of those UtAnd It examines these hypotheses, not ,riththe object of modifying their strurture .riS

facts m a simpler form, but purely for thepurpose of estimating thcir\alue m m
J™f iyP°*«^ .»~ adequate as implementfor the calculation of natural processcTL .

sK"". ""f"^
Philosophy. wC t Ider!stands Its place, leaves entirely to thesS

sciences; whether they can claim to be^than useful formula for calculation T?whether they give us knowledge ofSLate
^'X' " I P""*'" "hich can only b«S?with by the science which systematiSlv

MetT •*• r^"8 °' realfty. T^I^J
.^t^"?™'- ^^ "'y P^'haps follow theusage of some recent writers in marking this
difference of object by a difference in tefmta!rfogy, and say that the goal of experimental

of Metaphysics their Interpretation. ^
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content with such descriptfrj^uTrbi^:
the purpose of calculation and cau7oV^smption of the fact as it rX i^ rfit^J
*^"^ "^tophy"""! interprc^fw'

^'
We have seen that one of fHa o,-«,- ^# •

i{«ii? ti°«ter^„i^'

^i:n^?^rrarurtrr^rL"°?-

c^S^e^C ^tiemotrh,"'**^''^^'"^^
doubt f:^^;?i^:fTZ'zi"^^
strut?.

"''"•"' *«ort " S'co!^

wherti^°.f " 5'"?^' «°^e ^o^. however

functions of !,T <*^«<='PJ>nes are like the

Sie «^hc/'s err?' """^ '«'* »to
IWhoW is^'i '^'"f

^oinplementuy.

intellcctual^^sir "M K ' P"* °* ""^

^^ectua. Squ^"litLte'';S^
«• «. of iscovering uniformities ot^^^^^
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and with definite limitations, such as that
of not inquiring into the larger signifioance
of its results. But it often strains at its self-
made leash.

Let us take an example. It is the business
of the zoological evolutionist to discover what
he can in regard to the actual »^!story of the
various races of animals. He *.. . to discover,
for instance, if he can, the pedigree of Mam-
mals. But his task does not end there, he has
to mquire into the factors operative in this
evolution—arguing back from what is known
of the laws of variation and heredity, selection
and isolation. But the more complete his
description becomes, the more inevitably, as
It seems to us, is he led towards reflection on
the evolution ^i Mammals as a particular
chapter in a great book. It cannot be torn
out and understood by itself. ^ came about
after preparations that we dimly descry being
made in the mist of millions of years ago.
It came about in a natural, predetermined
fashion, and at a particular stage in the history
of other things, such as the Earth itself.
Moreover, it was part of the preparation for
the Supreme Mammal—Man himself. The
evolution of Mammals, along with the august
process of which it was a part, must here be
seen in its larger significance—it led on even to
the science which, in pursuing this thought,
transcends itself.
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P^^^^^'-S:'"T"" Sconce akd

Energy, whose measure is F<m« ^ ipower of doing work, which is S^y,'i^*from form to form withoutIny^^ ?!T?«gam. Give us Matter and iW^^h^ *"''

and we wiU malce a world ou?2^i: ^ J''''
a. the chemist can bSd up\^''S'd «f"*

^iirn^ru^^-^SrH"

?^w^Tu:;^d%^4?3-
tions and plentv of Hm- oi '

^.*''^«" Vana-
tion ean drtK^I;?''^'"'' '"'* ^<*^
ness emerges at an .,^1^^* " eonscious-

»":,&t-»t:rfrhe4£-to say that there is not conkS^'^S S
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this description of what may have occurred,
but it is certainly far too facile and easy-going
It slurs over gigantic difficulties and aboundsm equally large assumptions. It may be
cnticized first scientifically, and that is well;
what remains may then be criticized philo-
sophically, which is, for developing a fit and
proper frame of mind, still better.
Now we have in Metaphysics a critical

disciplme m consistent thinking; it has an
ideal of complete explanation; and it is able
to test scientific theories with reference to this
ideal formal standard. In this sense Meta-
physics functions as a sublime Logic, testing
the completeness and consistency of our
scientific descriptions, whether of things as
they are, or of the way in which they have
come to be, and it is desirable for the sake of
Science that it should be used. The account
that a Science gives of part of the world must
»-e not only self^consistent, and congruent with
the results of other sciences, it must also
submit to the formal requirements of meta-*
physics. This criticism of categories and
sysUrnatizations is the chief service that Meta-
physics has to render to science.
From this point of view. Philosophy has

been called " scientia scientiarum " " a
science which determines the principles and
conditions, the limits and relations of the
sciences.'! But to this claim vigorous objec-
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tions have been raised. For it is the stponiropinion of niany who have made ffLt7^

aticiices. If he cannot determinA *u^^who can ? Now it may be that t^Xfl >^'

beside Mathemafel^^ 'v'^'y
•* '"**"

seheme of kn"wle^ ^«"' "" *« e™""*"

pi" of "^'' world ""^? '"PP'y P""-"

ai«e„„epoi„tof^^r^;ixr;:^.Ss
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to combine these pictures, not as one makes a

TZ'l^
photograph by placing one print onthe top of another, but rather as one combinestwo views m a stereoscope. In its constr.^Z

functzon metaphysics aims at an all-roun^d
consistent view of the whole system, and^treaches this, or should reach this, not in ana pnon fashion, but by taking account of theraw material which the sciences furnish In
th%s way Science conMbules to Metaphysics.

If Metaphysics does not intrude into theprojonce of any particular science, and if it
IS not another name for a synthesis of the
sciences, what is its province ? All thinkinf

tm %t ^'V^'T
^' -P^--e'^anTthesf

V^ZJ^t
subject-matter of the sciences.Where, then, does Metaphysics come in ? Theanswer that will suffice for our purpose m thisvolume IS simple enough: that Metaphysics

seeks to discover the general conditions of
giving a complete and consistent formulation

t^^'^'/l^^''^^^Jo^^B,tion which has itefoundations in the sciences, but transcendsthem in an attempt to answer imperious qu^tions which Science does not even^k ^
For most men it is quite impossible torem^ satisfied with the systematic d^

scriptions which science supplies, thevhave to
g. on to form " some coherent concept Sthe scheme of things to which they Long "
««d m this they necessarily become mJu-
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physical. Now it seems e od senw n,.* .1,
should try to do this cofs^uXIn^if'^random, using the exnerien™. a» ft •

"
seienee of mental co^K^ 1^',~'
m great wealth of raw mAfAn'oi u j. 7r
architectural genius mncfk' ^'J'

*^*

OF'^WoTThJ T ^^^^^^ ^^^o^u* AHiNGs.—The plain man's question isCan you give an account of this ? What kth,s modern modesty of science, thatTt do^not pretend to explain anything? cin y^
you no't rZf "'

*'^.!f
P»»-oLna or ^n

fh^c • !va^^* "* consider the limitations ofthe scientific account of things
^"'^''^ °^

Science shows, often after muih studv ' af

oth'f^SlTesr"" ^' antecedenttd nootner will result m a certa'n colIocatir«i r>#
consequents and no ftther But fh!
sequents are often very different W fT
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we have ingenious theories as .o how the
elements involved change partners and forai
new hnkages, but we do not really understand
how the result should be as it is. Still less
can we predict what will ensue from the
previously untried combination of two highly
complex substances. It is like an untried
experiment in Heredity.

It comes to this : that the only cases in which
we can say that our scientific account is com-
plete and absolutely satisfactory, are cases of
mechanics—most beautifully in Gravitational
Astronomy—where the resultant is just a new
form of the components. Then only can we
say with a clear intellectual conscience, " Causa
aequat effectum." Science is continually
showing that one particular collocation of
matter and energy passes into another, but
when the chains of sequence that it chronicles
are intricate it is no longer plain that the
resultant must be as it is and not otherwise.

Again, the terms of scientific interpretations
are not self-explanatory. The biologist's
cheques are backed by " Organism," " Proto-
plasm," " Heredity," and so on, and no one
can suppose that these are self-explanatory
terms. Some term of this sort may be an
absolutely necessary postulate in Biology,
but it obviously means starting with a great
deal "given." And when we pass to more
exact sciences, and find the cheques backed
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"Gravitation," "Chemical Affinity," and so
on, we must again recognize that a good deal
IS taken as " given."

It may be said, however, that these terms
of description are continual!" undergoing a
process of simplification, and that is tnie.
;Heat» and "Light" have yielded to
simplifying analysis; perhaps "Chemical
Affinity is at present yielding; perhaps the
physicist may some day discover the true
inwardness of Gravitation, and be able to
tell us what really happens in the invisible
world when the apple falls in the orchard.
It IS the aim of Science to reduce the number
of absolutely necessary concepts, but it does
not m so doing make those that remain any

t'iZ^Af K^^"''
" ^'!? " ^'^^'^ " ^r other

terms of the same order of magnitude are
always, as it were, expanding as others are
forced into them, and remain as fundamental
terms which are not self-explanatory
Taking " matter," for instance. Which has

seemed to some the most trustworthy bed-
rock on which to base their theoretical re-
construction of the world, what a visionary
thing It has become in the hands of modern
physics. The founders of the molecular
theory laid down the idea that each kind of
matter has its characteristic kind of particle-
Dalton showed that we must think of thesi
molecules as built up of atoms; modem work
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is suggesting that there may be a common
basis for matter o! all kinds, as if the different
kinds of atoms consisted of different numbers
of smaller corpuscles of the same kind. These
are the negatively electrified particles—the
corpuscles or electrons which all bodies give
off under suitable treatment, such as raising
to incandescence or exposure to ultra-violet
light. The atom is now supposed to be built
up of units of negative electricity and of an
equal number of units of positive electricity,
of very much greater mass, the number of
either kind being proportional to the atomic
weight; and the whole system is in a state of
equilibrium or of steady motion.
We must understand, however, that this

electrical theory of matter is far beyond
verification, that it makes big assumptions,
and that it leaves many difficulties. Prof!
Poynting writes in regard to it : " The chief
value of such a hypothesis lies, not in its ob-
jective truth, but in its success in accounting
for, in co-ordinating, what we actually observe,
and in predicting results which are afterwards
verified. It is to be regarded as a * working
model * which gives the same results as the
actual atom, though, it may be, by quite
different machinery."
So that, after all, the theoiy of the electric

atom does not do more than represent the
unknown reality in a faithfully symbolical
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matter. It is a working thought-model.
But how far w-e are getting from the old
matter of the naive materialists. And

yet the difficulties have only b^un, for the
matter of physical analysis is an abstraction,
whereas the matter of our direct experience
IS m certain conditions the physical basis of

life and the home of the " soul." And
beyond this there is the philosophical aspect
of the problem of matter.
As in its analytic so in its historical treat-

ment of things Science must confess its
iiniitations. It begins, not at the beginning
—that IS impossible, but from something
given, which it does not explain, which in

the last resource it cannot explain. Prom
this something given—say primitive Amcebas—much seems to have been evolved, and
Biology seeks to discover both the stages and
the operative factors in the evolution. But
If the primitive Amoebae gave rise "in the
natural course of events '' to higher organ-
isms, and these to higher, until there emerged
the supreme Mammal, who by and by had a
theory of ,t all, then the primitive Amoebe
which had m them the promise and potency
of all this were very wonderful Amoeb« indeed.
There must have been more in them thanmet the eye I We must stock them with
initiatives at least. We are taking a good
deal as " given.'! ^ *
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Finally, it must be recognized that the

terms of scientific descriptions in their
higher reaches are "conceptual formula."

^Ffvf^^-* ?l'^'y,.^'
"Matter," "Energy,"

Ether" "Atom," and so on. but these aie
intellectual counters, rather than the realities
themselves. They are, so to speak, counter-
foUs or symbols of reality. We may wellsay of them what Hobbes said of words:
1hey are wise men's counters, they do

of f(iis
"°'' *^^'"' ^"* *^^^ ^'^ *^^ '"^^^y

Yet we niust not react too far from the
realism of old-fashioned Science I For whUe
It IS true that Science only gets at fractions of
reality, and that it works with formula and
intellectual counters, scientific conclusions
are none the less trustworthy indices of what
does actually happen. Otherwise we couldnot use them as a basis for safe prophecy.No one knows what matter, gravitation, in-

f-^' T^ '° °'''l^fy ^^ * *^"* ^^^ established
fonnulations which deal with them have
certainly a close correspondence with reality.We need not do more than refer to the familiar

nhL ?""^'"f
^^^* *^^*' «^^'«^ three good

observations of a comet, and we can prophesy
with absolute certainty when it, barrinc
accidents, will return I

«amng

Pkoblems before which Science andPhilosophy MEET.-The world is full o^
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unsolved problems—which give it part of its
charm and interest, and there is no prospect
of the supply running short. Some of these
unsolved problems are scientific, and he is
rash mdeed who will call any of them in-
soluble. Many of the insoluble problems of
our forefathers have their solutions statedm our text-books, and Science is stUl very
young. Moreover, some of the very difficult
unsolved problems are already being nibbled
at by scientific methods, which in itself is
hopeful.

Every one must admit, however, that we
are confronted with a number of problems in
regard to which we find it difficult to think
with clearness, and in regard to which we seem
to make little progress. We refer to problems
like that of the origin of living organisms upon
the earth, or that of the living body as con-
trasted with an inanimate system, or that of
the relation of soul and body. In reference
to those and similar problems Science has
certain contributions to make, but these have
tended to increase rather than lessen the
difficulties of the situation. Thus it is muchmore difficult for us to believe in spontaneous

more difficult for us to accept a mechanistic
physiology than it was for Descartes.

problems we should at least know where
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we stand, and the scientific answer must be
" Ignoramus." In regard to a problem like
the origin of life the only scientific position
at present is one of agnosticism. For most
minds, however, the consistently agnostic
position is difficult. As scientific inquirers
we piously adhere to it, but when we go out
into the street we speculate with the best of
them. We make hypotheses, the pros and
cons of which can be discussed, and we pass
insidiously from Science to Metaphysics. It
IS in the criticism of these hypothetical con-
structions, which avowedly go beyond verifi-
able science, that philosophical criticism is of
great value. Let us say a little, then, in regard
to (wo or three of the problems before which
Science and Philosophy meet.
Origin of Living Creatures upon the

Earth.—In the volume on Evolution in this
Librury there is. a brief discussion of this old-
standing problem, to the solution of which we
do not seem to be coming any nearer. We
know that the hot Earth must have been
tenantless, that untU it cooled and consoli-
dated it was quite unfit to be a home of life.
But we do not know how living organisms
began to be upon the earth.
Did germs of life come to our earth em-

bosomed in meteorites—/rom elsewhere, or
had they their cradle here—the offspring of
inorganic evolution ? We do not know. May
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it have been, as Pfliigcr and Vcrwom have
suggested, that the cyanogen radical (CN) was
the starting-point of the proteid molecule
which is an essential constituent of the physical
basis of life ? We cannot discuss the matter,
out we must remember (1) that although the
synthetic chemist can do wonders in building
up complex things from simple things he has
not yet come near the artificial synthesis of
proteids; (2) that we are at a loss to suggest
what in Nature's laboratory of chemical
synthesis—a somewhat hypothetical witch's
cauldron—could take the place of the directive
chemist; and (8) that there is a great gap
between making organic matter and making
an organism.

The origin of organisms upon the earth
remams a riddle, and the most that we can say
IS, that the hypothesis of the evolution of the
living from the not-living is in harmony with
the general trend of evolutionary theory. If
it should become a tenable theory, the dignity
and value of living creatures and of our own
life would not be in any way affected. On
the contrary, if the dust of the earth did
naturally give rise to living creatures, if they
are m a real sense bom of her and the sunshme,
then the whole world becomes more continuous
and vital, and aU the inorganic groaning and
travailing becomes more intelligible
We venture to quote in this connection a
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passage from Prof. Lloyd Morgan's Inierpre-
taHon of Nature, which seems to us peculiarly
useful ,n a little book like this. - It is t^cand should be frankly admitted, that in the
present state of natural knowledge the ante-
cedent conditions of the genesis of protoplasm
are unknown."

. . . But. " those who would
single out from amonj the multitudinous
differentiations of an evolving universe this
alone for special interposition would seem todo little honour to the Divinity they profess
to serve Theodore Parker gave expS
to a broader and more reverent theology whenhe said

:
* The universe, broad and deep and

Jjgh, is a handful of dust which God enchants.He IS the mysterious magic which possesses »

—not protoplasm merely, but—' the world '

"

(Lloyd Morgan, 1905. p. 77).

fi.^^'l^u 1 "t'"*^
creatures begin to be uponthe earth ? In point of Science, we do Zknow We cherish the hypothesis, howev^

that living creatures evolved from not-livim^
matter upon the Earth. We do so mainly
because we do not know of any better hypj.

rm?ff
U^^ ^T'f ** ^^^ioTms with L

(metaphysical) ideal of continuity and withthe general idea of evolution. But we ^^aware that the hypothesis is beset with v«tsenous scientiac difficulties and with not 1^
serious philosophical difficulties.

Consider, for a moment, a famous passage
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from Huxley: "If the fundamental pro-
position of evolution is true, namely, that the
entire world, animate and inanimate, is the
result of the mutual interaction, according to
definite laws, of forces possessed by the mole-
cules which made up the primitive nebulosity
of the universe; then it is no less certain that
the present actual world reposed potentially
in the cosmic vapour, and that an intelligence,
if great enough, could from his knowledge of
the properties of the molecules of that vapour
have predicted the state of the fauna in Great
Britain in 1888 with as much certitude as we
say what will happen to the vapour of our
breath on a cold day in winter."

This very strong and confident statement
appears to us to illustrate the need for philo-
sophical criticism. As Bergson points out, it
denies that time really counts; it also denies
that orgamsms are more than mechanisms.
It denies the creative individuality of the
OTganism, which trades with time in an un-
predictable way all its own. It may be rightm these denials, but the points are arguable
*M»ovw, the general idea of evolution does: warrant us in supposing that intelligent
*«^rBMir, for instance, " reposed potentiallymte cr^smic vapour " and could be predicted
teafe * • knowledge of the properties of the"fe««s of that vapour"; for molecules

iiltt are abstractions of physical
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science whioh, for the purposes of that science,
may be treated as if they represented the whole
of the reality. The " primitive nebulosity
of the universe " was a reality which, for the
purposes of physical science, would be analys-
able into a whirling sea of molecules, but that
certamly cannot have been the whole truth
about it if in it there reposed potentially the
present actual world. To take an analogy
from development, there is no reason to believe
that we should have exhausted the reality of a
human ovum if we knew all about the proper-
ties of its proteid molecules, nor that we could
predict from that knowledge whether the ovum
would develop into a genius or a fool.
The Secret of the Organism.—One of

the boundary-lines which is promment in
modern eyes is that between the inanimate
and the animate, the not-Uving and the
hvmg. We call the bulk of things we see
purely physical"; we call a mmority

"physical and vital." We speak of this dis-
tmction as if it were self-evident, but we
must not forget the panzoism of the savage
and the child, the poet and the philosopher.
To the iormer the distinction is unknown;
by the latter it has been transcended. To
sunple people and to chUdren, not-living bodies
are often as alive as bu-ds, and even the matter-
of-fact man forgets his conventional philo-
sophy on the golf-course and the curling-pond.
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commanding and upbraiding, encouraging and
condcnming, his ball or stone as if it were
mdeed a living creature. In spite of many
resolute efforts on the part of philosophers and
scientists alike-the boundary-line between
the living and the not-living remains, and
seems likely to remain for long. As it is of
some importance in our outlook, let us consider
this distmction between plants, animals and
persons on the one hand and " mere thinm »
on the other. *

In the first place in regard to the inanimate,
the purely physical order: we ahnost alwa^
faiow what to expect from a stone; it is amonff
the hying that the unexpected happens!
There is absolute uniformity of response inthe physical order

; there is caprice and humourm the ammate order. We cannot recognize
either individuality or purposiveness i^ in-ammate systems. It is true that there isa great deal of effective work done in the
purely physical order. The sea sculptures the
shore the nver cuts a deep channel in the rock,
the glacier wears the mountains smooth—butwhat is done is mechanically determined bythe external conditions, not by any freelv
moving, purposive individuality. And whilemammate objects have a certain power of
response to external stimuli, as the gun-powder shows when a lighted match is ap^ied
to It, the responses of a living creature in
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normal surroundings are of a higher order of
efficiency, they make for self-preservation and
betterment.

In discussing the characteristic features of
hvmg creatures in the volume on Evolution,
we have admitted that it is profitable to com-
pare a living creature to a machine and a
fertile method of discovery to press this com-
parison to its farthest. " Yet the living organ-
ism differs from any machine in its greater
efficiency, and . . . in being a self-stoking,
self-repamng, self-preservative, self-adjusting,
self-increasmg, self-reproducing engine ! And
this also must be remembered in comparing a
living creature with a machine, that the latter
is no ordinary sample of the inorganic world.
It IS an elaborated tool, an extended hand,
and has inside of it a human thought. It is
because of these qualities that highly complex
machines come to be so like organisms. But
no machine profits by experience, nor trades
with time as organisms do." Only living
creatures have a persistent unified behaviour
a power of profiting by experience, and a
creative capacity as genuine agents.
Here, then, we have one of the great con-

trasts m Nature, between the purely physical
order and the world of organisms. The
scientific question is whether the concepts
and formulae that suffice for the description
of the inorganic world are also sufficient for
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the description of vital functions and animate

Itl^r"^" J^l *^r^' ^' *^« mechanistic
school IS Yes »; all others say « No.» butnot always for the same reasons.
We say " No " for the following reasons :-
(I) There are many chemical and physical

operations m a living body, but as a matter
of fact no complete physico-chemical descrin-

^tal «!!f-^f
been given of any distinctively

vital activity. It has to be remembered thithe most salient fact is the correlation
and control of all the manifold chemical and

results
^''''''^''^' '° ^^""^ * ""ifi«^ behaviour

hu^Ul
'"*'"''* * conclusive argument, perhaps,but one of some weight, that if we have notyet succeeded in giving a physico-chemic^

descnption of a simple vital process, such «the passage of digested food from the ah!

r?^'I,''^!l^K^''*t
^^'^ ^*^' ^^ the fUtering

nre^^nf
"^^ *^7 ^^^ ^^^^Y* we need not atpresent seriously concern ourselves in regardto the possibility of giving a physbo-chS

description of growth, cyclical devXpmenfor everyday behaviour^ If we tS of

£??r.f ^'' ^ "^^"^^^t' ^« cannoTbut
feel that the questions which the facts r^^seem very unlikely to receive an ^swer S
wirs"o7th"^"-

«- -e the hlriUW:

withH fh' -^^t
'"^'^^ '"^^^ "P potentiallywithia the minute germ-cells ? How do they
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gradually find expression in the individual
development, so that what we call differen-
tiation results ? What is the nature of the
compelling necessity that mints and coins
the chick out of a drop of living matter ?
What is it that regulates the ordered progress
which, by intricate and often strangely
circuitous paths, leads to the fully-formed
organism ? It is certainly wonderful the in-
dividual unpacking of the racial treasure-box I

{8) But the most satisfactory reason, per-
haps, is the one referred to in the chapter on
Scientific Method, that the results of applying
physico-chemical analysis to the activities
of living creatures do not make these much
naore intelligible. They do not give us the
kind of answer that we want in our endeavour
to understand these creatures better. Their
development, their behaviour, and the corre-
lation of their internal activities, cannot be
understood except on the assumption that
they are historical beings—as Bergson has
so well insisted.

Here the scientific position, all too briefly
indicated, ends; but it is open to the philo-
sopher to go farther. All that we have said
is that the mechanistic formulation of living
creatures does not answer the distinctively
l>iological questions, but for some minds it is
maperative to go farther. Where Science ends
Philosophy begins; and in Dr. Hans Driesch'u
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Science and Philosophy of the Organim we
have one of the finest recent illustrations of a
welcome partnership of the two disciplines.We need not attempt to discuss his strenuously
thought-out theory of Vitalism, the point for
us here is simply that after giving three
scientific proofs that the mechanistic theory
will not work, he goes on to a philosophic^
construction—the conception of the "Ente-
lechy —an immaterial autonomous factor
%'hich punctuates the transformations ofenergy that go on within the body. The
"Entelechy" is the living creatuSrin^!
most secret Its directive soul, and whether
Ur. Dnesch has been successful or not, he has
certainly been extraordinarily ingenious inevading the old criticism of crude ^ews thSthe insinuated mimaterial factor, if it is to be

fa^'""^'
"^"5* invalidate physico^hemical

As an appendix to this brief discussion, wew^sh to refer to the very strongly expressed
condusions of the most distinguished physicistof the a«e-Lord Kelvin. He was, ind^,^
biologist, but the opinions held by one of Ws
mteUectualeminenceclaim our attention. He
u^"*^ '^^ ^5 PJ^yacs could go.

fi.^ *^ ?'^/ contribution of dynamics to
theoretical biology is absolute negation of
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" The opening of a bud, the growth of a

leaf, the astonishing development of beauty in
a flower, involve physical operations which
completed chemical science would leave as
far beyond our comprehension as the differ-
ences between lead and iron, between water
and carbonic acid, between gravitation and
magnetism, are at present. A tree contains
more mystery of creative power than the
sun, from which all its mechanical energy is
borrowed. An earth without life, a sun, and
countless stars, contain less wonder than that
grain of mignonette."
An ILLUSTRATION.—Let us select some

instance of animal behaviour and look at it
from the mechanist and vitalist point of view.
We take a vivid one—the Migration of Eels,
which has been recently discussed in this
connection by Mr. E. S. Russell (" Vitalism,"
Rivista di Scienza, April 1911). It is a useful
case, because the animal has a brain of a very
low order, and we are not warranted in using
in regard to it the psychological terms which
are indispensable in the case of the more
intelligent birds and mammals.
The eels of the whole of northern Europe

probably begin their life below the 500-fathom
ine on the verge of the Deep Sea away to the
west of Ireland and southward—on the verge
of the dark, cold, calm, silent, plantless world
of the abysses. The young eel develops and
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starts in life and feeds and grows far below
the surface, but the early chapters of the life-
history are stUl quite obscure, and do not at
present concern us. It rises to the upper
sunlit waters as a transparent, sideways
flattened, knife-blade-like larva, about three
laches in length, with no spot of colour except

Jh,« \T'-, ^* ^^^^ '^^ '"^'^y "months in
this state-known as a Leptocephalus-^x-
pending energy in gentle swimming, buttaking no food. It subsists on itself andbecomes shorter and lighter, and cylindrical
nstead of flat It is gradually triisformed

Inn^ i^^''"^^^'i
^^'^^^^ *^^ *"^ * *^«W incheslong, like a kmtting-needle in girth. Itmoves towards the shores. After about ayear it is one of a million elvers passing up oneof our nyers-in the wonderful eel-fare which

JorfTn f *^ '^«^*? ^' ^P""«- » it i^ not
fortunate, it may take much more than a vear

lLnT.S *•' *«eding.ground-those Cascend the rivers of the eastern Baltic havejourneyed over three thousand miles. Even-tually however, a large number do pass1
the streams and there is a long period offeeding and growing in the slo^fl^nff
reaches and in fish-stocked ponds. The^^fnever any breeding in fresh water, but ^p«>me years restlessness seizes the adulte m
L T^.*^^ ^^'^^* restlessness dueto^
reproductive, not a nutritive motive. liU
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il^^^u*^''?*^
^^^ j°™™«y *o the 8ca-and they don wedding gannents of silver s,«ey go, and become large of eye. Theiappear to migrate hundreds of mi^es, ofterout mto the AtJantie to the verge of tTe^bea, where as far as we know the individuiJ

life ends m giving rise to new lives. In nccase IS there any return.
We ask, then, what the Machine theory ojLi^e can make of a story like this, and it is

W^n\T °^'!!^y^ ^* "« ^«^P to tJ»« second

^ cjapt^": the n^gration to the spawning-
grounds. Like many other fishes, thT^l
requires specific conditions of depth salinityand temperature. The North &.a will ,2t'serve, for it is too shaUow ; the Norwegian willnot serve, for it is too cold.
What can the physiology that is only appliedphysics and chemistry tell us ? ItcaT^us how the energy for the journey is obtainedfrom chemical explosions of res^e maSSSm the muscles of the eel's tail. It^JSus some of the steps in the making of thSeresenre materials out of the eel's food, ftcan tell us that the muscles are kept rhyth-

n^cally contracting by nervous stimuli.^so on for a whole volume, and yet it Ws nothrfp us to unden,tand the migration to ?^
spawmng-gromids. To take items in th^

toThv ^f '^^i^cVhem (as far as possible)to physical and chemical common d^.
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inatow^ does not make any clearer the intcr-
conneetion of all these items into the sin^c

^Lt^ ?^af»on. Apply physicoHshemiLl
methods by all means, the resulte are always
of interest, but the results are not meful in

.

Let us linger over the illustration, for it
IS veiy instructive. As Russell says: "The
migration is, so to speak, a fact of a higher

«f?K^^ ^^. ^""^ P^y^*^^ ^' cJ^^n^cal f\ct,
although It is made up of an indefinitelyl^ge number of physical and chemical facts.To explam the fact one must accept it aHwhole, not seek to conquer it by dividing it.

tl^,^? ""^^"^^ ^1^*^ '^ component onemevitably misses the bond of union.
To decompose the act of migration into' mmfimty of physicoHjhemical processes is totake an mfimty of little partial views of the

^ Ik * !?** '^''^ ""^^ '^^ ^'^ explanation
of the fact IS a comprehensive view wWch
will umte aU the i^evant features oTitTtoone picture. To the chemist confronted withthis problem there is no fact of migratioTat

ft^^^ "* °^^ ^ ^*"«»te enrafdment ofchemical reactwn; to the biologist the fact ofMigration to a particular region for a particu-lar purpose is cardinal, and the chemi^pro-ce^s mvolved in the action are negligible/'
«ut If the mechanistic account of the eel's
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migration fails, is the vitalistic one any better
Let us think of this for a little. The aim c
biology ,s not to give ultimate explanation
mit to render biological phenomena intellic
ible; and that means to obtain general con
ceptions as to their nature. We explain ithmg biologically when we relate it to somt
general fact or formula of living things

Therefore if pressed to make the story oi
the eel less of a curiosity, we should ask tcbe allowed to start with the concept of an
organism with certain at present irreducible
qualitics-one of the biggest of which is simply
that It IS an historical being. It is determined
by the past—Its own past and the past of
Its race. Its inheritance is a treasure-store
of the ages. Non-living things have no his-
tory m the biological sense. The hand of the
past has left its impress on them, but the
living hand of the past is on the organism
for ever. In the organism, as Bergson says,
the past is prolonged into the present. Thuswe pass on to a new level of explanation or
interpretation—which is historical.
And whenever we mention that the eel is

one of a deep-sea race which has adventurously
taken to colonizing the fresh waters—just as
the salmon is one of a freshwater race which
has taken to exploiting the sea, and notice
further that animals in general return to their
buthplace to breed—then at once a biological
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light begins to be shed on the eel's strange

The " Soul and Body » Pboblem.--No
one understands how living creatures began
to be m pre-Cambrian ages in a lifeless world,and no one understands the innermost secret
of their activity. Similarly at a higher level

:

No one understands how thinking creatures
began to be, nor understands what the inner-

scientific inquirer has a contribution to make
to the discussion of the origin of life and theautonomy of the organism, so he has some-thmg to say in regard to the perennial ques-
tion of the relation between body and mind.

The scientific contribution is threefold •—
(a) In the first place, whUe we do not know

of any transitions between the not-living andthe living, we have a long inclined plane or along series of steps connecting the very shnple

fnfrir''''%ui!''^^^"^"
ereatures with Lmtelhgent behaviour of dogs and horses, andeven with the rational conduct of man. This

inclined plane or this staircase is very im-
pressive, and must have a bearing on the

WW P'°k'^- .'^''^ '' ^ fascination i^what may be called the begimiings of be-

?r'VeL"t'i*1-^ ^"^^^ ^' the Infusor.
lans. Then- daily life seems as if it could he
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summed up in a sentence. They have oalj
one answer to every question. To all sorti
of stimuli they respond in the same way—
by backing off, turning slightly on one side,
and then going ahead again. They remind
us of a steamer in a river which knocks
against a snag, reverses engines, alters iti
direction a little, and then steams ahead.
This is surely the simplest kind of behaviour,
where there is only one reaction.

Slightly higher in the scale, but still very
sunple, is the behaviour of some Protozoa
which have a number of reactions or re-
sponses to stimuli, and seem to try one after
the other until, it may be, one succeeds.
We do not know how much lies concealed in
that process of " seeming to try." We know
that it is different from the experimenting
of a scientist who tries various ways of solving
a problem; we know that it is different from
the experimenting of a burglar who tries
which key in a bunch will open a particular
door; we know that it is different from the
experunenting of a dog trying to take a stick
with a hooked handle through the dose-set
upright bars of a fence; we know that it is
different from the behaviour of earthworms
trying various ways of transporting leaves
to their burrows; but is it not the beginning
of the " trial by error " method, common to
ail these instances ?
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(b) In the second place, the ** a^nm^L.

mdrndud development <rf behaviour, of ttegradual emergence of capacities of ^on-whether mstmctive (involving apparenUv no
inference) intelligent (involV^SLt"yperceptual inference), or ratioiSl (Kwm
S'udv'^n tL

'"
-r

"*>• co^p-atiirSstudy m the wide sense, zoological as mil as
Mithropological, has surely Ze bSLiCo"
the general question.

^
(e) In the third place. Science has much tosaym regard to the «rtu«l correlationHwe^the static and the dynamic aspects, betwl^

s^ruc^ure and function. CompSy rf '^Sstructure w assocUted with very intelli^

bJSrZL""'"f^ '" *• complexity rfbrun structure from year to year in theindmdua^ , associated with incLsed cap^city of intelligent behaviour; certain paS'^f
tl^T" "* "°"«'»t«d with certain kinds ofbehaviour such as speech; the health or theAsease of the brain is correlated with theefficiency of behaviour. There are nmner!ous scientific data of this sort, and^^Jhave nothing particular to do "th the

p^SiT?^
'''"-^ <- "psycho-^U'S

The scientific inquirer tries to fight shvof the metaphysical problem of the ^re at onof body and mmd. but, of courb., in yai^
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i!^ i»"*^i"*v\
metaphysical assumption).

^Jn "
i^'

^eh^viour ol the creatmi that

dog and desenbe its behaviour; he can make
experiments to test its alertness, its meZy!
Of bu:ds, whose eggs can be hatched in the

nbom and what have to be a^uired by

^ri-f ,^'
'"" '''' "^l '"^^ ™*o"t settingmto difficulties over the relations of thi doe'!body ^d the dog's mind. The biolorist

prefers to keep to the dog. In this practSlmomsm he ,s confirmed by the phiii«ophers«ho make It dear that " body " Ld " J^ "
Me equally abstractions. " The severance
of the original unity of experience into aphysical and a psychical aspect is entirely a
SlT °n^".°™ »l«itraction-making in-
tellect Body • and • soul are not riven
aetualities of experience, but artificial m?iZeon^ctions of our own" (Taylor. 190?^
P- 814). We are the realities, who pigeon-hole
forjpurposes of study our "mind" and ^
The scientific inquirer may try to remain

^ a student of "the original ^ni^yTHexperience," agnostically confronting one rf^*^^*^y^^^ of the world, but Is ammhe «K,n strains at his self-made tether. A^
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he IS likely to be soon back at «.. „m

rather tUnTZZ:f:7Z'S=Jdevelopment? Do th#» hr»^;i ! '
^f mental

an unLken causV serK^^ '^"^
ciated with stat*.« nf ^T *°™«*«nes asso-

effects, ^t ne^'r^TTis^S.*""
curious double seri^Q ,.* 1 u ,

^'^^^ a

one another at diScrent ^7 """*"«"«

SSa^'a^tSrt.'''''""' "»°^^

cedents (our will) f^wf ^ ""'**' ""te-

the discussion of thel^ i.
'*"<**^ «»

o' "epiphenomenalS: .^^SSfsm*""'"^interaction." parallelism'.* and

the Mientiiic stud/yet t^^r!^ ^ P"* ""

b/ a SoSS^„n"'C„*\*',
fi"' possibility

must Xreto JJ:?'sJ^^7 ("«»): "i
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that all phenomena have the same substratimi

(if they have any), and that soul and body,

or mental and physical phenomom, are merely
diverse manifestations of that hypothetical

substratum. In this way, it seems to me, I

obey the rule which works so well in practice,

of always making the simplest possible sup-

positions." . . . *'My fundamental axiom of

speculative philosophy is that materialism

and spiritualism are opposite poles of the same
absurditjf—^the absurdity of imagining that

we know anything about either spirit or

matter" (Huxley, 1868).

(2) We may illustrate the second possibility

by a quotation from Prof. W. MacDougall:
" We observe a constant concurrence or con-

comitance of events of the two orders—^the

physical and the psychical ; and this constant

concomitance leads even the most unreflecting

man to assume some orderly relation between

them. The fact of the relation has therefore

always been recognized since men first began
to reflect. But the nature of this relation

that so dearly obtains between the physical

and psychical worlds remained a subject of

specidaticm only until long after the scientific

method has been applied with success to each

of these realms independently. In fact, it

was not until the middle of the nineteenth

century that the scientific method was brought

to bear upon the problem of the nature of
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this relation; and it was this, the application

led to the development of that yoimirestbranch of science known as psycho^S
For psycho-physics may be broad v

Stw^n th. n. r'f«^«o« of the relationbetween the psychical and the physical. This

was founded, by Gustav Theodor Fechner

theTt^r ?i V ""^T ^""^ i'^Portance ofwe step In his celebrated work, Blemenie

f^ T*^"^y*»*» published in isei, FeS

physical and the psychical woridt • " /«
MacDougall: " Psycho-pWicTMrth^ .1^

secret ^ofSrorga„"i*'Jf°,oL'!^ t" "'he
inclined to p^ S,'.

?""« «»der may be

l^di.^iope^tU'?r-fo,S";
v«y JSl Ch""*^ "' *' organism " iraU

th/r^tL^---hrm^--s
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energy, or not ? To this and similar questions
the scientific answer must be that the question
is not rightly put. We do not know what
matter really is, nor what all the energies of
matter may be. What we do know is, that
physico-chemical formulae do not make the
living creature intelligible, and that we have
no warrant for asserting that the physical
concepts of "matter" and "energy," ab-
stracted off for special scientific purposes,
exhaust the reality of Nature.
We have known of a school where the dis-

tinctive feature was solidarity, loyalty, and
espril de corps. No one ever saw this esprit
de corps, but it was, in a way, the most real
thing about the school. So, though we may
not be able to understand it, the hierarchy of
Nature is full of illustrations, on an ever
grander scale as we ascend the series, of the
fact that the whole may be greater than the
sum of its parts. Thus we feel sure that
organisms reveal a deeper aspect of reahty
than cr>^stals do, and that in this sense there
is more in the plant than in the crystal, more
in the animal than in the plant, more in the
bird than in the worm, more in man than in
them all.

Let us try to state our personal position
in a few words. With our biological pre-
possessions it seems clear to us that students
of science would breathe more freely if they
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t,^^^^-
*''«"«*^«' o' the influence of the

th^^^''.'" '*'^«'^'«« of Kant, th«?

fh!^.f
*"•* ""/ '°""^ °' Nature and thatthe category of mechanism is the only o^we need. » seems to us that there are inwraJsciences of Nature, and that ot^r^

mechanical categories are required in tw^
(1) There is the physical order of Nature—

«ature-the world of organisms—where m*:chamsra proves insufficient. (8) IW ^the psychical order of NatureLIth; worldof mind-where mechanism i, l^iZ^Xr Bt,oranrP^Z^J^»^
;«;th^c.ara,teristrWion^:^X^r::S

orJ^rtXTWt^: rthfk''^orgamsm implies a succession of chli^and physical processes. But" M weT.^
^^it "1 *^ -««»i- «i" imp,.^'':

Stv a Jt?;-
P'^os'^eo^s. an inlvidu-

with'tLrfr» '«'"^y' " f°''" of trad^witn time, a history—in all of which it t^scends mechanism. Similarly both tfc! T?
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Looking at the question historically, we

recognize that there was for millions of years,
in the development of the earth, only a
physical order as far as met the eye. That
is to say, everything (short of the origin erf

life) that happened during these milhons of
years was capable of description in physico-
chemical terms. These are so "true to
Nature " that just as we can predict the
return of a comet, so in many cases we can
safely speak of great events that occurred
before there was any life whatever upon the
earth. It is quite another matter, however,
to say that physico-chemical categories ex-
hausted the reality of Nature in these pre-
organic days. Indeed, if hfe and mind and
man have evolved from the reality which
was physically describable as a nebula, we
may safely say that the physical description
is certainly not exhaustive.
In the same way, there were long ages, in

the evolution of organisms, during which (in
addition to the physical) there was only a
vital order. No brains worthy of the name
had yet been differentiated, and everything
might have been described in biological
terms. Just as we may describe the ongoings
<rf an amceba or of a freshwater hydra. It is

quite another matter, however, to say that
biological categories exhausted the reality of
animate Nature in these pre-mental days.
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Indeed, if intelligent behaviour and human
reason evolved from the reality which was
biologically describable as a number of simple
organisms, we may safely say that the
biological description is certainly not exhaus-
tive. The same holds good in regard to
the development of the individual human
being.

In questions like this, which are perhaps
beyond the limits of human intelUgence,
diagrams and metaphors are apt to do more
harm than good, but we might compare the
order of Nature which we study to a great
fabric passing from the loom of time with a
pattern slowly changing as the ages pass.
It is woven of threads of different colours
which it is the business of the several sciences
to follow, unravelling the web. We can well
imagine that there are areas of fabric in which
certain threads seem to be absent, where,
indeed, their hidden presence may be ignored,
except in reference to further stretchet of the
web. In the area that we call the physical
order we can afford to act as if the only threads
were mechanical, but in truth it may be other-
wise. In the area which we call the biological
order the mechanical threads are continued,
but they are no longer dominant. In the
area which we call psychical the organicthreads
are continued, but others form the pattern.
As we pass from inorganic to organic, from
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organic to psychical, the mechanical warp
becomes as it were less important, and new
wpects of Reality find freer expression.
Hut the metephor is hopeless in its suggestion
of threads that are passively twisted and
interlaced. We have to think of livinc
Uireads, hke those of some of the simplest
Protists which spin a changeful web. We
have to think of living threads that share in
workmg out the pattern of the web.
Summary.—TA^ aim of Science is the de-

scnpUon of facts, the aim of Philosophy their
interpretation. There is much need for critical
Metaphysics to function as a sublime Logic
testing the completeness and consistency of
scientific descriptions, whether of things as they
are or of the way in which they have come to be.On the other hand, metaphysics should not reach
forward to its constructive system without taking
account of the raw material which the sciences
furnish. The scientific account of things is
self-hmtted by the nature of its descripUons :
Only m mechanics can we say " The Cause
is equal to the Effect,'* the terms of scientific
descnption require themselves to be explained •

the beginnings from which Science starts contain
much that is'' given " or taken for granted ; the
terms of scientific descriptions are " conceptual
formula." Before problems such as the origin
of living creatures upon the earth, the secret of the
organism, the relation of soul and body. Science
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and Philosophy must meet. Scienc offers certain
contributions to the discussion and must then
remain qua Science agnostic. To most minds
it seems imperative to go on to metaphysical
tiieory, and it is better to do this frankly and
deliberately than unconsciously or at random.



Ni'i CHAPTER VI

SCIENCE AND ART

" For double the vision my eyes do see,
And a double vision is always with me

:

With my inward eye 'tis an old man grey,
With my outward a thistle across my way.'!

Blake.

Inter-relations of Science and Art—ifirthetica—Man's
Emotional Relation to Nature—Fundamental Impres-
sions of Nature—Nature more than a Mirror—Raw
Materials of Poetrj—Opposition between Science and
Feeling—Summarjr.

Inter-relations of Science and Art.
The connection of the Sciences with the arts
and crafts is well known, but it is generally
supposed that Science and Art (both with very
large capitals) are as the poles asunder. And
this in spite of the " Science and Art " Depart-
ment and its examinations, so familiar thirty
years ago

!

Of a truth, however, the ideal which these
expressed, perhaps not always wisely or well,
was a sound one, for Science and Art have close
relations. In the first place, there is a scien-
tific study of aesthetics, a psychology of Art

—

168
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a subject so dilBcuIt that we cannot do more
than refer to it here. In the second place, it

is certain, though rarely realized, that Science
has precious gifts to place in the hands of Art
that she may fashion them magically into
beauty. Science has enormous treasure-caves
full of what wc cannot but describe as the raw
materials of poetry. And just as the famous
painter told his questioner that he mixed his
colours " with brains," so it is beyond doubt
that Science, with its subtle revelations of the
order of Nature, may enhance even the artist's
visions. In the third place, in spite of what
we have just said, there is a very interesting
opposition between the two moods. They
may help one another, but when one is in
the saddle it must keep the other at a spear's
length.

There is another possible relation between
Science and Art which well deserves to be
thought over. Is it not the case that in its

higher reaches Science often becomes artistic ?
Thus Mr. Branford writes

—

" Routine-skill, scientific skill, and artistic
skill form an ascending series of human power
and activity. For true art, in whatever
occupation it may be developed, is the final

and highest expression of our whole character,
powers, and personality—whether the artist
be a handicraftsman or a headcraftsman, <a
both. Above and beyond their scientific
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skill, all great scientists possess much of this
artistic skill, the very portion, indeed, of their
experience and experimenting which they
themselves never fully understand, though
the source of their greatest discoveries, and
which, essentially incommunicable, neces-
sarily dies with the possessor'! (Branford.
1904, p. 12).

^Esthetics.—As we have indicated, it is
beyond our power in this short Introduction
to do more than refer to the interesting
study called aesthetics. It inquires into the
characteristics of that familiar experience
which we call enjoying Nature or Art, and of
the rarer experience of productive artists.
It asks such questions as the following : How
does the sense of beauty differ from other
states ? The pleasure that we get from music
or from the silence that is in the starry sky,
from the restles sea eternally new or from
the sleep that is among the lonely hills;
how does it differ from other pleasures?
What is the meaning of those sensations
that follow changes in breathing, circulation,
and the like, when we enjoy beautiful scenery
and music ? What gives aesthetic pleasure its
peculiar quality of " relative permanency," a
thing of beauty being *« a joy for ever " though
we never see it again ? What can be known
of the " artistic instinct " or of the artist's
creativeness ? How is the art-instinct linked
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to the play-instinct ? What have been the
factors in the evolution of Art ?

It goes without saying that aesthetics has
Its philosophical as well as its scientific side,
and we may perhaps best illustrate the former
in a brief space by quoting the views of a
leading acsthetician on ic relations of the
True and the Good r^i ^im B*. riful. Dr
Henry Rutgers Mars .11 /;t^- jts - t " the

,1Beautiful is the Bx
world of impressio ;

pleasure wUch gi^'^s .;

being the most s: t )!c .

parts of the field of i.ar

us.'? He proposes the

h,' I

disc )Vt'\cu in the
' 't.-- r!y p.? lanent

Lie ,i?ii p cJ beauty
'

'; t'c;.sllc of those
nlf.u interest

^heme

—

r. 1'

The Real
or

The True
(in the broad
sense of the

term).

' a. The Reai of Impression
The Beautiful.

fi. The Real of Expression
I

The Good.
y. The Real in Realms exclu-

sive of a and yS—The True
(in the narrower sense of
the term).

Man's Emotional Relation to Natui ' —
It IS part of "man's chief end" not onl "to
know Nature—which is Science, but to e ,joy
her for ever. We are men of feeling, and Nature
speaks to our heart, though we are not fond,
unless we are poets, of saying much about itBut we listen with gladness, with awe, some-
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times, perhaps, with fear, surely always with
wonder. The grandeur of tb^^ star-strewn
sky, the mystery of the mountains, the sea
eternally new, the way of the eagle in the air,
the meanest flower that blows—somewhere,
sometime, somehow, every one confesses with
emotion, "This is too wonderful for me."-
Wher. we consider the abundance of power in
the world, the immensities, the intricacy and
vitality of everything, the wealth of sentient
life, the order that persists amid incessant
change, the vibrating web of inter-relations,
the thousand and one fitnesses, the evolu-
tionary progress that is like " the unity of an
onward advancing melody," and the beauty
that is through and through, we are convinced
that our wonder is reasonable.
As we come to know Nature better, we find

that everything is equally wonderful if we
know enough about it, for, as Meredith says,
with his wonted insight :

" You of any well
that springs, may unfold the heaven of things.'-*
As Whitman says

—

** A leaf of grass is no less than the journey-
work of the stars.

And the ant is eaually perfect, and the grain
of sand, and the egg of the wren,

And the tree-toad is a masterpiece for the
highest.

And the running blackberry would adorn the
parlours of heaven,

'» ;
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And the narrowest hinge on my hand puts
to scorn all machinery.

And the cow crunching with depressed head
surpasses any statue,

And a mouse is miracle enough to stagger
sextillions of infidels."

As we begin to feel at home in Nature, our
wonder grows into delight and what may
almost be called affection. This is true of
those who have what Meredith called " love
exceeding a simple love of the things that glide
in grasses and rubble of woody wreck." In
many ways we are drawn close to Nature by
emotional cords which we sever at our peril.

Historical inquiry shows that in the culture
of the mood which dominates the man of
feeling there have been two great schools

—

human life itself and Nature. It is evident
that without schooling in the human drama,
with its joys and sorrows, achievements and
failures, Man would have made much less of
Nature emotionally. One may go farther and
say that without age-long schooling in the
Humanities, Man would have made much
less of Nature. On the other hand, from
the first till to-day schooling in Nature has
deepened humane feeling, as many of the poets
have confessed; and our position is that
schooling in Nature has been and remains an
essential part of the discipline of the developing
human spirit. Think of the past for a moment.
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Man was cradled in Nature and brought

up in close contact with Nature, and the
influences of Nature have supplied the raw
materials of, perhaps, half the poetry and art
in the world. From language and literature,
from religion and rites, and from what may
be seen still among simple peoples, it seems
certain that the influences of Nature took a
very firm grip of Man in the making. Very
largely, perhaps, in a half-conscious way, just
as in our own childhood, but none the less
firmly. The poet tells us of the child who
went forth every day, and what the child saw
became part of him for a day, or for years, or
for stretching cycles of years ; and what is
true of the individual has been equally true
of the race.

Fundamental Impressions of Nature.
It is unhkely that the impressions borne in on
our early ancestors were essentially different
from those that come to us, though the
particular form ai.d colour of the impression
inust vary from age to age. What, then, are
the essential impressions ? When we reflect
on this in the silence of a starry night, or in
the bewilderment of a storm, or in the de-
tachment of mid-ocean, or with the exalted
feeling that rewards a long climb, we recognize
various elements which combine in the com-
plex feeling of Wonder.

First, there comes to us a sense of the world-
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power, its dynamic—^a sense of the powers
that make our whole solar system travel in

space toward an unknown goal, that keep our
earth together and whirling round the sun,
that sway the tides and rule the winds, that
mould the dewdrop and build the crystal, that
clothe the lily and give us energy for every
movement and every thought—in short, that
keep the whole system of things agoing.
Looking at radium-containing rock and the
like with modern spectacles, we get a glimpse
of the powers—like charmed genii—^tt^t may
be imprisoned in the apparently inert dust.
Even more vividly to some of us there comes
a sense of the power of life—so abundant, so
in- ,ent, so creative. " The narrowest hinge
on my hand puts to scorn all machinery "

;

a fire-fly is a much more economical light-
producer than an arc-lamp; a fish is a far
more efficient engine than those which move
a steamship ; and an invisible pinch of
microbes could kill ail of us in a few hours.

Secondly, there comes to us a feeling of the
immensities. It was a red-letter day in our
childhood when we first climbed to the summit
and saw over the hills and far away—strath
beyond strath, and then the sea; and the
simple, open mind has always been impressed
with the "bigness" of Nature, with the
apparently boundless and unfathomable sea,
by the apparently unending plains, by the
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mountains whose tops are lost in the clouds,
by the expanse of the heavens. And even
when we take the sternest modem science for
our pilot—pFecise and cautious to a degree—
we find that we are sailing in a practically
infinite ocean. For leagues and leagues
beyond there is always more sea.

Thirdly, there comes a sense of pervading
order. Probably this began at the very dawn
of human reason—when man first discovered
the year with its magnificent object-lesson
of regularly recurrent sequences, and it has
been growing ever since. Doubtless the early
forms that this perception of order took
referred to somewhat obvious uniformities;
but is there any essential difference between
realizing the orderliness of moons and tides,
of seasons and migrations, and discovering
Bode's law of the relations of the planets, or
Mendeleeff's '' Periodic Law » of the relations
of the atomic weights of the chemical elements ?

Fourtiily, there comes to us a feeling of the
universal fiux, in spite of which order persists.
As Heraclitus said, Tidvta qeI, all things are
in flux. " The rain falls ; the springs are fed

;

the streams are filled and flow to the sea;
the mist rises from the deep and the clouds are
formed, which break again on the mountain
side. The plant captures air, water, and salts,
and, with the sun's aid, builds them up by
vital alchemy into the bread of life, incor-

J,

Is

li'.

m&^i^A^i^, c^PS;
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porating this into itself. The animal eats the

plant; and a new incarnation begins. All

flesh is grass. The animal becomes part of

another animal, and the reincarnation con-

tinues." Finally, if we can use such a word,
the silver cord of the bundle of life is loosed,

and earth returns to earth. The microbes
of decay break down the dead, and there is a
return to air and water and si^ts. All things

flow. It may be that the old naturalists had
not such a vivid conception of the circulation

of matter as we have to-day, but the essential

idea is certainly ancient.

Perhaps we have said enough to illustrate

this part of our simple argument (which we
have developed further in The Bible of NcUure,

1908) that there are certain inevitable and
fundamental impressions borne in on man
by iMature which have meant much to man
throughout the ages, which are strengthened,

not weakened, by modern science. They have
not changed in their essential character since

ancient days, but they have bec<Hne deeper

and more subtle—^the impressions of power,

of immensity, of order, and of flux. These are

probably the most widespread and funda-
mental impressions, but every open-eyed
observer to-day has doubtless others Uiat have
meant much to him in the way both of stimulus

and of mental furniture.

There is the impression of wealth, exuber-
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ancc, and manifoldness. Star differs from
star m glory and their numbers are beyond
reckomng

J
every mountain, every stream,hM Its mdividuality

; there are over eighty
different kmds of chemical elements ; the
number of minerals is legion ; there are four
hundred and forty-two species of birds in the
list for the small islands of Great Britain and
Ireland; and there is many a class of animals
that has far more different species than we
see of stars on a clear night.
An allied impression is that of intricacy.

As President Jordan says, "The simplest
organism we know is far more complex than
the constitution of the United States." The
body of an ant is many times more intricate—
visibly mtricate—than a steam-engine; its
brain, as Darwin said, is perhaps the most
marvellous speck of matter in the universe.
The physicists tell us that the behaviour of
hydrogen gas makes it necessary to suppose
that an atom of it must have a constitution
as complex as a constellation, with about
eight hundred separate corpuscles.
Another impression of a basal sort is that

the world IS a network of inter-relations.
JNature is a vast system of linkages. There
IS a correlation of organisms in Nature com-
parable to the correlation of organs in our
body. There is a web of life. Cats are
connected with the clover crop, rats with
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plague, earthworms with our food-supply,
the spring sunshine with mackerel. The face
of Nature is like the surface of a gently flowing
stream, where hundreds of dimpling circles
touch and influence one another in an intri-

cate complexity of action and reaction beyond
the ken of the wisest.

These impressions of manifoldness, of intri-
cacy, of inter-relatedness are relativelymodem,
as is also a sense of the crowning wonder
of the world, that the succession of events
has been in the main progressive. What
we more or less dimly discern in the long
past is not like the succession of patterns in
a kaleidoscope; it is rather like the sequence
of stages in the individual development of a
plant or an animal—stages whose import is

disclosed more and more fully as the develop-
ment goes on. It is not a phantasmagoric
procession that the history of animate Nature
reveals : it is a drama. As Lotze said, there
is " the unity of an onward-advancing melody."
Nature more than a Mirrob.—-We are

seeking to suggest that there are a number
of strong impressions borne in on man by
Nature which have formed and should con-
tinue to form the raw materials of poetry and
the impulses of other forms of art. But before
contmuing this simple argument, we must
pause for a moment to protest against the
not uncommon heresy that Nature is man's
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creation I We are told that Nature has no
suggestions of her own, that what we see in
Nature depends on the arts that have already
influenced us, that Wordsworth found in
stones the sermons which he had himself
hidden there.

But this seems to us an extreme sub-
jectivism. It is indeed the function of Art
to read into Nature, but the impressions
which we have been discussing have scientific
validity. And if it be urged that it is difficult
to free even science from anthropomorphism,
as has been illustrated in the volume on
EvoLimoN in this Library, we should answer
that this applies rather to theoretical inter-
pretations than to the great data of experience.
When a scientific impression is really sound.
It IS not something that may be accepted op
rejected as one will, it does not depend on
individual outlook, it stands the test of
venfiabihty by all normal intelligences.
Raw Materials of Poetry.—Out arira-

ment, then, is this, that the fundamental
imprcMions of Nature, some of which we have
indicated, have scientific validity. They are
borne m on man and not artistically projectedjr^ him. They are cumulative syntheses d
facts of experience, and some of them, thoufflivarymg m tarm and colour from age to iim.
are very ancient. They have never ceasedto
nipply the raw materials <rf poetry. Demon-
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strably, indeed, a large part ot the world's

poetry from Homer to Temiyson^ from the
Nature-Psalms to Meredith, has been saturated

with their influence.

In ancient days there were those who knew
Nature well and loved her well, who felt that

while they could discover certain secrets that

cleared their outlook and made for practical

advantage, yet there remained much that was
elusive and mysterious. So they did what
Man has always done, they used art to express

their feeling of Nature's powers and immen-
sities, of the pervading order amid a restless

flux. For instance, they fashioned what we
sometimes call Fairy Tales, many of which
are artistic expressions of very sound science.

Many of them, for instance, reveal a very
penetrating insight into the gist of natural
phenomena, especially of the march of the
seasons. Let us take one instance.

*' There was Domroschen, the Sleeping

Beauty—(our fair Earth), wounded by a
spindle (the frost of winter), who slumbered,
as the seeds do, but did not die. One after

another strove, so the story runs, to win a
way through the barriers which encirded the
place of her sleeping, but at lei^h the Prince
and Master came, to whom all was «isy

—

the Sunshine of the first spring day; and at
he kissed the Sleeping Beauty, all the bui^ers
blew, both high and low, the cawing rooks on
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the trees, and the croaking fro«s bv the nonJeach according to hi, rtren^h and *m'4J1 through the palace there wafreawake„i„»

.

h^ ort"^""l';
"''^^" bear,;, h^"^:

..*? .
of the night watchmen, known to mas bats
,

even of the carpet sweewrs litedomuce and hamsters-all were reSn^The messengers went forth with the newrHTi;
dragon-fI.es like living flashes of iX *

thebustW humble-bees refreshing them^ltM«t the wJlow catkins by the wav th. ^^r,!^
flying softly by night."

^' •" """"^

are" iTr T«^L«t 'c^tST' 'JT
iJX! Sxtr"'^^- --^^ oit
Fine as are the old Nature mvths anrffairy tales it seems obvious tha" ead, a«

summer and winter, cold and hea?fnTsfmnlvreading about them. " Nur mLduS
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new Nature-poesy—^a new heaven and a new
earth such as each generation has a right to

make for itself.

What an emotional asset, for instance, in

the facts regarding the Earth's relation to the
Sun which is its "mother-country**! "All
energy is a transformation of the sun, the
logs which feed our hearths are warehoused
from the sun, the locomotive moves by an
effect due to that power of the sun which has
been lying dormant for ages in the subter-

ranean beds of coal, the horse draws its

strength from crops which are also produced
by the sun,** and so the familiar story runs
to water-mills and windmills and how much
more—all owing their power to the sun.
The emotional assets furnished by astrono-

my are well known. They are so great that
we can well understand the poet*s conviction
that "the undevout astronomer is mad.**
We have referred to the immensities of
Nature, but better than big words is the
picture in the volume on Astronomy in this

Librarj'. " Imagine a model in which the sun
is represented by a grain of sand one-hundredth
of an inch in diameter, and the earth by a
quite invisible speck one inch away. Upon
this scale the nearest star will be another
grain of sand some four miles away.** . . .

The sun would take at his present speed in
space some seventy thousand years to reach
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Jus nearest neighbour "Despite the

T??
Sinking chfracteristic."

»i,Jr*
*^*'* <:«"«=«P's of physic»-such asthe law of gravitation, the luminiferom ethe^

f-Tthi L'°"fr?^'''° "^ energy-are asset^n the hfe of feehng. " In accordance withthe conception of the conservation of energythere is no real cessation of energy motion
there is only an alteration in its m^e; thmthe sum total remains for ever the same, onemode chan^ng to another without any energy

A^"* ""^""^
'f"*

" t'" transformation^And speakrag of this, Prof. Gotch con-tinues
:

Such an imaginative fUght isXbeyond all sense experience. To the thought

suns and worlds, ,s throughout one seething
welter of modes of motion, playing in soa^playing in the ether, playing ^ ^^ei^l
matter, playing in all Kving things, WayiW
therefore, in ourselves Now loekfd togcttS

ZT ,
??^**. •"''"^<*' potential energy,now unlocked and streaming as kinetic ener^through space, continually alternating betweiithese two settings, this eternal motion ne"r^es .s never dissipated, and is never Z

i^wL '* "™P'y. ''^'^'- The conception

me! p
56™"^"**'°" "''' * P"*™ " («oteh.

One of the great changes in modem Intel-
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lectual development has been the transition

from a static to a djmamic way of looking at

things. What began in astronomy spread to

geology and thence to biology, and now every
science owns to the change. The subject-

matter is considered in its becoming, in its

present activity, and as in process of evolution.

Ever5rthing is seen " in the light of evolution."

And this familiar intellectual transition has
given a thrill to art.

Again, it is well known that modem progress

in chemistry and physics has given us a much
more vital conception of what has been
labelled or libelled as "dead matter." To
speak of inert matter, at any rate, is an
anachronism. We believe tlmt every one
who feels something of the witchery and
mystery of precious stones will admit that
his vision is illumined and intensified by what
modern science has to tell of the internal

activity or " Hfe " of jewels.

And, again, it is characteristic of at least

a large school of modern biologists that they
assert the autonomy of their science and the
transcendence of life over mechanism. We
cannot give a mechanical interpretation of
an animate system that in some mysterious
way is more than the sum of its parts, that
has unified effective behaviour from the start,

that has experience and profits by it, that has
a history behind it and never ceases itself to
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trade with time. Thus the Neo-Vitalists

have made a home for the Dryad, which some

of them think they have even demonstrated.

With a suitable constituency of serious

students, the severer the biological discipline

is the more vital do things become. The old

woodman who planted and tended his tree

often had an almost personal or parental

interest in his charge; the modem forester

may lose this with the change in the world's

pace, but there comes to him instead, in pro-

portion as he knows his business, a vision of

the tree translucent, with its intricate archi-

tecture and its intense life. "The Dryad,

Uving and breathing, moving and sensitive,

is again within the tree."

Let us collect a few Natural History illus-

trations. Many voyagers across the Atlantic

have watched the sun set in the water,

lingering for a minute or two Uke a ball of

fire balanced on the tight string of the

horizon, and have waited afterwards till it

v/as quite dark except for the stars and the
" phosphorescence "—a multitude of glowing

suns above and a greater multitude of gleaming

animalcules below I There is a cascade of

sparks at the prow, a stream of sparks all

along the water level, a welter of sparks in the

wake, and even where the waves break there is

fire. So it goes on for miles and hours—the

luminescence of the rapid burning away of

I
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pinhead-Iike creatures, so numerous that a
tubful contains more of them than there are
people in London and New York together.

This is just one of a thousand ways of
feeling the abundance of life.

Many have enjoyed one of the great pleas-

ures in life, that of crossing an Alpine pass of

moderate height, where we get near the lasting

snows and are among the bare, inhospitable
rocks. There is much to enjoy—the air, the
near peaks and glaciers, and the distant view.
But many must have received another im-
pression—of the insurgent nature of life. Not
only are there many beautiful flowers coming
up at the thinned edge of the snow on most
inhospitable ground, but there is a rich insect
life and quite a number of birds, besides
hundreds of things unseen. Very conspicuous
are the large, white-bellied Alpine swifts,

perhaps the most rapid of all birds in their
flight, continually swirling about in the cold
air, with a note of victory in their cry, the
very emblems of insurgent Hfe. Shy marmots
whistle among the rocks and strange flocks

of white moths float up in the mist, rising like

the souls of animals that have died far below.
Everything is unpropicious, yet life is abun-
dant; we feel what Bergson calls the elan,
the spring, the impetus that is character-
istic of livingness. We feel the insurgenty
indomitable, self-assertive character of living
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organisms,—something foreign to the pure!

physical.

On the links, perhaps nearer home for mo!
of us, the whole surface of the grass is somi
times covered for acres with threads <

gossamer. If we bend down we see the eart

quivering as far as the eye can reach. ]

some of the hollows still unsunned, we s<

what R. L. Stevenson meant by " the fair

wheels and threads of cobwebs dew-bedij
monded." When the sim catches the quivei
ing threads the silvery robe changes to one <

gold. Who can see this without- thinkin
of Goethe's words about Nature :

" She move
and works above and beneath, working an
weaving, an endless motion, birth and deati
an infinite ocean, a changeful web, a glowin
life." The beauty of it is increased, nc
decreased, if we happen to know a little abou
the natural history of gossamer, for most c

these threads are the residues of the balloonin
activity of thousands of small spiders. Th
sight as we see it is a good emblem of th

intricacy of the web of life.

Three examples are as good as three hun
dred, for what we mean is simple enough
Whether we watch the literal myriads o
starlings circling over one of their favourit
resorts, resembling from a mile off the thiol

smoke writhing over a crater, or a swarm o
locusts darkening the sky with a thick curtail
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of wings, we feel the abundance of life. When
we watch the fiying fishes rising in hundreds
before the prow of the steamer, like grass-
hoppers before us as we walk through a rich
meadow; or the storm-petrels flying over the
waves with dangling feet, never touching
land except to nest; or the salmon leaping
the falls; or the elvers en their journey up-
stream ; we feel the insurgtnce of life. When
we gaze at the cut stem of a huge American
Sequoia, whose annual rings show us that it

was a sapling a few years after the fall of
Rome, we are in the presence of another form
of the Will to Live. And what shall we say
of the emotional value of looking backward
over the history of organisms, to see hfe
slowly creeping upwards through the ages,
adapting itself to every niche of opportunity,
expressing itself with increasing freedom and
fulness, with more and more emergence of
Mind?
Wherever we turn in our Natural History

we are brought up against the abundance, the
insurgence, the effectiveness, the intricacy,

and the mystery of hfe—in all of which, in
addition to the great gift of unsolved problems,
there is unstinted foml for fancy, an unending
supply of the raw materials of poetry, and
a continual reinvigoration of those primary
and fundamental Nature impressions without
which we cannot really make our heritage our
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own. And when what Science gives us is
transfigured by Art, then—it we may wrest a
little the words of an artistic genius : " The
very aspect of the world will change to our
startled eyes.

. . . Dragons will wander aboutm waste places, and the phoenix will soar from
her nest of fire into the air. We shall lay
our hands upon the basilisk and see the jewelm the toad's head. Champing his gilded oats,
the hippognff will stand in our stalls, and over
our heads will float the blue-bird singinff of
beautiful and impossible things, of thinirs
that are lovely and that never happen, of
things that are not and that should be.'?
Opposition between Science and Feel-

ing.—We have been trying to suggest, in-
directly rather than formally, that Science
and Art are complementary. Science has a
great deal to offer to Art in the way of raw
materials,—and these of a kind that Art is
ennobled m working with them. On the other
hand. Science is cold without Art. But while
this IS so, it cannot be denied that the artistic
and the scientific mood are in some measure
opposed. There is an antithesis—which easily
becomes an antipathy—between them. The
reason for this is obvious : Science aims at
being unemotional and impersonal; Art is
intrinsically emotional and personal.
We have spoken of the pleasure which Mannasm the contemplation and study of Nature,
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but it must be granted that the scientific
mood often intrudes on our delight, elbowing
us away from the emotional window. Yet
the end is always that the window is widened.
Darwin once expressed the delight he had
when on a rare occasion he surrendered himself
under the trees to the child's pleasure of just
watching the birds and insects and all the rest
without vexing himself for once over the
problems of origin. But how he has widened
the emotional window for mankind, for allw^ feel the grandeur of the evolution-idea!
Keats could not forgive Newton for robbing

mankind of the wonder of the rainbow,—but
when minor mysteries disappear, greater
mystenes stand confessed. Science never
destroys wonder, but only shifts it, higher and
deeper. When the half-gods go, the gods
amve, to the aesthetic as well as to the relirious
naood. For it is our experience that there is
always something finer, higher, grander thanwe saw at first. Should we not get back
oftener to the emotional reahzation of height
above height, which is expressed in Emerson's
picture of the httle child looking up through
the maple branches ?

« *- b

" Over his head were the maple buds.And over the tree was the moon.And over the moon were the starry studsThrt drop from the angels' shoon.*^
Our general position is a very simple one.
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We are enthusiastic believers in the valw
of Science in furnishing de^icriptiye formula
which facilitate both our intellectual and oui

practical grasp of Nature. But we do nol

feel that the generalizations of Science ar<

by themselves satisfying to us. Rightly oi

wrongly we share the ordinary human longing

for explanations, and we are not affected b]

being told that it is an unhealthy appetite
We believe that nature-poetry and religiou
feeling are alike complementary to Science
Both aim at getting beyond Science by othei
methods, intuitive and instinctive rather that
intellectual—and we do not think thai thei

jail.

Summary.—There are three relations hetweet.

Science and Art : (1) there is a scientific study oj

(esthetics ; (2) Science has enormous stores oj

what may he caUed the raw materials of Art
<

and (8) tJiere is an interesting psychologicai

opposition between the two moods. JEsthetia

is a psychological science which inquires into thi

characteristics of that familiar eseperience which
we call enjoying Nature or Art, and of the rarei

experience of productive artists. Man*s emo-
tional relation to Nature is primal and funda-
mental. The fundamental and ancient im-
pressions are of the world-power, of the im-
mensities, of the pervading order, and of the

universal flux. To these modem science has
added impressions of manifoldness, intricacy,
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inier-reUdedneai, and eooluHon, Nature it
more ihan a mirror of our moodt ; the funda-
menUd impressioru are impersorud. While
(hey have ecienHfic validity, th^y are hardly leee
important in supplying the raw materials of
poetry. Yet there is undoubted opposition be-
tween the scientific and the artistic mood ; when
either is in the saddle it must keep the other at a
spear*s length.
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CHAPT^n VII

SCIENCE AND BELIOION

"Hove a glimpse of incomprehensiblcs
and thoughts of things which thoughts bu
tenderly touch. Lodge inunaterials in th
bead; ascend into invisibles; fill thy spiri
with spirituals, with the mysteries of faith
the magnalities of religion, and thy life wit]
the honour of God."—Sir Thomas Browne.
The Aim of Science and the Attitude of Religion—Froi

nr»ctic*l Problenw to Religion—From EmotioniBtmn to Religion—From the Riddles of the Univen
to Religion -'JTie Voicea of Nature—The Conflit
between Science and Religion—Herbert Spencer'
reeition-Contributions of Science to Relurion-
Bununary. ^^

Much has been written on the relation
between Science and Religion, and the histor
of the so-called conflict between them is long
What we propose to do in this short chapte
is to explain a certain point of view whid
appears to us to make for clearness of thought
Our view is that Science and Religion an
inconmiensurables, that there is no tnw
antithesis between them. Let us explain.
The Aim of Science and the Attitude O]

194
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Reuoion.~As we have already seen, the aim
of Science is to discover the general laws of
what goes on, to formulate the sequenoef
in the simplest possible terms,—terms which
are either the immediate data of experience
or verifiably derived from these. It has a
definite aim, which is to describe things as
they are and as they have been, and to dis-
cover the laws of all processes ; it has definite
methods of observation and experiment; it
has its own " universe of discourse ** which
does not include transcendental concepts and
offers no ultimate explanations.
We cannot define Religion, but we use the

word to include all recognition--whether
practical, emotional, or intellectual—of an
independent spiritual reality. It is evidently
something altogether different from Science;
it is beyond the high tide-mark of everyday
emotion and it is on the far side of intellectual
curiosity.

Religion implies a realization of a higher
order of things than those of sense-experience,
and it has the usual three sides of feeling,
intellectual conviction, and activity. ** Rcli-
gi<Mi," said Prof. James, " has meant many
things in human history. ... I use the word
in the supematuralist sense, as declaring that
the so-called order of nature, which constitutes
this world's v,xperience, is only one portion of
the total universe, and that there stretches

G2
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beyond this visible world an unseen world
of which we now know nothing positive, but
in its relation to which the true significance
of our present mundane life consists. A man's
religious faith (whatever more special items
of doctrine it may involve) means for me
essentially his faith in the existence of an
unseen order of some kind in which the
riddles of the natural order may be found
explained " {The Will to Believe, 1908, p. 51)
Prof. A. E. Taylor writes: "Specifically
religious emotion, as we can detect it both in
our own experience, if we happen to possess
the religious * temperament,* and in the
devotional literature of the world, appears to
be essentially a mingled condition of exalto-
tion and humility arising from an inmiediate
sense of communion and co-operation with a
power greater and better than ourselves, in
which our ideas of good find completer realiza-
tion than they ever obtain in the empirically
known time-order »* {Elements of Metaphysics
1908, p. 890).

t- 9 ^»

Taking these descriptions as typical we see
that Religion includes what a man does, and
feels, and thinks when he has reached the
limit of his ordinary practical, emotional, and
mtellectual tether. It transcends the ordinary
and implies a certain exalUtion of feeling—
apart from which its activity, its art, its ideas
are quite undiscussable. Its language is
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not that of the street, nor of the studio, nor
of the laboratory. And just as it is impossible
to ^ak two languages at once, so it is a false
antithesis to contrast scientific and religious
interpretations,—they are incommensurable.
We wish in a simple historical way to con-

sider some of the pathways that have led and
still lead men to religious experience. In this
way we may be able to discern *n part how
it is that the growth of Science influences
Religion, although they are inconunensurables.
We would remind ourselves and our readers
that the whole subject should be treated with
reverence and sympathy, for it is hardly
possible to exaggerate the august rdle of
religion in human life. Whatever be our
views, we must recognize that just as the great
mathematicians and metaphysicians represent
the aristocracy of human intellect, so the
great religious geniuses represent the aristoc-
racy of human emotion. And in this con-
nection it is probably useful to bear in mind
that in all discussions about religious ideas or
feelings we should ourselves be in an exalted
mood, and yet " with a compelling sense of
our own limitations," and of the vastness and
mysteriousness of the world.
Prom Practical Problems to Reuoiok.

Man has three main relations with Nature and
with his fellow-men,—practical, emotional*
and intellectual—and along each of these three
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Unes there is a pathway to religion. For
untold ages Man has been dependent upon
Nature, and she has had many hard lessons
to teach him as to food and safety, as to health
and conduct. Nature has trained her " msur-
gent son " so that he has entered more and
more fully into his kingdom. This has
happened partly because Man listened to good
purpose to the voices of Nature and to voices
which do not belong to Nature at all, but
partly because Man, having in him the central
secret of life which we call variability, has
changed progressively from generation to
generation as he has been subjected to Nature's
sifting in the Struggle for Existence. These
three words, which tell half of pain and half
of happiness, mean for Man that he fought
with wild beasts till he worsted them or tamed
them, that at great cost he sifted out the
wholesome from the poisonous herbs, that
cowering and crouching for ages, he watched
the elemental forces of Nature tiU he wrested
from them their secrets, that he has been to
his fellows, too, since the beginning, the
strangest mixture of self-assertiveness and
sympathy, and that he has kept up an age-
long endeavour after well-being—always at
his best when rowing hard against the stream.

Nature's has been a stern school ; she has let
no slackness go unpunished; and the voice
that we hear echoing down the ages is Struggle,
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Endeavour, Struggle. Sparing only those
who will accept the life of ease—which we call
parasitism—Nature has always tended to
eKminate the sluggish, the unbalanced, the
uncontrolled, the unwholesome. Wild ani-
mals in Nature have parasites, but the occur- v^

•
•

•• ,Xrence of organic disease amongst them is rare,
and its elimination is rapid. Nature is all for
health. And for those who get anything of a
fair start, health is a curiously sensitive index
of morals,—^and not for the lower reaches only.

Civilization has indeed mitigated the sever-
ity of Nature's Spartan methods, and has
thrown off the yoke of Natural Selection, but
it has not put an end to struggle nor the need
for it. We interfere with Nature's winnowing
at every turn, and we are awakening to realize
the penalty we have to pay for having aban-
doned Natiu-e's policy without adopting a
really humaner one of our own. We are face
to face with ugly and terrible social arrears—
the results of our easy-going regime in which
superiority does not necessarily profit by the
rewards of superiority, in which inferiority
is shielded from the evils it entails. Since
we cannot return to Nature's stem regime,
which Plato approved, it behoves us more
strenuously to substitute for Natural Selection
a similar method on a higher turn of the spiral
—namely, a stringent policy of Rational and
Social Selection which will not be afraid to
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be finn in the present so that we may be less

cauel to the future. We cannot return to
Nature's tactics, but we must adhere to her
strategy or perish miserably.

Huxley insisted with his usual incisiveness

that our only chance of ethical .. oi^ess was to
combat the cosmic process, for what he saw
in Nature was a vast gladiatorial show, a
ubiquitous Ishmaelitism, every Uving creature

for itself and extinction taking the hindmost.
But he did not adequately appreciate the fact

that throughout the struggle for existence in
Nature, there is often a pathway to survival

and success through increased co-operation,

kindliness, and mutual aid, as well as throu£^
increased competition and belf-assertion. And
it is this line of combination and mutual aid
that man must especially follow; it is the
one he has followed in making some of his
greatest advances.

Moreover, is it not generally admitted that
the moral ideal is one of self-realization by
working for our social group, by being good
citizens in fact,—a self-realization which
implies our private subordination to the
general weal ? And is not this the deeper
asp«v , 'f Nature's strategy, that the individ-

ual .. .ug creature realizes itself in its inter-

relations, and has to submit to being lost that
the welfare of the whole may be served ?

There is much indeed to be said for the thesis :
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that the ideals of ethical progress—through

love and sociality, co-operation and sacrifice,

may be interpreted not as mere Utopias con-

tradicted by experience, but as the highest

expressions of the central evolutionary process

of the natural world.

To return to our general theme, we must
admit that for long ages Man learned in a hard

school, and that the severity of the lessons

often brought him to his knees. It seems to

be an historical fact that many a man has

become religious when he reached the limit

of his practical endeavour and was baffled.

When our naive ancestors had done all they

could and felt themselves powerless and were

afraid, they offered gifts, or sacrifices, or

prayers. It is surely true that the fear of

Nature has sometimes led men to the fear of

the Lord.

But as Man has become more and more
master of Nature, he has ceased to offer

sacrifice or to pray for rain ; and this pathway
to religion is not so well-trodden now as it

was in ancient days. Let us think vividly of

our ancestors—Uving in caves, fearful of wild

beasts, often dying of hunger or of poison,

without wood-work or metals, without fire,

without foresight, and quite unable to look to

the general weal. What a contrast between

this picture and our life to-day. For now-a-

days, the serpent that bites Man's heel is in
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nine cases out of ten microscopic

; year by year
Man increases his mastery over the physical
forces; he coins wealth out of the thin air; he
annihilates distance with his deep devices ; he
makes the ether carry his messages ; he is ex-
tending his kingdom to the heavens ; and he
is making experiments on the control of life.

And there is nothing to lead us to believe that
Man has more than begun to enter into his

'

kingdom.
The increasing mastery of Nature and the

associated enormous increase in human com-
fort and prosperity must be traced to the
application of science, and perhaps this is one
of the indirect ways in which scientific develop-
ment hinders rather than helps the growth of
religious feeling. This is a very simple con-
sideration, but surely one of importance, that
the scientific strengthening of Man's foothold
in the struggle for existence tends, for rougher
minds at least (and " we are not all the finest
Parian"), to close one of the pathways to
religion. In saying this we are not unaware
that the practical tasks ahead are stem
enough. For man has still a very imperfect
maserv of himself and our civilization is full
of misery. In face of the often terrible
failures of human endeavour, the element of
tragedy in things as they are, and the chill
that follows the vision of our fair earth and
all that it contains becoming cold and cindery
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as the moon, many a one of great repute in

the world of science—^we think of men like

Clerk Maxwell or Kelvin—seeks to steady
himself in the thought of some Abiding Reality,

saying as of yore, " I will lift up mine eyes
unto the hills."

From Emotional Strain to Reuoion.—
We have already spoken of Nature's appeal to
the human emotions,—^which seems to us to
be one of the big formative influences in
human evolution. Adnutting that the emo-
tional note varies with our science, from age
to age, and from race to race, we venture to
say that a love of Nature is an essential human
relati(m—^lost for a while in ultra-urban con-
ditions—^which makes all the world kin, and
is one of the saving graces of life.

Our present point is that the sense of
wonder, for instance, in the presence of
Nature, which lies near the roots of science
^d of philosophy, is and will continue to be
one of the footstools of religion. Nature is at
times so overpowering in its beaulv or p i^
awesomeness, that we feel it too big for our
fiumanity. Thus at i\ie limit of ids emotional
tension Man has often become a worshipper.
Some indeed—poets and painters and music-
ians—^find relief in their art, and in this seme
maintain that there is an essentially religious

quality. What seems to us quite clear when
we consider such magnificent pieces of poetic
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literature as the Nature-Psalms is this, that
men surcharged with emotion in the contem-
plation of Nature may keep their sanity by
finding a religious expression. To the author
of Psalm xxix, for instance, the thunder-
storm that passed over the country was a
revelation of God. We miss the whole point
if we suppose that the poet meant to say that
the thunder was caused by God speaking.
** He was not in the passionless and prosaic
state of seeking an explanation of the thunder

;

he was expressing religious experience of the
most exalted kind." He was far beyond the
confines of science, he had been greatly
thrilled by the storm, and in his exalted state
of feeling his emotion became religious, he
heard God*s voice.

Similarly in Man's emotional relations with
his fellows there are heights of joy and depths
of sorrow from which the transition to
religious feeling is natural, to certain tenkr
peraments at least.

Can it be said that the development of
science has in any way affected the frequency
with which the emotional pathway to religion

is followed ? It may be that in the rapid
extension of scientific thinking and sdentifie
knowledge some have lost the sense of wonder
that is due to relative ignorance without
gaining that which comes from knowledge.
It may also be that vhe extension of psycho-
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logical Analysis to all manner of emotions

has induced a curious self-consciousness that

inhibits spontaneity of feeling.

We think, however, that if there is a decad-

ence of deUght and reverence in the presence

of Nature, it must be due rather to the con-

ditions of modem urban civilisation than to

the spread of Science. Many men, some by
choice, and some under coercion, have got quite

out of touch with Nature, to their own great

loss. For Man was cradled and brought up
in Nature, and if, because of civihzation, he

cannot any l<mger continue to hve in the old

home, it is a condition of emoticmal sanity

that he should periodically return there, as

the migratory birds do. It is this old-estab-

lished association, we think, that gives deep

import to that ''uprush of feeling from

below the ordinary level of consciousness"

which we experience when we allow the

beauty of Nature to play upon us. In Emer-
son's transcendental language, " Nature is

the organ through which the universal spirit

speaks to the individual."

Feom the Riddles of the Universe
TO Religion.—Having referred to Man's
practical and emotional relations "with Nature

and with his fellows, we come to the third

relation, which is intellectual or scientific.

The first voice of Nature is Endeavour, the

second is Enjoy, the third is Enquire. For
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hundreds of thousands of years, Nature has
been setting Man problems, leading him
gradually from the practical to the more
abstract. On the one side there is Man
—inquisitive like an animal, but with deeper
devices ; on the other side there is Nature,—

a

rare collection of riddles. The sciences are
the solutions.

In olden times when the natural sciences
were young, when few methods of investi-
gation were known, Man found himself
hemmed in by the unknown and mysterious,
so oppressively at times that a religious
formulation was sought as a welcome refuge.
At the end of his intellectual tether, Man has
never ceased to become religious.

Now-a-days, however, the rapid development
of Science has cleared away a hundred minor
mysteries. Problem after problem has been
solved, and the correctness of the solutions
has been verified in practical mastery of
Nature. Man's intellectual tether has been
greatly lengthened, and there are not a few
who give the ignorant to understand that
most of the enigmas of Nature have found
their answers.

But, as we have aheady seen, the solutions
that Science offers have obvious limitations.
They do not satisfy most men, who wilt
persist in asking questions which Science never
asks,—questions about beginnings and ends.
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about meanings and values. Let us recall

for a moment some of the limitations. Scien-

tific formulations are always in terms of

something "given" which is unexplained.

In its historical treatment of things Science

always begins—not at the beginning, for that

is impossible, but from something " given
**

which it does not explain. Moreover, in

linking happenings together, it is only in a

limited set of cases that Science can tell how

the result is as it is.

In the common denominator to which

Science reduces things, in the sequences where

the resultants seem qualitativdy different

from their antecedents, in the origins from

which science starts in its genealogies, there is

mysteriousness. All our scientific experience

is rounded with mystery. As Sir E. Ray
Lankester has said :

" No sane man has ever

pretended, since science became a definite body

of doctrine, that we know or ever can hope to

know or conceive of the possibility of knowing

whence the mechanism has come, why it is

there, whither it is going, and what may or

may not be beyond and beside it, which our

senses are incapable of appreciating. These

things are not * explained * by science and

never can be."

If we will have for our human satisfaction

some answer to questions such as these,

which lie beyond SciencCi then it must be a

/
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transcendental answer, and that means for
moat men, who prefer to think naively, •
religious answer. As Coleridge said: '*AU
knowledge begins and ends with wonder, but
the first wonder is the child of ignorance; the
second wonder is the parent of adoration."
The Voices of Nature.—Let us dra^

together the threads of this simple argument,
which is meant to show how, from the nature of
the case, the progress ol science must influence
the growth of the religious mood. Nature
is so great—perhaps infinitely great—that
we need not be too much afraid of verbal
personification, nor of speaking, for purposes
of convenience, of the three voices of Nature
when we simply mean the impulses that
come from the threefold—practical, emotional,
and intellectual—relation between Man and
Nature. We are thinking, of course, of word-
less voices, as is said with sublime contradic-
tion in the nineteenth Psalm : ** Day unto
day is welling forth speech, and night unto
night IS breathing out knowledge; yet there is
no speech, and there are no words ; their voice
has no audible sound, yet it resonates over all
the earth."

We have hinted at the historical fact thatm listening to these voices, men have often
passed into religious experience, almost by
a kmd of coercion. W en a man after
extreme struggle is utterly baffled practicaUy,
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he may kneel in prayer; when n man it

penetratingly thrilled with emotion he may
be borne by its ecstasy inU> worship; and
when a man at the end of his scientific tether

is entirely unsatisfied with his formulie

—

necessarily as cold as they are true—he may
pass by a third portal into conviction of

religious truth.

^ese seem to us to be historical state-

ments. Though the three pathways indicated

may not be the only ones, nor the best, they

art three pathways along which men have
passed to religion. Not that they lead

inevitably to relifrious experience, fcnr the

practically bafiled . «y become a resigned and
even cheerful fatalLc, the emotionally thrilled

may find a soluticMi in some form of art, and
the unsatisfied scientific inquirer may settle

down into a contented positivist. But a
religious result is just as common. In some
degree the pathways may be called coercive,

indicating a sort of bad-weather recourse

to religion, but perhaps bad weather of the

sort indicated is part of a normal human
experience.

It seems fair to add another consideration,

that in listening to what we have called the
three voices of Nature, man may be disciplined

to hear even more august voices. Man's
struggles for food and foot-hold may give
him grit that helps towards and in mudli
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higher grades of endeavour; to be thrilled
with beauty may be a step to loving goodness

;

and to try to find out what is scientifically

true in Nature may be the beginning of
"waiting patiently upon the Lord."
While we are convinced that to listen to

what we have called the three voices of
Nature is a normal and necessary discipline
of the developing human spirit, we do not
think that Man can find abiding satisfaction
in Nature's voices alone. Invigorating, in-
spiring, and instructive they certainly are,
but, as we have seen, they are full of per-
plexities, and it is with a certain sad wist-
fulness that we hear their echoes dying away
in the quietness of our minds like the calls of
curlews on the moorland as they pass farther
into the mist. Happy, then, in that quietness
are those who have what Sir Thomas Browne
called " a glimpse of incomprehensibles, and
thoughts of things which thoughts but tenderly
touch."

It must be carefully noted that we have
spoken only of those pathways to religion
which the growth of Science has most directly
affected. We have not spoken of the ethical
approach to religion, by which many take
refuge from the contradictions of moral ex-
perience, nor of the approach to religion which
is followed by those who are able to see
in history, and especially in the Founder of
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Christianity, a direct Revelation of what is

otherwise only groped after.

The Conflict between Science and
Religion.—It was Clerk Maxwell who spoke

of the absurdity of trjring to keep " idea-tight

compartments " in our minds, and although

some men appear to achieve considerable

success in keeping their scientific convictions

unrelated to their religious convictions, there

is an element of grotesqueness in the feat.

Insulation of this sort is unnatural, and when
very successful it is pathological. Obviously

our whole life should be correlated, and it is

the endeavour after unification that is in part

responsible for the long-drawn-out " conflict

between science and religion"—^a conflict

which is often deplored, whereas it means a
wholesome keenness of interest and an ideal of

clearness and consistency.

The " conflict between science and religion
"

has several forms, which must be distinguished

from one another, (a) In the first place,

religious feeling is usually associated with a
content of beliefs, directly based on religious

experience or dependent on an interpretation

of human history and of Nature. In many
cases the beliefs that rest on interpretation

form part of a tradition accepted unquestion-
ingly by facile minds, or independently
tested by those who are sufficient for such
inquiries. To some extent, but to a continu- 1

!
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ally decreasing e: ent, these religious beliefs
touch the world of the concrete, and a clash-
ing with science must arise whenever and
wherever the form of the religious belief is
inconsistent with the results of science. A
typical instance occurred in the infancy of

y experimental science when Galileo's new as-
tronomy could not but clash with" a religious
belief which was for the time being wrapped
up with the assumption that the earth was
the steadfast hub of the solar system. Now-
a-days, howe ^er, the religious mind is not in
the least excited over the question whether
the earth goes round the sun, or the sun
round the earth, and this has been one of the
uses of the ** conflict between Science and
Religion," that the particular " body " which
a religious idea takes, has been more and
more sublimed. In most cases the religious
idea has become clearer in the process.
We may say, then, that if the form or ex-

pression oi a religious belief is contradictory
to a well-established fact in the order of
Nature, then clashing is ineviteble. But to
see in this an antithesis between the scientific
formula and the religious idea is a misunder-
standing.

{b) In the second place, conflict and con-
fusion have arisen by misguided attempts to
combme religious and scientific formulations in
the hope of thus making things more intellig-
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ible. An instance may be found in the history

of theories of organic evolution. The business

of the scientific evdiutionist is to show how
verifiable factors may have co-operated to

produce the marvellous results whidi we see

around us to-day. It goes without saying

that this task has not yet been crowned with

success. The results often seem strangely

out of proportion to the known causes. In

particular it is difiicult to give a scientific

account of the *' big lifts " in the history of

tl world of life. It gives us pause to think

of the origin of Vertebrates, of Birds, of

Mammals, of Man. We cannot speak with

much confidence of the operative factors. In

spite of this unsatisfactory ignorance, J ow-

ever, the scientific mind recoils with a j k
from the assumption of ** spiritual influxes

"

or mystical powers of any sort interpolated

from outside to help the evolving organism

over the stiles of difficulty The sdentific

task is certainly unfulfilled ; it may be beyond
himian attainment to complete it; but we
must not try to speak two languages at once,

(c) In the third place, just as religion is

often associated with forms of belief which
are unessential to it, and which may be
inconsistent with scientific conclusions, so

science often goes beyond its own sphere and
becomes associated with philosophical doc-

trines which are imessential to it, and which
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may conflict with religious convictions. Thus,
to take a familiar instance, materialism is
not a scientific conclusion, but a philosophical
doctnne which many students of science
have embraced. And materialism is in-
consistent with most forms of religious belief
and experience. The point that we wish to
make is that the antagonism in this case is
not between religion and science, but between
religion and a particular philosophy.

(d) In the fourth place the application of
scientific methods of investigation to the
forms of religious activity, tends, in the e"-s
of some at least, to rob them of that mystic
atmosphere apart from which the religious
spu-it cannot breathe. The genetic method
has penetrated into the realms of religion
and we read of the evolution of religious
Ideas, feelings, and rites. They are "ex-
plained » and their survival is accounted for
Moreover, the psychologist and even the
physiologist has had his innings, and it seems
to some as if religious phenomena were
losing all their religious character. Like
tender plants drawn out from shadowy
recesses, they wither quickly in the glare ofcommon day. Lictle wonder, then, that those
to whom religious experience is the greatest
reahty of their hfe should regard science asa loe.

(e) In che fifth place, there is an indubitable
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contrast between the scientific and the religi-

ous mood ; they cannot be simultaneous ;

they are not likely to be equally strong in

the same individual; and there are reasons

why the culture of the former is not favour-

able to the latter. It is important to inquire

into these reasons. How far is the opposition

essential and necessary? How far is it due
to the limitations of our faculties and to

misunderstanding ?

It cannot be that Science is satisfied with
what it has done in the way of giving an
account of things, or supposes that it will

soon be able to congratulate itself on having
cleared up all mysteries and explained every-

tliing. That is a view held only by the vulgar

and half-educated. As we have said so often,

Science gives no ultimate explanations. It is

not its business to try to do so. When Laplace,

answering Napoleon's question about God, said

that he " had no need of that hypothesis,"

he obviously meant that that august concept

was foreign to the astronomical " universe of

discourse." Nor can it be said that Science
engenders an irreverent spu'it ; the biographies

olalf the greatest scientific investigators

show the reverse. The irreverent and the
unwondering are to be found among those
who know least, not among those who know

i

most. It is true that minor mysteries dis-

1

appear, or, at least, that they cease to be i
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mysterious in a superficial way, but it has
Deen the experience of many a student of
Science that when the half-gods go the sods

To understand the antithesis we must
remember how our habitual occupation influ-
ence the mind. It is the everyday business
of Science to work with facts, to describe
tbese, testing and measuring, to search out
causes, to discover chains of sequence-and
all m such a way that the work done mav be
universally verifiable by all competent in-
quirers. A scientific datum should be quite
impersonal, and the statement of it should
be qmte uncolo-ired by any emotion. This
Habitual occupation is bound to react on the
orgamsm; it does not in itself favour that
subjectivity which is characteristic of religious

We have to remember also that the scientificspmt has been slowly learning the great
lesson, driven home by positivism-that its
fonnulations must be freed from the vague
and verbal. Science ever brandishes '* William
of Occam's razor »

:
" Entities are not to be

multiplied beyond necessity."
Furthermore, it seems that some importance

must be attached not only to the sceptical
habit, which IS distinctively scientificl.the
testing, verifying spirit—but also to the
agnostic frame of mind. The scientific in-
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quirer is aware of so many enigmas, so many
imsolved cxr half-odved problems, that it is

almost habitual to him to say :
** I do not

know/' " I do not understand." He has
learned to refrain from formulation when the
data are insufficient; he is accustomed to
be agnostic. Not that he folds his hands
saying, " We do not know and we shall never
know," his is an active agnosticism. But being
accustomed to patience, and having seen the
solution of much that his forefathers called

insoluble, he will not make haste to adopt
transcendental explanations of particular

events. As Prof. Boutroux puts it : " The
history of science proves that we have a right

to affirm a continuity between what we
know and what we do not know. This is

why the expression, * scientifically inexplic-

able,* is really without meaning. A mysteri-
ous force, a miraculous fact, assuming that
the fact exists, what is it but a phenomenon
which we are unable to explain with the
help of the laws that we at present know. If

the impossibility is confirmed, science will

go on to seek for other laws."

In this connection, we venture to quote a
well-known passage from the late Prof. William
James's WiU to Believe (1908). "When one
turns to the magnificent edifice of the physical
sciences, and sees how it was reared; what
thousands of disinterested moral lives of men
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lie buried in its mere foundations

; whal
patience and postponement, what choWnfldown of preference, what submission to the
icy laws of outer fact are wrought into itsvery stones and mortar; how absolutely im-
personal it stands in its vast augustness,-
then how besotted and contemptible seems
every httle sentimentalist who comes blowinir
his voluntary snaoke-wreaths. and pretending
to decide things from out of his private dream ICan we wonder if those bred in the ruggedand manly school of science should^
monflfv'^.''

V*-'^ subjectivism out of theirmouths? We must remember, however,
James s subsequent conclusion that "our
pasfflonal nature not only lawfully may, but
must, decide an option between propositions,
whenever it is a genuine option that can-
not by lU nature be decided on intellectual
grounds."
Our own position is this. Science seeks toanswer certain kinds of questions in regard

to Nature and Man and the history of l^th.
These answers are very far from being com-
plete, for the worid is very large and science
IS very young. But even if the answers were
as complete aU round as they are already in
parts, and if there were also answers to all
the scientific questions which we do not ypt
foresee nor know how to ask, yet they wou d
not be of a kind to satisfy the whole nature
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of the ordinary man. We get hints of com-
plementary answers in poetic and religious

feeling, and we see no reason to believe that
the only approach to Truth or Reality is by
the scientific method. The satisfaction we
reach in poetic and religious feeling is tran-
scendental, on a different plane from scientific

satisfaction. It is unveriiiable, incommuni-
cable, mystical, but—^for oiu^elves—true. In
its mystical character there is danger, but
the safeguard is in steadying the mind 'vith

Science and Philosophy—^with which our
poetry and religion must be harmonious.
Apart from this, another test of the validity
of our mystical feelings and transcendental
constructions is their value in our life.

Herbert Spencer's Position.—As we
have referred to the religious convictions of
intellectual giants like Clerk Maxwell and
Lord Kelvin, so we would in fairness illustrate

a different position by reference to Herbert
Spencer, who also belonged to the kingdom of
genius. Disagree with his views as one may,
one cannot doubt either the magnitude of
his intellect or his passionate sincerity.

In early days he was an uncompromising
critic of particular theological doctrines and
religious customs, but a wider knowledge
convinced him almost against his will that
some sort of religious cult has been an indis*

pensable factor in socfal progress. He looked

i
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forward to a stage in which, "recognizing th<
mystery of things as insoluble, religious organ
izations will be devoted to ethical culture.

" Thus I have come more and more to looi
cahnly on forms of religious belief to whicl
I had, in carUer days, a pronounced aversion
Holding that they are in the main naturall)
adapted to their respective peoples and
times, it now seems to me well that thej
should severally live and work as long at
the conditions persist, and, further, that
sudden changes of religious institutions, as
of political institutions, are certain to be
fcJlowed by reactions.

" If it be asked why, thinking thus, I have
persevered insetting forth views at variance
with current creeds, my reply is the one else-
where made :

* It is for each to utter that
which he sincerely believes to be true, and,
adding his unit of influence to all other units,
leave the results to work themselves out.*

"

Largely, however, Spencer»s change of moodm regard to religious creeds and institutions
resulted from "a deepening conviction that
the sphere occupied by them can never
become an unfilled sphere, but that there
inust continue to arise afresh the great ques-
tions concerning ourselves and surrounding
things; and that, if not positive answers, then
modes of consciousness standing in place of
positive answers must ever remain."
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We venture to quote a somewhat lengthy

passage because of its quite unique interest
in regard to the relations between science
and religion :

—

(( By those who know much, more than by
those who know little, is there felt the need
for explanation. Whence this process, in-

conceivable however symbolized, by which
alike the monixl and the man build themselves
up into their respective structures? What
must we say of the life, minute, multitudinous,
degraded, which, covering the ocean-floor,
occupies by far the larger part of the Earth's
area; and which yet, growing and decaying
in utter darkness, presents hundreds of species
of a single type ? Or, when we think of the
myriads of years of the Earth's past, during
which have arisen and passed away low forms
of creatures, small and great, which murdering
and being murdered, have gradually evolved,
how shall we answer the question : To what
end ? Ascending to wider problems, in which
way are we to interpret the lifelessness of
the greater celestial masses, the giant planets,
and the Sun; in proportion to which the
habitable planets are mere nothings ? If we
pass from these relatively near bodies to the
thirty millions of remote suns and solar
systems, where shall we find a reason for
all this j^parently unc(mscious exist«ice,
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infinite in amount compared with the exist
ence which is conscious—a waste Universe a
it seems ? Then behind these mysteries liei

the all-embracing mystery—whence this uni
versa! transformation which has gone oi
unceasingly throughout a past eternity anc
will go on unceasingly throughout a futun
eternity? And along with th' rises th<
paralysing thought : What if, ot all that ii

thus incomprehensible to us, there exists nc
comprehension anywhere ? No wonder that
men take refuge in authoritative dogma 1

*' So is it, too, with our own natures. Nc
less inscrutable is this complex consciousness
which has slowly evolved out of infantine
vacuity—consciousness which, during the
development of very creature, makes its
appearance out of what seems unconscious
matter; suggesting the thought that con-
sciousness in some rudimentaiy i\im is omni-
present. Lastly come insoluble questions
concerning our own fate : the evidence seem-
ing so strong that the relations of mind and
nervous structure are such that the cessa-
tion of the one accompanies dissolution of
the other, while, simultaneously, comes the
thought, so strange and so difficult to realize,
that with death there lapses both the con-
sciousness of existence and the consciousness
of having existed.

** Thus religious creeds, which in one way
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or other occupy the sphere that rational
interpretation seeks to occupy and fails, and
fails the more it seeks, I have come to regard
with a sympathy based on community of
need : feeling that dissent from them results
from inability to accept the solutions offered,
joined with the wish that solutions coxild be
found " (Spencer, 1898).

Contributions op Science to Reugion.
—Some people are disappointed because
scientific investigation gives no direct support
to religious convictions, but this shows a mis-
understanding of what is meant by science
and by religion. Science establishes con-
clusions which the religious mood may utilize,
just as philosophy utilizes them, and trans^
figure, just as poetry transfigures them ; but
it is the common confession of the scientific
mood throughout all the iiges that we cannot
" by searohing find out God."
But is it not much that Science discloses

more and more fully the intelligibility, the
orderliness, and the progressiveness of Nature ?
These are big intellectual assets. Is it not
much that Science discloses more and more
fully the wonder of the world—the immen-
sities and the intricacies, the changing order
and the orderly changes, besides all the beautym depths and heights which the unscientific
eye cannot see? These are big emotional
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assets. Is there not practical value, too

both of encouragement and warning, in th<

scientific view that it is an ascent, not i

descent, that is behind us—^and in front of ui

too, we hope ? Everything seems to indicate

that it is an increasingly controllable futuri

that lies before us here, and it surely add
zest to cur life to feel that we can shari

in the " increasing purpose " of evolution, ii

the working out of what seems like a greai

and beautiful thought.

It is also fair to recognize that Science hai

done well by Religion in eliminating mud
that is superstitious, and it seems very imlikel)

that its useful function in this direction hai

been completed. As the late Prof. W. Jamei
said :

*^ What mankind at large most lacki

is criticism and caution, not faith.'' What
some, he went on to say, " most need is thai

their faiths should be broken up and venti-

lated, that the north-west wind of science

should get into them and blow their sickliness

and barbarism away."
Summary.—Science and Religion are in

commensurables^ and there is no true antUhesi

between them—they belong to different uni
verses of discourse. Science is descriptive am
offers no uUHmate ewplanation; Religion it

mystical and interpretative, implying a realifui

Hon of a higher order of things than those o^

sense-eteperience. Men are led to religion alon^
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many pathways—from the contradictions of Hie
moral life, from tlie facts of history, and from
what is experienced at the limits of practical
endeavour, emotional i:tTiin, and intellectual
inquiry. It is no ; difficuli io ee why the rapid
development of Sc 7? ^e shouh have affected, for
a time of transition ct legist, the frequency with
which men tread the Imt-named three pathways
to religion-—namely, from baulked struggle,
strained emotion, and baffled inquiry. The
so-called " conflict between science and religion

"
depends in part on a clashing of particular
expressions of religious belief with facts of
science, or on a clashing of particular scientific
philosophies with religious feeling, or on attempts
to comifine in one statement scientific and re-
ligious formulations, or on the application of
P'>ychological inquiry to the phases of religious
experience, or on the contrast of the two moods.
But the bulk of the conflict is due to a misunder-
standing, to a false antithesis between incom-
mensurables. While Science can give no direct
suppoH to religious convictions, it establishes
conclusions which the religious mood may
utilize, just as philosophy utilizes them, and
transfigure, just as poetry transfigures them.

ir
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CHAPTER VIII

THE UTILITY OF SCIENCE

*' The end of our foundation [Salomor
House in the New Atlantis] is the knowledj
of causes and the secrel; motions of thing
and the enlarging of the bounds of hum?
empire, to the effecting of all things possible

Francis Bacon.

Science for its ovyn Sake—Science and Practical Lore
Science and Occupation—Illustrations of the Practi(
Utility of the Sciences—Danf^er of Utilitarian Critei
—Fundamental Value of "llieoretical Science"—

H

torical Illustrations— Socialized Science— Summary.

Science for its own Sake.—To see thin/

and happenings clearly, both in themselv<
and in. their relations to other things an
happenings, is the aim of science. And e

one who enjoys scientific work—whether i

the humble level of accurate description, <

at the high level of discovering a formula-
cares to hear much about the " utility <

science." No artist likes utilitarian valuatioi
of his art, and the scientist understands hii

in this at least. I also am an artist, he says

or words to that effect, meaning (1) that
scientific investigation is, like a picture, a

226
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endeavour o get at the setting ar i significance
of things or events; (2) that there s a delight
and an endeavour in scientific workmanship
that is its own reward ; and (8) that in
the higher reaches of science, the discovery
of a formula, a general law, a pedigree, a
homology, an inter-relation—whatever it may
be—is in some measure a personal achieve-
ment.

" Science for its own sake," like " Aii for
Art's sake," is an autonomy worth fighting
for. Both scientific inquiry and artistic
device are natural and necessary expressions
of the evolving human spirit, and for this
reason a utilitarian apology for either is

gratuitous. Scientific inquiry is noble in
itself, and it is its own reward. As Bacon
said :

" We see in all other pleasures there
is satiety, and after they be used their verdure
dcparteth. . . . But of knowledge ^here is no
satiety, but satisfaction and appetite are
perpetually interchangeable, and therefore it

appeareth to be good in itself simply without
fallacy or accident."

Science and 7ractical Lore.—Historical
inqmr>' shows that the concrete sciences grew
out of practical lore, and that even after they
began to stand on their own legs as indepen-
dent theoretical interpretations of Nature,
they have often received fresh stimulii" by
coming back to practical problems. Did not

H a
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botany arise out of herb-gatlierin vnd gar
dening, and has not botany as a science got ai

uplift from all its many contacts with humai
needs ? We think of yeast and fermentations
of bacteria and diseases, of diatoms and fish

supply, of breeding experiments and th
improvement of our food-plants, of plant
associations and inter-relations in thei
bearing on the perennial problem of makinj
the most of the Earth for our children as wel
as for oiu-selves.

The lore of the hunter, the fisher, the shep
herd is older than all zoology, and ever]
thoughtful naturalist will agree that his sciena
runs a risk of losing vitality and real pro
gressiveness if it gets too far away from th<
actual life of animals as it is lived in Nature
Nay more, that just as a stimulus has beei
periodically given to zoological studies by th<
return of a great expedition, such as th<
Challenger^ with its enthralling splendour oj

animate spoils, so the tackling of some practi
cal problem of real moment has often beer
followed by some impulse to pure science.

It is perhaps going too far to say with Prof,
Espinas :

*' Practice has always gone in advance
of theory "

; but there is no doubt that science
and practice act and react most beneficially
upon one another. Science has grown out oi
practical lore, and it has nothing to gain, but
much to lose, by forgetting its origins.
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Perhaps, however, there is still some danger
—^though it is rapidly diminishing—of practi-

cal lore refusing the aid of science. The old

farmer, who has made his fields and his stock

pay for half-a-century, has no use for the new
science of the living earth, which t^ems with
Protozoa as well as with Bacteria, and he has

no appetite for Mendelism. The old fisher-

man, who has sometimes an almost uncanny
skill in reading the riddle of the sea—in finding

out where he is and where the fish are likely

to be—^is not athirst for ichthyological in-

struction, though, as a matter of fact, when
he is approached sympathetically, and as one
who has something to impart as well as to

receive, he often proves himself an effective

student. We need not multiply examples,

for the point is a simple one.

Much of the practical lore is thoroughly

scientific though it may never have been
stated. The use of instruction is to make it

conscious, communicable, and more plastic,

and to get down to the principles which it

unconsciously illustrates. For wonderful as

is the lore that comes from instinctive insight

to start with and long experience to back this

up, it not only tends to die with its possessor,

but like instinct, as contrasted with intelli-

gence, in animals, it is apt to be thrown out
of gear by some slight change in the conditions

of application.
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At the same time we feel bound to admit

that the endeavour to formulate practical lore
is not likely to have more than partial success,
for there is an unanalysable element in its
higher reaches. This is well known in the
case of some of the experienced physicians of
the older school whose insight in diagnosis
has often excited the wonder and envy of
their more scientific successors. Perhaps
there was sometimes more hard work behind
it than was usually supposed, but it seems
certam that in many fields there are men with
a remarkable power of intuition, bom not
made, of whose methods even self-analysis
can give no account.
There is no doubt that all the sciences—

not excepting psychology and sociology-
sprang from concrete experience. Mathe-
matics is abstract enough, but what does its
history show ? " Man began arithmetic with
experience of the number of his fingers and
toes, and geometry with experience of the
magnitude of his hands, feet, and arms. He
we*it on to use these concrete bodies as stan-
dards to measure other bodies. Geometry
means the measurement of lands; and the
most ancient Egyptian book of mathematics,
the papyrus of Ahmes, about 1700 b.c,
measures bams, pyramids, and obelisks, and
treats solid bodies before proceeding to
abstract surfaces. Mathematics, in short,
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began with concrete bodies, such as could
only be reached by means of experience, and
only gradually receded from the concrete to
the abstract, to the units of abstract arith-

metic, and the points of abstract geometry.
The Greeks achieved this analysis from con-
crete to abstract, and thus converted mathe-
matics from analysis to synthesis, which
begins with the abstract unit as origin of
number, and with the abstract point as
simpler than the line. But the order of
discovery was from the concrete and ana-
lytical, although afterwards the order of
development was from the abstract and
synthetic " (Prof. T. Case, 1906, p. 6).

It is good history that the sciences sprang
out of the lore of occupations, and it is also
a fact of no small ethical importance. " We
cannot get away from our ancestors. Just
as a physical scientist is a smith, so is the
botanist a farmer and shepherd, the zoologist
a huntsman, the geographer a sailor, the his-
torian a scald, the doctor a wizard or medicine-
man, and the lawyer a scribe. As for the
mathematician, his material—theoldest science
of all—has been drawn from such a variety
of occupations that, if he vividly grasps the
spirit of the history of his science (though,
imfortimately, this is rarely the case), he
should find himself in a very real sense the
heir to all the ages, and become imbued with
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sympathy for all occupations." (Branford,
1904).

Science and Occupation.—In an address
with this title (Journal of EducaHon, June.
1904), Mr. Benchara Branford expounds "

this

^^if^u*"!^*"'
*^^* ''" ^^^^^y* a" knowledge,

all the broad groups of sciences, oripnally
sprang from the experience gathered by man
from one or other of his numerous occupa-
tions. ' "We must not imagine that science
floats, as it were, in the clouds, serenely
isolated from the hum and bustle and occupa-
tions of the busy world, and developing in
some mysterious way of its own." " Science
ultimately sprang, and is continually spring-
ing, from the desires and efforts of men to
increase their skill in their occupations by
understanding the eternal principles that
underlie all dealings of man with Nature
and of man with his fellow-men." "And
if science ultimately has sprung from, and is
continually springing anew from, occupations,
science has repaid the debt both by rendering
those who follow her teaching more skilled
in their occupations and by actually giving
rise by her discoveries to absolutely new
types of occupations. One of the great con-
ditions of human progress is this unceasing
reciprocal relationship between occupation
and science, each constantly producing and
being produced by the other. Out of many
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instances I shall choose one striking example of
the development of science from occupation.
"Monge was born the son of a French

pedlar about 1750. The construction of a
plan he made of his native town brought the
boy under the notice of a colonel of Engineers,
who got him admitted to one of the military
schools. His humble birth precluded him
from receiving a commission in the Army,
but he was taught surveying and drawing;
though he was told he was not sufficiently
well born to be allowed to attempt problems
which required mathematical calculations.
At last his opportxmity came. He observed
that all the plans of fortifications were con-
structed by long and tedious arithmetical
calculations from the original observed meas-
urements. Monge substituted for these a
geometrical process he had invented which
produced the plan so quickly that the officer
in charge refused to receive it, because pro-
fessional etique' ^e required that no less than
a certain time should be spent over making
these drawings. When once examined, its
obvious superiority was recognized. This
geometrical process discovered by Monge
was nothing less than a new branch of geo-
metry—known to students of engineering
as practical solid geometry—a science in
which, by the now familiar method of plan
and elevation, a solid object can be repre-
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sented adequately by construction on a plane
—a method whose practical, or, let me say,
occupational, value can scarcely be over-
estimated, and the further development of
which by Monge hed far-reaching effects
upon mathematical scit.ice itself. Here we
have a new and distinct branch of science
springing directly from the occupation of war,
on its engineering side."

Illustrations of the Practical Utiuty
OF THE SciENCES.--The long list of what are
called "Applied Sciences "—a term which
Huxley hated so heartily—shows the number
and the variety of the practical utilizations of
Science. We cannot give more than a few ex-
amples, vvhich may be multiplied by reference
to other scientific volumes in this Library.
Thus while every one knows more or less
clearly that astronomy still continues to be
of use in navigation, we find in Mr. Hinks's
fascinating volume that the science also earns
its living by helping the surveyor and the
map-maker, and by supplying the world with
accurate time. Even to ships upon the sea
the astronomers now tell the time of day by
wireless telegraphy.

Numerous chemical arts—such as brewing,
soap-making and dyeing—were practised be-
fore there was a science of chemistry, but
'he multiplication of these under direct
scientific stimulus is past telling. Think
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only, for instance, of the cyanide processes for
the recovery of gold from its ores, of the
technical development of benzene and its

derivatives, of the electro-chemical industry,
of the improvement of steel-making, of the
syntl citic production of substances like indigo
which were formerly procurable only as
natural products, and of the utilization of
the nitrogen of the air in the manufacture of
fertilizers. Among the many practical bene-
fits resulting from the development of physics,
we naturally think first of some of the mere
recent—the telegraph, the telephone, wire-
less telegraphy, electric motors, and flying
machines. From the sciences of the earth
man has profited enormously—for they have
led him to stores of coal and iron and
other buried treasures. From oceanography
already there are conclusions of importance
in connection with fisheries, and meteor-
ology, another very young science, has
already to be thanked for much saving of
life and wealth through its prophetic weather
reports.

On the biological side we may mention,
as diverse illustrations, the applications of
bacteriology in surgery, hygiene, agriculture,
and the preservation or improvement of food

;

the application of " protozoology " to the
study of such diseases as p^brine in silk-
worms and sleeping-sickness in man; the
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influence on medicine of the physiological
discovery of internal secretions like those of
the thyroid gland and the suprarenals; the
study of the whole economy of the sea in
relation to various kinds of fisheries ; and the
utilization of Mendel's principles of heredity
in the practical improvement of domestic
animals and cultivated plonts.

In his Wonderful Century Dr. Alfred Russel
Wallace made an interesting comparison
between the practically important applica-
tions of science in the nineteenth century and
those in all preceding centuries. Among new
departures of the nineteenth century he
reckoned thirteen as of first importance,
namely—railways, steam-navigation, electric
telegraphs, the telephone, friction matches,
gas lighting, electric lighting, photography,
the phonograph, Rontgen rays, spectrum
analysis, the use of anaesthetics, and the use
of antiseptics. In all preceding time he
reckoned only five inventions of the first

rank—the telescope, the printing press, the
mariner's compass, Arabic numerals, and
alphabetical writing, to which may be added
the steam-engine and the barometer, " making
seven in all, as against thirteen in one single
century." Perhaps this estimate was a little

more generous to the nineteenth centiu*y
than to those before it, but it is certainly fair

enough to bring out in a very interesting way
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the concomitance of the progress of science
and practically important inventions.

Danger of Utiutarian Criteria.—The
list f f practical benefits which Science has
conferred on man might be greatly lengthened,
but what we have given is perhaps sufficiently

representative, and there is much risk of over-
emphasizing the utilitarian criteria. The too
intensely practical man has got so accustomed
to the fruits of Science that he is apt to forget

that these cannot be forthcoming if the roots
die. Therefore to the critic who growls over
the time spent on studying sea-weeds, when
" what we want is more wheat," over embryo-
logical research instead of fish-hatching, over
the theoretical puzzles of geology instead of
the search for more coal and iron, we must
answer, first, that man does not live by bread
alone ; second, that he must be patient if his

desired practical results are to be sure ; third,

that Science is a unity, and the theoretical
foundation is essential if there is to be pro-
gressive practical application; and, fourth,
ti»t, as a matter of fact, it has often been
from the mwst unpromising theoretical in-

vestspatmins that great practical discoveries
h^sse same. Even for the sake of practice,
Sbwim r dftofuld never submit to the over-
amei^tk man's omon which makes imme-
diarsc iM^tya stringent criterion of worthiness.
Xo-AET, as mmch as ever, when the enthusi-
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asm for " practical results » is so strong, we
do well to remember the distinction drawn
by Bacon, nearly four hundred years ago
between those results of Science which ar^
light-givmg (lucifera) and those which are
of direct practical utility (fructifera). Re-
gardmg which, he came to the memorable
conclusion

:
" Just as the vision of light itself

IS somethmg more excellent and beautiful
than Its manifold use, so without doubt the
contemplation of things as they are, without
superstition or imposture, without error or
confusion, is in itself a nobler thing than a
whole harvest of inventions." It is an in-
tolerable narrow-mindedness which supposes
that a science can be judged only by its
practical fruits and not also by its virtue of
illumination.

Fundamental Value of " Theoretical
SciENCE."-This little book will not have been
wntten m vam if it contributes to expose the
pernicious fallacy, which has deceived many
that science can be pruned of its theoretical
developments and yet continue to bear fruit
It is supposed by the ignorant that thes^
efflorescences" could be dispensed with—

mere luxuries of the intelligence, and out of
place in a utilitarian age. The fact is that
they are the blossoms, which in part become
fruits.

One of the deleterious results of the fallacy
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is that it has suggested to students and
directors of studies—at all levels—^the mis-

taken policy of trying to secure a " technical

education " without an adequately substantial

scientific training. Perhaps this is a Nemesis
on the heels of ultra-academic curricula which
might have been orientated in relation to

practical professional problems without any
loss in the thoroughness or all-roimdness of the

scientific discipline ; but the recoil is resulting

in a technician who is insufficiently grounded
in the principles.

Students of Science have indeed primarily to
do with the kind of investigation whose results

Bacon cailed Iticifera, but our point is that this

is the siu*est, and sometimes even the shortest

road to that other kind of result which he
called fructifera. In one of his lectures

Prof. Karl Pearson makes the following

impressive statement of his own experience

:

** I have been engaged for sixteen years in

helping to train engineers, and those of my
old pupils who are now coming to the front

in life are not those who stuck to facts and
formula, and sought only for what they
thought would be * useful to them in their

profession.' On the contrary, the lads who
paid attention to method, who thought more
of proofs thaT> of formulae, who accepted
even the specialized branches of their training
as a means of developing habits of observation

/
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rather than of collecting * useful facts,' thcs<
lads have developed into men who ^re sue-ceedmg m life. And the reason of this seems
to me, when considering their individual cases
to be that they could adapt themselves to ai^environment more or less different from that
of the existing profession; they could irobeyond its processes, its formula, and L
facts, Md develop new ones. Their knowledge

rLw!??? ^^^ *^^^ ^""^^^ ^^ observation
enabled them to supply new needs, to answerto the caU when there was a demand, not forold know edge, but for trained brains." .The only sort of technical education thenation ought to trouble about is teachinir
people to see and think." ..." What wewant are trained brains, scouts in all fields,and not a knowledge of facts and processes

mm^. It comes to this: that, on the whole,the deeper and more difficult studies, whichstretch our brains most, are of much m^e
"tr f::ts*^'"^^^^'

^'^^^ -^^* - -»^

f^f^^w \"L*^^^«*i'»« address on " The Debt ofthe World to Pure Science," Prof. J. X
friZ^'''^'' Pr""? °"* ^^^^ **»« fundamental
importance of abstruse research receives too
little consideration in our time, except, ofcourse, from those who really know. The
practical side of life is all-absorbent, and it is
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forgotten that ** the foundation of industrial
advance was laid by workers in pure science,
for the most part ignorant of utility and carine
little about it." . . .

" The investigator takes
«ie first step and makes the inventor possible.
Thereafter, the inventor's work aids the
mvestigator in making new discoveries to be
utilized in their turn."

It is quite plain from the history of Science
that the practical value of Science is in direct
proportion to the precision of scientific
methods, and that the most "theoretical"
investigations have often had practice' results
of extraordinary magnitude. It is not merely
that the theory forms the foundations of the
Science, there is another reason. Scientific
descriptions increase in value as they become
absolutely impersonal, as they become per-
fectly precise, and especiaUy as they become
condensed general formulae which will be
applicable to an infinite variety of particular
situations. There is no doubt that the quiet
thinkers in the scientific cloisters are, like th«
poets, the makers and shakers of the worid.
Historical Illustrations.—Only the ex-

tremely ignorant can question the utility of
let us say the prolonged application of
Greek mtellect to the laws of conic sections.
Whether we think of bridges or of projectiles,
of the curves of ships or of the rules of navi-
gation, we must think of conic sections. The
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rules of navigation, for instance, are in part
based on astronomy. Kepler's Laws are
foundation-stones of that science, but Kepler
discovered that Mars moves in an ellipse
round the sun in one of the foci by a deduc-
tion from conic sections. As Laplace said,
" Without the speculations of the Greeks on
the curves formed from the section of a cone
by a plane, these beautiful laws might have
been still unknown." Yet the historical fact
is that these conic sections were studied as an
abstract science for eighteen centuries before
they came to be of their highest use.
Those who doubt the value of " theoretical

researches" should study Pasteur's life and
observe how his services tomankind were based
on inquiries which seemed at first sight
remote from human application. It is true
that Pasteur may be interpreted as the
master-peasant, and the tanner's son (see
Evolution, p. 224), but this need not keep
us from recognizing that his researches torm
an intellectual chain, the first link of which was
a study of the crystalline forms of tartrates.
Thus, justly, the list of his achievements,
recorded around his tomb, begins with " Mole-
cular dissymmetry, 1848," an almost diagram-
matically theoretical beginning for a series of
researches which have had such a deep and
extensive influence on the life of Man.
The twitching of the legs of Galvani's frogs
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was studied as a theoretical curiosity; who
could have foretold that it pointed to tele-
graphy ? It was not for practical purpose
that William Smith plodded afoot over
England, neither resting nor hurrying in his
exploration of the strata, but how much of the
exploitation of our country's mineral resources
had its origin in his maps ? The important
method of spectrum analysis had its beginning
in some apparently insignificant observations.
Who can say that the early steps which led
to finding a cave of treasures (not altogether
without alloy) in coal-tar had, to begin with,
any practical outlook ?

From an address on Technical Chemistry, by
Prof. C. E. Munroe, we take another striking
case. "The experience of the past has re-
peatedly demonstrated the commercial possi-
bilities that are latent in scientific theories.
A famous example is found in the commerciai
development of benzene. Lachman, in 1898,
after referring to its discovery by Faraday
in 1825, and its production from benzoic acid
by Mitscherlich nine years later, says :

* These
famous chemists little thought that their
limpid oil would one day lay claim to be
the most important substance in organic
chemistry; that it would give birth to untold
thousands of compounds; that it would revo-
lutionize science and technology. The tech-
nical development of benzene and it*. >riva-

1

J.
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tivcs employs over fifteen thousand workmenm Germany alone ; the commercial value of the
products reaches tens of millions of dollars.
Nearly all of this tremendous activity is due to
a single idea, advanced in a masterly treatise by
Auguste KekuU in the year 1865: »

It is a commonplace that the developments
of steam-power, electric Telegraphy, Tele-
phony, and Dynamo-electrical machinery,
which have changed human life so markedly!
have come about in association with new
theoretical developments in the sciences of
heat and electricity. To substantiate this
precisely is not difficult, but an analogous
case will, we think, suffice for demonstration.
When Prof. William Thomson published, in
1858, in the Philosophical Magazine, a stiff
bit of mathematical analysis, which laid the
foundation of the theory of electric oscilla-
tions, there can have been few who saw in it
the basis of toireless telegraphy.

In this connection, it is very interesting
to hear Lord Kelvin's own opinion, for he
excelled alike in theoretical insight and in
practical application. After speaking of " the
vast resources which we derive from direct
applications of modern science," " of the im-
mense practical importance of the principles
of Natural Philosophy," he says : " We
must not, however, by considerations of this
kind, be led to regard applications to the
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ordinary purposes of life as the proper object
and end of science. Nothing could more
effectually stop the advancement of know-
ledge than the prevalence of such views;
even the desired practically useful discoveries
would not be made if researches obnoxious
to the fatal question cut bono were to be
uniformly avoided. . . . Oersted would never
have made his great discovery of the action
of galvanic currents on magnets had he
stopped in his researches to consider in what
manner they could possibly be turned to
practical account; and so we should not now
be able to boast of the wonders done by
the electric telegraph. Indeed, no great law
in Natural Philosophy has ever been dis-
covered for its practical applications, but the
instances are innumerable of investigations
apparently quite useless^ in this narrow sense
of the word, which have led to the most
valuable residts."

Dr. A. E. Shipley has recently called atten-
tion to two diagrammatic illustrations of our
theme. "A few years ago no knowledge
could seem more useless to the practical man,
no search more futile than that which sought
to distinguish between one species of gnat
or tick and another; yet that knowledge has
rendered it possible to open up Africa and
to cut the Panama Canal. This witness,"
Mr. F. A. Dixey remarks, "is true; and it
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would be difficult to point to a more con
plete demonsiration of the fact that natun
knowledge, pursued for its own sake, withouany direct view to future utility, will oftci
lead to results of the most unexpected kin<

fv ^ c
""^"^ ^'^^^^^ practical importance

!

{Nature, Sept. 2, 1909).
^

We see, then, that undue insistence on thipracfteal utility of science is not historicall]
J. .tihed and that hasty criticism of lin«
of scientific work as purely theoretical ii
likely to be very unjust. What practice

Tf^T^^T- '"^"^ ^" apparently abstrusiand detached investigation no one is wiseenough to predict, and inventions usuallv reston a patiently established theoretical basis
Minerva-hke birth of discoveries is r^!As Prof. Stephenson puts it: "Discoverieswhich prove all-important in secondary
results do not burst forth full grown; the^
are, so to say, the crown of a structure raised

tXVli noiselessly by men indifferent
to this worid's affairs, caring little for fameand even less for wealth. Facts are gathered
pnnciples are discovered, each falling TiSo
its own place until at last the brilliant cro^
^hmes^out, and the world thinks it se^^

"mlf 1*''*-P''*«^«^ man's impatientWhat s the use of it ? " may be oc^ion-ally a sound corrective, since science!Twdl
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as art, requires to be socialized. But it

often reveals an intellectual shortsighted-
ness. As Sir Lyon Playfair once said :

** Truer
relations of science to industry are implied
in Greek mythology. Vulcan, the god of in-
dustry, wooed science, in the form of Minerva,
with a passionate love, but the chaste goddess
never married. Yet she conferred upon man-
kind nearly as many arts as Prometheus."
SociAuzED Science.—But how does the

idea of science for its own sake harmonize
with that expressed in Spencer's sentence:

[

" Science is for Life, not Life for Science '-' ?
There is no antithesis.

1. Science is certainly for the development
of life, but " life " must not be conceived of
narrowly. " Is not the life more than meat,
and the body than raiment ?

"

2. Moreover, for educated men in modem
civilized communities, life must be to some
extent for science, if it is to have any degree
of completeness.

8. Our point has been that Science will do
best for the citizen if it is left to attend to its
own business.

On the other hand, while we may not be
able to say of any specialized line of scientific
inquiry that it is not of value to human
life, there are some which are more promising
and urgent than others. Many kinds of
quantitative descriptive work, which afford

I

i
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veiy useful disciplining material fop aprentices, are not particularly upflent A,
eventually we must admit that J^fof sciel^are the mtellectual advisers and Sto
dried ^?h "ir 1 ';,"'""'^'*y ^'^^ ^« eo"cernea with the fundamental problem ibread and butter, ^vith the sciencHno^
Brodwissenschaft." *""wn t

a^^fwfT "'"^^^ '^^^"*^^*^ investigators aras hable to preoccupation as other mer

oV? *^** Prominence should U' ^^eto the humane ideal of socialized scien^

wSIT.^"*-
^*

^i
'°"« ^«^ i" the desSwhich he gives of the true spirit of theSt fi

mvest^gatorinafamouspasLgeintheJ^^^^^

?^ f/ f^«7»»wg •• " This is that whi^ W^llindeed dignify and exalt knowledge if eontemplation and action be more nfarlvlTdstraitly conjoined and united Jogeth^^S^they have Ijeen; for men have eSd irJ^

uVorrnaS^ ^"' ^nowledg:,tmetiS :upun a natural curiositv and innii;<,;4^
aje^tite; sometimes to enLTufthTmSwith vanety and delight; sometimeT^n^

enable them to victory of wit and contradiction; and most times for lucre and n^fession, and seldom sincerely to ri™ a t™account of their gift of reason toihe benS?of man; as if there were sought in kno^^g
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a couch whereupon to repose a searchinff
and restless spirit; or a tarasse for a wander-
ing and variable mind to walk up and down
with a fair prospect; or a tower of state for
a proud mind to raise itself upon; or a fort
or commanding ground for strife and con-
tention; or a shop for profit or sale; and not
a nch storehouse for the glory of the Creator
and the relief of man's estate."
But there are two sides to this idea of

socialization, the other being the duty of the
State to utilize the resources of Science in the
solution of practical problems. Whether we
think of the more effective and less wasteful
exploitation of the Earth, or of the gatheringm of the harvest of the sea, or of making
occupations more wholesome, or of beauti-
fying human surroundings, or of exterminat-
ing infectious diseases, or of improving the
physique of the race—we are filled with
amazement at the abundance of expert
knowledge of priceless value which is%io/

I

being utilized.

As to what may be caUed the moralization
lof Science—this is a subject on which only the
Ihigh priests m the temple should speak, and
iwe shall not do more than recall the noble
>ords of one of these. Helmholtz writes

:

AS the highest motive influencing mywork—though not reached in my early vears
-was the thought of the civilized world as
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ZaT^j ,
companson with that ol thmividual. appears a, eternal. In the wrvic

^owlX""" «"^'^^y "y contributtn t

li^hf ^^'^V'?^' " " *<"• appeared in th

^? f~U t^^r^"^' '»'• theworker htaMt feds bound by affection to the whc*

ims feeling all can theoretically understandbut long experience of it alone^eTdS

nuiff
*™ /''"Pter we have used the word

TolL^r" '^ r'' °' P"^"'='J utility. havS^in other chapters taid enough to show th^f

hiVhr
'^^J'^'tify itself. if*ne ^s^Tit

*

n^t™l ~"i* °' "PP**"- *"<" Scienc^ ?s a

Sorlr?"^^ development and dis!

a''ra^:t%rr''5r4'''^"
always ruleTankind "

"^'"^ '"'^ *°"'«'

««*« <w a natural and necessaryhuman activ^

^arftcai problems. One of the great eonditioZ
of human progress is the unceliZSZ^reUUtonshp between science and o^J^T^ ^act.cal utility of the scicncesTlT^
that there „ danger i„ exaggeratingJ^^
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